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l'lie exercises consisted of
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WKKK.

Lewiston's

dedicated

\\V<K.

a

prayer,
is
by ldO school children, the formal
of ke\s i.o the mayor and his ream! addresses by cx-Uovcrnor
i"ii and other citizens,
'l'lie deduaall took place Friday evening.
Kennebec Coal Mining ( ompany met
-rtland.
last week,
and
decided
dime the work ol sinking a shall at
■nth of the Kennebec river in search
.lion. T.
I. Sunt hard, the
shipbuilder, celebrated bis s»-ltli
i\ at lii> home in liiclimond. May is.
id party of friends and the Kiehlland railed ii]*on him in the even101101 of tin
occasion. < ol. 1!.
o’e-. president of the Maine Vetcr\•'Soeiation, says that the executive
’re have derided not to hold an an1
ampmciit this year on account of
that most of t he veterans will pruitteud the national en. ampim-m at
nutoii and te\\ will feel like attemi;h.
Interest in the association has
<>ciicd "incc last v cat and it i< be! will not
diminish by 1 ca>on ni
"'tponemcni.Governor lhirlcio’h
omiua:cd ]>. \. Mo, land, oj |;,u khairmau of the b<-ard of raii 1 »ad
d 1 n■ 1 >. 1 lie Kellliebee Vall-v
.sis' Assu.-iat i«.11 met at t.ardiner
»
K.
1'art id-e was elected
lit..
Omar Tim
the North
man who was sen!
Wist-asset
non-payment oi'taxes, was reh-asa
hriet ineaeeration. In a vote .»t
'pit- assembled in town meeting. ivi«Dockland < >pinion.The cun
.'•> Been sio-ned fur
supply in-- the
iila-es oi ( ape Kli/.aBeth with
I he « .land Lod-e. K. ut
t he
<ia ei
third Wt ilnesday in
at J" a. in.. w it.l 1 Fort < o-uiev
Brunsw iek.B*e\. B. F. Whit1‘uitlaml. anmnineetl Sunday that
M ai-eept the president y of (olb\
lie has had tin- matter under
'ity.
in since his elrrtion and a
stroupt
ie has been Brought
By the Free
11 it fell to retain him as i\s pastor...
" spa
per men of Fort land -ave DudHulman. late editor uf the Daily
a
complimentary dinner at the
nh Hotel Saturday evening.
F. S.
a
presided, and Brief remarks were
several -entlemen.
Mr. Ilulman
s new
field of lahor Suinlay. Mr.
di>u iate of the Kxpress, -oes with
:man.The Bates Alumni Asso*»t Maine held their annual reunion
!-|iiet at the Hotel Atwood. I.ewisiday evening. The following were
Hii-eis tor the ensuing year: 1’resM. \V. Oakes; vice president. F. M.
*
ret.ary and treasurei, .)<dm 1..
irectors, .lohn A. .Buies, J.. M.
;ud Hon. A. M. spear.I. II.
-f Vcazie. was drowned
Saturday
uter having Been swept tlirou-li a
liiminu te a row Boat.Should
■

■

■

■

■'line

11)

title

continue

allot her

11ollnweH say that they
> war into Africa hy "oinu into
less «.11 iheir own account.\
name oi
Kei^li, of St riel< land's
'disc*iv< red that a led .ire on his
-aim- a strata of u'old hearing
ll< has 11a• i t.he rock assayed and
iai it yields s:>Oof m»ld to the ton.
->es
to mine the led«*'e.
1'lie
• ins
arc three fed in diameter,
■iiehes of snow fell at Moose
"I 1 lie headwaters of t lie Kennehec
i• iuht.
Two inches fell at Lew
"id there were four inches in the vithe Panuelcv Lakes Sunday
.Mr. '1'liomas >prihm r s son.
"I'', accidentally fell off a load of
at Town hill.
Saturday, and was
11- w as about IT or Is \ cars old
I he a sad loss to his parents.
'ii "1
-lames Fisk, of lint kland.
cr and killed hy a t rain on t lie
k road Saturday.
1

e

men ;u

hi.
Plans have heeii matured
iiiihc) of the leading memhers of
u
s
society of Christian F.ndeavl nifed Stat.cs to establish a hotel
-1 .OtMi.ooi) in ( hicaiii*. to he named
i-el Kndcavor. and accommodate
those memhers of the associamax
visit the city.
It, is also
national headquarters of the asi; of Christian Kndcavorers and of
|
a Pule Society.It is
reported
M were killed in the Mauritius hur..The trial of Deacon was conii
France
The jury
Friday.
r -:' in a verdict of wilful wounding
j "ns sentenced to one year in prison.
I 1 *"■ granite employers at Barre, N’t.,
in and the strike is
practically
•
Bore.A cable dispatch from
i
f mi vs Spain has cancelled the pro1 of
the import of American pork,
|
I'hs been in force many years.
!(*1
in
Wisconsin. Iowa, and ]>arts
v
..''v England, Friday.It is estimated
ll<
money expended l>v the local div
national and State governments
r Imiug buildings and arranging exm the World’s Fair in
Chicago will
', *;10,000,000....The X. V. Herald’s
''able despatches from Venezuela
lthe capture of I/as Tablas by
."■ ’lutionists and a repulse of govern''mps near Ciudad, Bolivia....Sioux

p'vmi
1

^

a

blizzard,

which greatly ineteased the sufferings of
the people driven from their homes by the
flood_.Striking granite cutters have issued a circular outlining their grievances.
If the lookout be prolonged the building
trades may go out to aid the granite cut
ters.The great fire at Oswego, N. Y.,
caused a loss of between £300,000 and
£->00,000, and practically wiped out tin*
city's milling and elevator interests.It
is reported that the sentence of Edward
1’. Deacon for killing M. Abeillc in Cannes will be
reduced to four and one-half
mouths.
Deacon will have so many
privileges and comforts that he will he a
prisoner in name only.Five persons
were
killed by an explosion which destroyed the factory of the .Etna Fire Works
Company at Hartford, Conn.. Saturday
afternoon, and four seriously injured. .1.
I.. 1K Libby, a prominent citizen, and a
member of the company, was killed.
Deeming, the Australian murderer, was
hung early Saturday morning, lie caned u.» seem• on the scaffold.llra/.ilian
balCc-ship >;ili!n<uvs lias been wrecked
and 1-U of the crew were drowned.The
iv|.i\ bicycle rac** ended ill New York
tally Mondav morning. The message was
a n i
i from Miicago to New York by a
a
H7'i mile route in 4 days. 1:1 hours and 5
minutes, lb hours ami bO minutes more
than the schedule.
The time is considered good, considering the storm and t in* bad
Cont'erenn* at
the
Methodist
roads.In
Omaha, Saturday, in view of the many
protests and memorials received, the
Committee on the State of the Church
decided to take no action in the matter
of a change in the discipline of the
M. L. < hurcii regarding darning, card
playing and other amusements.
'.real
danger to the cities of New
York, Brooklyn and .Jersey city is
in the barges loaded
believed to exist
with high explosives anchored in the harbor neat Kllis Island.Central Horace
l'orter announces that only *40,000 is
needed to complete the Crant monument.
.\ delegation of leaders in the granite
workers' strike in New York called on
District Attorney Nieoll and submitted a
question whether the New Kngland Manufacturers' Association was not guilty of
criminal conspiracy in combining to control tlic price of stone in that city by locking out its employes.Yale beat Princeton Monday 1 to 0 in one of the most exciting college ball games.
The Boston Herald
Poin ts.
last week some very good portraits of the Maim* delegates to the Minneapolis convention, together with a brief
biographical sketch of each. Maine will
have a good looking, as well as an able delegation upon the floor of the convention.
.\ not her authentic ('.’) report that Mr.
Blaine has consented to accept the nomination creates considerable excitement in
Washington.The 1 >emocratic third district convention vvili be held at Pittsfield.
Poi.im

Ai.

published

apportionment. which is on a
basis of one delegate for every 77 votes and
one
for every fraction of 77 above .70
calls
for
in lsss,
thrown
governor
for a convention ot l'77 delegates.The
• .1,1
i,V|iiiblieans have elected delegates
•sian- convention, and passed resoi•
lutions indorsing the gubernatorial candidacy ..i Henry 11. < leaves.Eighteen
delegates were elected by the
1
>« nee atie state a,li vent ion in North < armi11a.
A majority is said to favor Clevcia11• i. E1 i-• delegates chosen hy the Virginia liemoeratie convention were divided
ict ween the Cleveland and Hill
111,111 \
:"i,
.\ mimher 'u anti -11 arrison men
!:a\ In eii !i consultation wit h < .enerai Al
at
L>< troit.The dockland, and
gei
Aumisiu
Kepulilicaii •inieitses adopted
>■1 i 111 ii*,i,>
endorsing Henry I>. < leaves
as candidate for governor.Senator Hill
at Mecklenburg, entreating his auditors to
"'eve] in public virtue and private integlily.’’ must have been an impressi ve sjieeSenator Hill’s idea of public virtaele.
tue is represented hy violated laws, a stol-

.nine

..

lie

>

Legislature, personal aggramlizmeiit
and every form of corrupt and demoralizing jobbery.That was an interesting
and signilieant episode of the North Caroen

lina Democratic Convention when two
hundred delegates left the convention lietore action was taken on the choice of delegates. reported themselves at the licadipinrlcrs of the People’s party and announced their purpose not to support the ticket
to lie nominated at Chicago.J. S.
Clarkson, chairman of the Pepubliean
National Committee, on his return from
the Alger conference said that the nomination at Minneapolis would he made by acclamation and by doubtful and iininstrueted states.Peprescutative Dimjihy, of
New
York, declares that the friends of
Mr. Cleveland are overestimating the votes
that will he given the ex-President at the
Chicago Convention_Ex-Cov. JMaisted
a is a brand new
notion in last week’s
Augusta Age. He wants the Maine democracy t-i put into its platform a plank in
favor of having the country highways supported by the State instead of by the
towns.
He would also have the State
suuppori all paupers.The third disriet Pepubliean < ongressional convention
will lie held at Waterville .July btli.
Delegates chosen before the call is issued will
not he eligible.
The district committee
met at Pittsfield Monday and reached this
decision.
W
ate

\>tt i.m. ion

\V111si*km N<;s.

The Sen-

May is. passed the naval appropriation

bill with the amendments of the committee providing for additional ships.The
bill exempting A meriean coast \v iso vessels
piloted by their licensed masters or by
I’niied States pilots from the obligations
to pay state pilots for services not rendered was taken up
the Senate

l>y

Monday,
reported it from

Purses amounting to
TVkf Tories.
£1,000 have been ottered for races which
will take place at Fairfield June 22 and 23.

1

The program which is ottered is as follows.
Wednesday, June 22, 1802. Purse £100
for 3.00 class, purse £125 for 2.40 class,
purse £150 for 2.31 class, purse £50 for
pacers 3.00 class.
Thursday, June 23,
1802.
Purse £100 for 2.45 class, purse
for
2.35 class, purse £200 for 2.28
£125
class, purse £50 for pacers 2.40 class. The
above purses are to be divided as follows.
50 per cent, to first horse, 25 percent, to
second horse, and 10 per cent, to fourth
Races to he mile heats best 3 in
horses.
5 to harness, and conducted under the
rules of the National Trotting Association.
The races will he under the management
of A. F. Herald.Horsemen in Union are taking measures to obtain a half
mile track,as one in that section is much
needed.W. S. Maiden, of Belfast, has
taken a string of horses to the Old Town
track.
He has the pacing stallion Black
Eagle by Young Knox, the pacing stallion
Sleepy Dick and five others. He expects
to make a good record with them.Mr.
<11. Nelson has sold the stallion Artist,
2.2l*. to Mr. Jerome Butterfield, of Kingman.
Artist will be the only stallion east
of Bangor witli a ie«*«»rd of hotter than
In style, build and gait, he is a
2.30.
magnificent, specimen of a stylish trot.or.
.There are :‘»T less pacers in the new
Year Book than its predecessor, become
of the exclusion of all with records less
than 2.25.
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In accordance with (h-m-rai Order No.
1 )<-|i.u Hu nt "| Maine, (Irand Army lb!»u!»1 i«-. Monday May -'•<*, will In* observed in

<

a

lilting

manner.

Members of this Dost w ill assemble at
Memorial Hall at 1 o’clock i\ m., in (I. A. B.
uniform.
Column will form on Church St.,
right resting e<»rmr of Chureli and Market
streets, at
o'clock, standard.
It, is earnestly requested that all flags
will lie displayed at half-mast during tinday, and that all places of business will Inclosed from 1 to 4 i*. m.
4.
Column will form in the following or-

der:

Comrade

Clias.

Baker,

Marshal of

and Aids.

of tiie

Joi'UNal: Hav-

removed from the benches and never
Only classes in their second

soon

returned.

It is well to have one for
year need it.
the whole school, that the teacher can loan
may really need it for a
Too many tools are confusing to beginners. In the Saco school
It
each pupil bad a lir;i"0 and three bits.
such pupils

to

as

few moments.

is better to have

one

brace and

set

a

road

j

Each

the following

the Hay.

Belfast Division, C. lb K. D.
Canton Dallas, No. 4.. I. (). (>. K.
Belfast Band, A. L. Davis. Leader.
Tims. H. Marshall Post, No. 42. (I. A. lb,
\V. JI. Sanborn, Commander.
Soldiers and sailors not members of the
(Irand Army are cordially invited to fall in
on the left of the Dost.

City (Jove.rnment in carriages.
The citizens on foot- and in carriages uninvited : also the school children with their
teachers, arc earnestly requested to take
part in tin- parade.
The clergy of the several cliun lies in tincity are respectfully invited to take part in
the exercises of the day and evening.
The line of march will lie down Market
street to High: down Higlr street to Church :
up Church street to Miller: up Miller street
to (’ongress; Congress to Mam: up Main
street to Cemetery.
After services in cemetery column will take up line of march down
Main street to Church ; up Church street to
High; down High street to Main: up Main
street to Church : Church to Memorial Hall,
where parade will lie dismissed.
”>. At 7 p. M., sharp, comrades will assemble at Memorial Hall and march to Opera House, where the usual programme will
he carried out.
(>. Sunday, May 2d, comrades will assemble at Memorial Hall at d o’clock \. m.,
sharp, in uniform, for the purpose of attending service according to our usual custom,
at the Baptist Church.
The Woman’s Belief Corps and the Sons
of Veterans, t<> whom we owe and shall owe
so much as our auxiliaries, are earnestly
requested to tteiid divine services with the
I ’< ist.
Tin* ladies of Belfast are respectfully invited to send contributions of (lowers to Memorial Hall Saturday.
Per order,
Wm. H. Sanp.oi \, Commander.
T D. (IrpTii.L, Adjutant.

s).
panel

One

blade).
<

The above

Lyman Stanhrough, a friend
of the deceased, left f-»v Belfast,
arriving
here Monday. The body was placed in the
receiving Tomb, and on Tuesday it was burie(i. Pe\. L. M. Barrington per funned a eere1 nony at the grave. Besides the
family named,

for each bench.
nish his

keep

Mr.

articles

seven

sufficient

are

as it is impossible
carrying them away
The single joint rule

in

their pockets.
best for the stme

is

to add to
prosperity of this village, not
only in his personal business, he being the
senior member of the drug linn of White &
Hummiston, but in endeavoring to secure

.the

many tools will be lost in the shavings
and otherwise.
The scholars are surpris-

ingly holiest,

surprisingly
rip

more

less about tools.
T wo 24-inch
will do for the whole school.

valuable industrial enterprises for Owego,
by the use of personal effort and capital.
Owego cannot well afford to lose such of her
people, hut. when the summons comes she
can only join her
regrets with those of the
bereaved relatives and extend her most

caresaws

One

oil-

and screw-driver should be

stone,
little bench
can

on

hearty and sincere sympathy to
their hour of sorrow.

grindstone, as all
are useful in sharpening tools, and
pupil should go there to sharpen up.

a

four
each

near

the

and is

an.

els.

miter box,

one

saw.

has

out

lit.

In most

brads,

(due.

one.

three bev-

pair nippers;

one

and in fact the school should

penter's

tak< n by his parents to Newlmryport. At
the age of 20 he graduated at Jefferson College in Philadelphia, and then practiced for
several years in Boston, New Orleans and
Montreal, besides lecturing on electricity.
In INTO, while* at the Centennial, lie became
enamored of magic, and, being possessed of
both wealth and leisure, soon become quite
proficient in the practice of the black art.
In 1X7X lie made his dehut as a magician in
Newbury poll. Ho was elected a memberof
ibe School Board of Newlmryport in 1X77,
and serv ed on the same for sev eral succes-

back saw, compass

pair calipers,

one

or

should always be
er's desk.
etc.,

own one car-

cases

screws,

kept

the teacher

sandpaper,

in tin* teach-

great difficulty is that the pupils
lose the various pieces of their work. The
(hie

half-iinishcd work of

class is apt to
be captured by pupils of another class.
For thi* reason each scholar should have
pigeon

inne

.110111

..

one

loot

io

spume

sive

Merrill several years ago
unanimous nomination of the

received

the

Citizens’

party for Mayor, but declined to

run

Keep

Dr.

terms.

a

agamsT

menu

who

his work in. and his

nomination

ten

rill married Mis.s Sadie

name should he writupon it. and the row of pigeon holes
belonging to each class should have a
cover drop down ovi r them and he locked

the close •»! the lesson.

high, and fastened lirmly

to

terms.

the tioorwith

Bos

irons.
Kadi bench should have a
back ten inches high, and a good vice.
The leg that the vice is put on should run

the vice
bench off,

will
or

up

push

should have

lurch

bench

a

I>r. Mer-

well

known in Bel-

i»

months, IP days.

of sunny

things

She

was

disposition, kind

and

to

well.

“We wind our life about another life,
We bold it fonder, dearer than our own.
Anon it faints and falls in deadly strife,
Leaving us stunned and bleedingand alone,
But ah ! we do not »li• wit h those we mourn.
Tins also ran be borne."

only a square wooden plug made of
hard wood, and set in dose beyond the

Priscilla K., widow of Henry Brown, of

leg, so as to be easily adjusted by the
pupil with his hammer. An iron hook
destroys too many planes.
vice

Boston,

city May 17th, of pneumonia, aged i»S years. Mrs. Brown was the
daughter of the late Henry Brown,of Brow n's

of the most curious difficulties with
vacation sc hool is that the scholars are
< me

died in t hat

Corner, Northport, and was well known in
Belfast and vicinity.
She was a sister of
Mrs. I*'. M. Lancaster and Mrs. William

obligations to attend and therecannot he disciplined without drivno

Carter, of Belfast, and Mrs. Austin, of Boston, who summers here. Mrs. Brown was a
lady who had the lov e and respect of a large
She leaves one daughter.
circle of friends.

ing them out of the school. For this reason the schools are only
partially successful until they become a legal part of the
public school, .uid regular attendance is

Her remains

These vacation schools are always successful with pupils that attend
with some degree of regularity.
The

were

buried at Mr.

Auburn.

enforced.

The

Ai’Plkton.

F. L.

Davidson,

of

Appleton

Mr. Furrier, of Lincolnvi 1 It*, have
bought Mr. A. IL Newbert's stock of goods
and will do business “at the old stand.'’
A
a

and Mr. Five, who had
the committee on commerce, addressed
petition is in circulation, and receiving numGrowth of Congregationalism.
the Senate in support of the hill, giving
erous signatures, for the appointment of Mr.
numerous instances of exactions to which
Congregationalists may well feel pleased Davidson as postmaster.Much of tincoastwise vessels were now subjected by
I at the statistics of the forthcoming Year grain sown in onr vicinity is up and looking
State pilot laws. The bill went over until
TlmiMlay. after the adoption of an amend- Book relative to the progress of their church nicely. Grass is green. Fruit trees give
ment. ottered by Mr. Ransom, that the
(luring the past year. Not only do they promise of abundant bloom. Caterpillars
evince its growth in point of numbers, but
act shall take effect from and after .July 1.
an unknown quantity this spring.
also of power and territory. From the fig- are almost
ISO:;.
The
Senate
passed the hill ures that
.....Mr. Erastus Proctor lias taken a tenehave been given out it appears
Thursday.Messrs. (Jorham, Blackburn, that there has been a gain in infant baptisms ment in Mrs.
Vaughn’s house_Charles
Butler, Morgan and Ransom were the live during the last ten years, as compared with
Democratic Senators who voted with the the previous decade, of 29,438. The gain in Towle is training a very nice colt for WilRepublicans for the increase of the navy. church membership from 1871 to 1881 was bur Watterman.... Dave Cummings is train.While the sundry civil bill was being 69,(543; from 1881 to 1891, 143,396. The gain ing a very tine blooded bay colt, sired by
discussed in the House Mr. Kilgore raised in Sunday School membership in the former Lumps, and the property of Cummings and
period was 78,476, and in the latter, 178,(547.
a technical point against an
appropriation The
whole number of churches is placed at Edward Smith, Esq., of Warren. The colt
fora statue for General Sherman and the
is a 2-year old....Miss Lottie Peabody re4,984 and of members at 525,093. The Sunday
chair sustained it.Secretary Blaine has School scholars number
626,060 and the
written a letter to the President requesting Young People's Societies 145,100 members. turned from Thomaston Sunday.... ,J. A.
the withdrawal of the nomination of Fred- The. benevolent contributions reached #2,- Sherman has bought the buildings and a
erick A. Bancroft, of New York, late li- 448,875, an increase of #178,714, and the home part of the land of the estate of the late B.
brarian of the department of state, for expenditures #6,791,607, an increase of #700,- F. Sprague-Joseph Boardman and sister
386.
consul at Brunswick, Germany.
This
Lucy, of Hope, visited Mrs. F. A. Gushee
action is due to the published criticisms
last Sunday-Mr. J. Asbury Pitman has a
Miss Hattie Blaine to Marry.
of the secretary in connection with the
situation as Superintendent of Schools for
ease which the secretary assumes emanate
from Mr. Bancroft_The president lias
Washington, May 23. Mr. Beale, the the towns of Bolton, Boylston, Harvard and
issued a proclamation announcing recipro- United States Minister to Persia, is in this Clinton at a good salary. Mr. Pitman is a
having arrived yesterday. He is on a scholarly gentleman and a gentlemanly
city with Guatemala_The President will city,
leave «»f absence. Tt is said that his presence
spend Memorial day in Rochester, N. Y., here is for the purpose of marrying Miss scholar.Mr. Nathan Hawkes is busy
provided Mrs. Harrison’s health will justi- Hattie Blaine, the youngest daughter of Sec- farming. His health seems to be improvfy his leaving Washington at that time_ retary Blaine. His engagement to Miss ing-Dr. F. A. Gushee has raised his house
A Washington special says: Mr. Blaine Blaine has been standing for over a year. and L two feet from the foundation, has
has spoken to this extent:
“1 will do Mr. Beale is the grandson of the late Com- -taken down his barn and will build a new
modore Truxtou, U. S. N-, and the son of and much larger one-The Ames Bros, are
nothing to prevent my nomination. I Gen.
Edward Beale of California and Wash- rushing business at their mill. Casks are
have made my last denial.” The despatch
It is stated that the wedding may worth 21c in Kockland now. Henry Cumfurther says that if nominated Mr Blaine ington.
take place before the departure of the Secmings hauled JbO at a load with his two
will make a race.
teams last Thursday.
retary for the seashore.

of

Maine,

ami

especially

tlmse

connected with literary work, learned with
regret of th sudden death in London of
.lames B. Osgood. A Maine boy, bred and
educated within the State, lie early pushed
his way into the field of letters.
In lus early
manhood he studied law in Portland, but his
strong literary inclinations soon lead lmn to
abandon the law and devote himself to more
congenial work. He became indentitied
with prominent publishing houses and became famous as a publisher himself.
Probably no publisher in the country had such intimate relations with the most famous anMuirs hi Mie present aim "I Mu* previous gen-

parents need educating in this respect.

ami

people

1

eration as Janus II. Osgood enjoyed.
In
addition to his intimacy with authors he
wide
had a
acquaintance with business men
and with journalists. He was a delightful
companion, cosmopolitan, loud of good fellowship and a keen literary critic. Those
who remember lust, were
his
warmest
friends, and his sudden taking off is a great
loss not only to literary men, but to the
world of letters.

Mrs. Abbie Kendall died of Bright's disat the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Welch, on Maple street, Pittsfield, about 10
o’clock Sunday morning, at the age of 55.
She lias been confined to her bed since JanuI’nable to be much in society she
ary last.
was most appreciated at home, where a large
ease

family

mourns

The above is the subject of a must interand instructive lec ture delivered in
the North Church, by Rev. R. T. Hac k, on
Wednesday evening, the 18th inst.
The lecture opened l>y describing the beginnings of ehureli architec ture, and mentioned
First. The Introductory period. As exlie* referred to thesmall stone church
of St. Martins at Canterbury, now 1300 years
old and the ehureli at Jarrow in whic h
the* Venerable Rede—the* renownholar and teacher, who at one time

preached
sc

bad boo

pupils

Iris feet

at

from

her loss.

Bucks port. The orders for Memorial Day
will contain the following:
All honorably
discharged soldiers and sailors are invited
to unite with the Post in the services of the
day. The Post will assemble at nine o’clock,
a. m., May .SO, and decorate the graves in
Verona, Catholic and Silver Lake cemeteries,
and re-assemble at 1..'10 to take their places
in the line, which will be formed at two, and
in the following order proceed to Oak Hill,
cemetery: Band; Oak Hill Cadets, Maj.lt. J.
Sprague; James E. Hall Post, No. 53, S. V.
C. Daniel Davis; municipal authorities; public schools; and return to Emery Hall for
the following exercises: Prayer, reading
Roll of Honor, music, address, Rev. William
Forsyth, music,benediction. All places of
business are respectfully requested to be
closed from 1 p. in. to 5 p. m.

variouscountriessitting

humbly

as

sat the* Athe nian

as

at the* f«*«•! of Aristotle, or the dewish
yoiit h at the feet of < iamaliel.
Second. The* Norman 1’criod. During the
lecturer’s de-script ion of this style of arehitec title tlien* were thrown upon th<* serc-c-n
on 't beautiful |iieturc*s ol tin* wonderful cathedrals ,it Durham, lx 1 y and I’eterhoro'.
Thc*sc were described m detail as examples
of Norman architecture. They \\ ere begun
soon after the landing of William tin* Conqueror in 10b.b, and some ol them w re hundreds of years in building. The N< rwieli
cathedral was be gun in Rf.H. Its spire is

day

carving become more apparent.
The Norman period might he characterised
in the words of Dr. Samuel Johnson, by its
“rocky solidity, and its indeterminate durathe early English by its liner tracery,
and the aspiring reach of its arches. As examples the speaker described the cathedrals

tion

Canterbury, York,

Lincoln ami others

:

dif-

wonderful buildings being
thrown upon the* screen. Some of these cathedrals are more than .‘On feet m length.
rior of

ornamentation. The interior
of tin* Winchester cathedral is unrivalled
for grandeur and beauty, and for wealth <>l
lavish

in

its

exquisite

atliedral,

Tins

decoration.

bniit

the 1 *Jth and 1 -*»t 11 centuries, lias Tln-er
spires that make a matchless group. The
central one is‘JoS feet high and is incomparable for lightness and elegance.
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Arehhishop. Partly taken dow n and rebuilt
on a far grander scale 1>\ Anselm, the next
Arehhishop. Dedicated in 11X0. In 117 * *
lleeket's murder, in 140X
The
the great central tower was added.
windows are ol the lXth century, and as
the
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scene

drawing, harmony coloring
and design, are considered unequalled.
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Head.
Mr. Percy Tutt1'-. \vh
is
n
t
,.tographing business at Creen's Dampng. came
home Monday fora short visit.
Hr savs it
’s
.piiet at Hreen s Landing mm w ing to
11n- labor

11

>ubles.

1’he -teaiuer

Fninieliite lande.l at M.itlnilast week Mr.and Mrs. Joseph Sanborn
«.f Keifast, and Mr. J. Herbert S;t!.b,>ni nnl
• amily
from
Vinalhaven.
’Phis
the
eleventh summer that Mr. J H Sanborn
1

K.

I,.

Tuesday

vier, of

Brooklyn, spent a summer vacation among
tin* Knglish cathedrals: and on his return,
made each one the subject of an article in
tin* Independent. But those artid es excellent as they wen and extensively copied bv

ly

1

Fred

lie

Magna Charta.
No brief report of mine can do justice to
111is lecture, which held the closest attention
of a large audience for an lnmr and a half.

id

sle-1.■

in p,

are

N, w York.
nd BeUasl

Ion. Ml

in

brief visit

New

>

Much useful history was wuv.'ii into the
h-eture through.out. For instan. e, in mentioning the cathedral at Canterbury, the lecturer spoke of its occupying the sire oi' the
ancient elmreh of the Roman period, destroyed hy the 1 >ams ill 1011, restored hy
Canute in 1<>2X, hurned in 1<>• >7, rebuilt from

the
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Postmaster and Mrs. A. I Brown visited
in

in

1070

went

Mr. James W.

ing friends

these

great eastern window in the York Cathedral is 7b feet high, and nmrh of the glass
It is the
was made in the Uth century.
largest window in England with its original glass. The floors in all of them are of
stone or marble, and in many of them parts
are laid in mosaics of colored marble or tiles.
The Lichfield cathedral, for example, has
the tloor of the choir laid in beautiful encaustic tiles, that is, tiles burned in colors.
Fourth. Decorated period. As an example, Mr. Hack spoke of the cathedral last
mentioned, that of Liehtield. At this Time
church architecture becomes rich, almost

high

business.

m

Mr. Selwyn Thompson
Monday, »>n business.

The

lift

Head went to Boston Satur-

Mr. (Jen. T.

views of both the exterior and inte-

ferent

es

Shales went to Boston Thursbusiness.

on

day

Norman

of

visit.

Mr. L. T.

Mi

Early English architecture. In tin*
style the prominent featun s are tin*
round arch, massive piers, and small windows with simple traeery.
In the < ar!\
English we find architecture growing lighter, piers less massive, arches becoming
pointed and the windows larger, w ith more
attention paid to the traeery. Ornaiiient and
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Mrs. Ahbie Cox wont to Boston Tuesday
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high.
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21.

Personal.
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iinisln*d about

Ilalidale. May b,
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doetli all
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fore

m

Him from whom all
comfort, Hows, remembering that IB* ever

The bench leg running up through
up.
should be just even with the top side of
this top hoard.
The bench hook should

under

was

look for consolation

cap. or top hoard on it,
about ten inches wide, which can he renewed each term, as it will get badly cut

a

put

her manners, and of a generous
nature.
Her last sickness was short, although her general health had not been good
for some time.
The loss sustained in her
death falls heavily upon her widowed mother
and surviving sister, who 1m ve thus been deprived of one after another of their family
until only these two remain. May they ever

our.

through
difficulty cannot happen.
runs

Merrill

hi Id

obliging

the top of the
the leg.
If the leg
the top of the bench this

soon

opposit* party.

M. Doweii died in

■

ever a

an

pull

Dr.

aged 1" years,

inch above the top of
the bench with tlu* top hom'd cut around
it, otherwise the pupil in nipping stock in
of

tin*

been

fast, having frequently visited here.

corner

seven-eights

by

laid

Hodgdon, and 1.1:«• ir
marriage proved a v**r\ happy one. His wife
survives him. The Newhuryport papers emitain long and appreciative obituaries of the
deceased, speaking of liiin in the highest

The benches
are important.
They should be four feet
long, twenty inches wide, and from two
feet lour inches t*> two feet six inches
at

in

.lames Abbott Merrill died in Newbury port May 18th, aged 02. He was a native of Boston, but at the age of 4 years was

slowly learned.

The school should have two

them

Dr.

The most of this falls upon the teacher
the iiist term, as to learn sharpening is a

part of the

mother in Belfast. He
nuieli promise and his

their bereavement.
The Owego I)a:ly Record of May 20, alluding to Mr. White’s death, says:
The death of Mr. White removes a young
business man, who used his best endeavors

rules of the school require that every tool
shall be in place and the bench swept off
the last thing before the class retires,

and

of

in

And unless the

reason.

a

man

young

early death isgei erally deplored. The many
friends here extend sympathy to the family

to

from

White leaves

was a

Each scholar should fur-

pencil,

own

them

and Mr.

man

brush broom.

hie

in

Mayor took the young man t»> 1ns own home,
when he was taken ill, and lie died tli re.
Funeral services weir* held at Owego, and
Saturday Mr. Fred U. White, Mrs. Him-li-

(cross cut, JO-inch

saw

linn

daughter of Dr. E. H. Mayor,
Owego
In fact they were making preparations I'm-tin;
wedding when Mr. White was taken ill. Dr.

pupil needs upon his bench
tools, .ind no more:
i.
(hie jack-plane (the llailcy is best).
J.
<hie butt-plane (iron).
h.
<>nc hammer (light weight, or finishing hammer).
4.
One rule, (J foot, single joint, is
best).
One try-square (plain, 0-incli blade,
school.

drug

Hummistou. J1 e was sum ssiui in bis business and had won an eii\ node
name in the town of his adoption. Mr. While,
was about to
be married
to Miss Lena,

divideis will do for the whole

of

a

ing White

whole school.and the teacher can loan the
pupil a chisel when needed. One or two

pairs

for

Cambridge. Six
funnyears ago lie settled at Owego, N. \
ing a partnership in the drug business with
a man named Ilummiston, the firm name be-

of

The same is
bitts for the whole school.
true of chisels: one set. is better for the

.(

12, Dkpt. 01Maim:. (I. A. B.
Ili.i

H. White died at Owego, N. V.,
last Friday morning of typhoid fever, aged
dO years. Mr. White was ill four weeks, and
for the last two weeks of his illness was delirious nearly all the time. His brothers,
Capt. Wellington R. White, of Tampa,
Florida; Mr. Fred G. White, of Belfast ami
his sister Mrs. Hinchman of Detroit, Mich.,
were with him at his death.
Mr. White was
a son of the. late
George F. White, and was
horn in Belfast. He learned tin* druggist
business with Mr. Clarence O. Poor of this
city and later was employed for some time
in Bangor.
Subsequently lie went on the

teaching a manual
ing
training school, perhaps I can offer some
suggestions as to a needed outfit. In the
school at Saco each pupil, or each bench,
was furnished with a jack-plane, smoother and butt plane, but the smoother was

7.

Hclf'ust.

The Cathedrals of England.

Obituary.

had experience in

v.'it hunt

The little old
(.AiiDiNKit, May 22.
wooden building, No. 2*1* Water street,
was the scene of a tragedy whic h startled
the inhabitants of tins quiet town Saturday evening about 10 o’clock, when Isaac
Parker Talbot shot his wife and then himself.
The upper story of the building,
where the shooting took place, was occupied by Mrs. Elizabeth S. Tabor and her
sister, Mrs. Talbot. The cause of the
shooting was a family quarrel. A week
ago Saturday night Talbot came home
drunk and drove his wife and two children from their home.
Mrs. Talbot went
to her sister’s and last night Talbot came
there to see her.
They talked a while in
the entry, and Talbot told bis wife be was
going away and wanted to give her something. and also ask her a question. She
replied: “h you have a question to ask, go
ahead, but whatever you have to give me,
I don’t want it."
Talbot
you can keep.
said: “1 am going away and you go with
me," and immediately tired at her. hitting her in the left side .just below the
sin* ran into the front room and
heart,
Charles F. Tabor stepped into the ball,
and Talbot tired at him but missed. Mrs.
Tabor came to the door to stop Talbot,
but be told her to get out of the way as
lie did not want to hurt her.
She started
to close the door when be tired one shot
into the room, nearly hitting bis little
daughter, and then turned the revolver
and shot himself, the ball taking effect
just above the heart. City Marshal Norton and Deputy Sprague were soon on
band.
Talbot died in about an hour.
Mrs. Talbot is still living, but is in a critical condition.
The weapon used was a
2,2 calibre double acting revolver.
Memorial
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The Patent

Medicine Industry.

has

The Dana Sarsaparilla Company is printing a special edAion ol its papers for New
Vork State and will send out a large number
at

once.

The Allen

Sarsaparilla Company,

of Wood-

one-quarter of the seventh
page of to-day's Journal in setting forth the
virtues <•!' that nicdici lie.
lords, occupy

The postage of tin- I >ana Com pan\ on New
York matter, for the month of May, amounts
to

£1,880.

The

postage hill of this company
for 1802 already exceeds £12,000 and may
possibly reach £15,000 before the close of
the year.
Mr. Hanson, tin* manager of the Dana’s
Sarsaparilla Company, is making extensive
preparation for next year’s business. He has

ordered his extracts from Park Davis & Co.,
Detroit, Michigan, the amount having been
increased to £04,000. One million cartons
have been ordered. In addition to this outlay the advertising for next year will be
about £100.000, the new press will cost
£80,000,and with the general expense of manufacture, postage, &c., some idea may be
bad of tbe enormous expense of a concern of
the magnitude of Dana’s.
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Phillips, recently traveling
superintendent of the round

houses of the Maine Central railroad, has
appointed train-master and track super-

been

v isor ol the
Mr. Phillips
on the road.
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was.me

and Rangclev
„f the oldest

raiboad.
engineers

Tin-Jewelers’ Weekly says that Frank A.
of Santa Barbara, Cal., who is said
to be one of the best tennis
players on the

Conant,
Baeilie

Slope,

will

probable

enter the inter-

national contest in that game, which will he
held this summer in Kngland. Mr. Conant
is a Belfast boy.

Mr. Ii 1 aine’s Serviees
IfeeogIIizetl.
W

a meeting in
1 St 11* ot the Radical
lution was passed :

Providence, H. I.. Mav
Peaee Soeietv this

reso-

Resolved. That in the unfortunate disputes with Italy and Chili, in the threatened
complications with Great Britain ami bv development of principles of arbitration and
reciprocal commercial intercourse, the national government has acted in a
manner to
merit our approbation and in the
achieveNorthport. Rev. George E. Tufts, Bel- ment of these victories of peaee, we recognize and appreciated the eminent services
will
at
fast,
preach
Saturday Cove; next of tile distinguished Secretary of
I
State, Hon.
Sunday afternoon at 2250 o’clock.
| James G. Blaine.
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about twelve feet each way. Some fifteen
of us actually made the excursion tender-
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of log>. with the crevices chinked with
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by the management. We were
in by mules in small coal buggies,
must admit that as daylight grew
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do who go west.
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Slice]), which is our specialty, are managed as follows: They are run in hands
of j.-'aid each, and are eared for by a
herd' t and two intelligent, trusty shepherd flogs, who keep with the slice]) during the livelong day. to protect them
fr<»m the ravages of wild animals, such as
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he is sometimes several miles from any
livdig soul, out on the foothills of the

as

mountains—as it
twelve
In

will

he

apparent that,

thousand

sheep must occupy a
After following his sheep
all day he gathers them into the
corral at night, which is an cn-

•'pace.

_•

about
fold

<•;

Sprihg) Styles!
that

He then goes to his
line- <-ai)in. made of poles and mud. there

Sail

night

listening to the howling of these
animals, whose hunger sometimes drives
only individual he
him
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\

ld> cabin.

on

is the boss, who

sees

each week with

once

The

••'apply

of the coarsest of food.
The attachment between the herder and his flogs
is wonderful, and the following incident
illustrates its force; We were told that
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of the randies
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half-breed
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Indian for his
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would be the result.
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la* shacks «'eeupicd by the common,
■well-to-do ranchman would not cost in
Maim one hundred dollars to build, and

nearly devoid

e

actually

i'

of

needed

would call

m*-n

Our

should content ourselves to
h\e in Maine as these rich ranchmen live
in 'he wild west, we could make
money
fast

we

as

in town

It

one

hears of the*

discovery

of
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sea.

it that beautiful look so common
New England towns. The absence
trees or vegetable growth is apparent

and

mining camp
place of inter-

in tin- world, was the next
est vi.dted.
'J'liis city, located in a depression in the Rockies, yet way up in the
clouds, presents a peculiar appearance
with its hundred smelters.
The big Anaconda mine, which is by far the
largest
copper mine in the world, is the most extensive.
In visiting this mine one must
bid daylight adieu and go down a shaft
Here

a

curious

sight

meets

your view. The miners have made excavatioiss in all directions several miles each
Here

way.

arc

1

thousands of the human

sustenance for themselves
and families in this dungeon. Kacli workrace

earning
has

a

the visor of his cap a small
lantern, by which he sees how to work.
It is a weird looking sight to see these laman

on

borers begrimed with smut
for their daily bread.
The coal mine visited

sight.

A party of

working
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with Mt. Helena towering
4.00!) feet above it. One can notice wealth
lavished on this barren spot, yet it fails
our

guarantee
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We visited that richest city on
according to the number of inhabitants. Helena, which is situated well
up
•an the foothills of the
Hoeky Mountains,
the city being about 4.0(H) feet above the
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mine which has made a man rich, or of a
lug deal which lias made a millionaire in
a day. it seems to make
every mail a prosHe cannot begin in a small
pector.
way,
raise a small crop, keep a few animals,
and work up as we do here in Maine.
He
must either have lots of
money or he a laborer. which means the worst kind of ser-

level ot the

good bargains

simple
keep

Gaskets,

they do;

but what would he the
object in our short lives? None at all.
We are using wisdom in
taking some of
the com torts ot life as we go along.
These people in the west are restless.
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buildings in Waldo county, and the
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heart oi the half-breed, and pushed
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wonder
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eook his food, and in eonipany with his
ever fait Iiful shepherd dogs to spend the
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wild animals.
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shown in Bell

was ever
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space huge enough for this great
and fenced high enough to keep
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We have the finest line of

Mrs. o. it. mm

cayotes, wolves and mountain lions, which
would ravage the docks if left alone. The
herders' lifeislonely in the extreme.placed
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I Give you the best trade
ever got in Footwear.
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competence and returning to
1 believe ten out of eleven in-

a
as

<

At half price is no better bargains than you can get any da\
it you call and look over our
stock of

1

He has consented to imprison
county.
himself in this wild pastoral country for
a
short term of years, with the hope of

GOLD

-

>

stylish

SPRING

Benton and making a drive of fifty miles.
E. Libby, who
Here we met my son, (
was

Columbus

(Send

five thousand feet

are

by taking

reached

sea.

itenell

Our ranch, which is in

level.

sea

Is railed

The

••

Here i.s a stretch of thirteen
road passes.
hundred miles of unbroken prairie not a
or

they purchased
Some good I

SOFT &

experience the ills and inconveniences incident to his occupation elsewhere, his
contentment would generate genuine hapin my recent visit to the west,
piness.
after having St. Paul, Minn., we soon
to the prairie lands of Dakota,
came
through which tlie (Dvat Northern lhiil-

tree

where

elegant

Maine farmer could witness and

If the

ashore,

flour and molasses.

PALMER’S.

homestead, the heritage handed down by
their ancestors, engaged in that most
healthful avocation, tilling the soil, in
Maine, where we believe more happiness
can

some

friend of the Captain wrote him a letter ; CHAIRMAN BELLAMY OF THE NATIONAL
COLUMBIAN PUBLIC SCHOOL CELEBRAand dispatched it by one of the crew, in
TION COMMISSION TALKS ABOUT TIIE
drawn
which lie stated that Gayden intended to ;
PLAN FOR OCTOBER 12.
and 1
take the vessel, and was soon coming with |
[Special correspondence of The Journal.]
dim in the distance the sensation was far a large force.
-ATThe Captain read the letter and then inA Boston correspondent of the Journal
The air was thick
from a pleasant one.
formed his crew.
“Now, boys, we’ll see called
upon Francis Bellamy, Chairman
and stifling. yet after we had traced the about this.
The thing can’t be done!
shaft about a mile we noticed a change,
What, take the Tiger? Not by a long of the Excutive Committee of the NationWe'll put her in such good fight- al Columbian Public School Celebration
and were told that powerful engines shot.
trim that all Newfoundland can’t take of October
An
line of
12, at his headquarters in The
pumped air into the mines. This moun- ing
her!*’
Youth’s Companion building recently.
tain has been penetrated a distance of
Then they went to work and built four j
His office presented a scene of busy acThree thousand miners work baricades of double logs, in such a manner I
four miles.
The clicking of the typewriters
here, and only come out to open air and that they swung at an angle of forty-five, tivity.
commanding a complete sweep of the ves- together with the rapid dictation of his
-—BUYdaylight once each week.
and
a
sel, bullet-proof,
affording perfect
15ntte is a city of :»5,000 inhabitants, shelter.
When these were completed he secretaries to the stenog rapliers were evi'A YJUNG WOMAN AT FIFTY.’
and it is said that the wages paid here are swore his men on the Bible that they dences that Chairman Bellamy's well-laid
plans were being launched with all possiOr. as the world expresses it.
a
well prethe highest in the world, and with good would stick to him until the end, and so ble
speed.
served woman." One who. understanding
as life lasted they would obey his
So many smelters vomiting out long
reason.
Alter waiting his turn tin* representathe
rules
of
orders and light for the old Tiger.
health, has followed them. one
tive of The Journal secured a brief intersulphurous Haines make the whole town
preserved her voutlifnl appearance. Mrs.
On the morning of March 11th, live
view with Mr. Bellamy.
Pinkham
has
all
kinds
seen
ice
Animals
of
almost
boats
were
the
outside
many correspondents w)n>,
unhealthy.
coming
“You appear to be busy." observed our
between Young's Point and Folly Cove
through her advice and < are, can look with
cannot live.
Sometimes, we were told,
Head.
A clear place in the ice had been correspondent, by way of opening the con- j satisfaction in tli*-1r mirror*,.
visitors are not allowed to enter the
versation.
cut around tin* Tiger, in order to keep the
“You are quite right," replied Mr.
Vegetable
town on ae.-.umt of tin* danger to human
foe at a respectful distance and give those
Compound
Bellamy. “This is scarcely a vacation
life.
Vet all these mines and ranches, on board a better opportunity to lire.
With the force
goes to the root of all female cmiiplai
The captain was right on his muscle period with any of us.
with their impure water and foul air, are
1j
renews the waning vitaliiy, and invig.-r.-i
see about me here, it is a> much as 1
that morning, and gave orders to load the you
the moire system.
tilled with the human race, many of whom |
can do to keep
'I he
Intelligent w .men
pace with this work.
l muskets.
had been busy the day
They
iiii'idh* age know well its wonderfu! powerI
only obtain a scanty livelihood. When I previously in running balls in a pistol ball daily correspondence is very large indeed.
Alt I >i uggi>js sell it as a sinn-larl nrtiI
We have mailed upwards of :*».(ion persona1
ele, or >0111 hy jnaii. in form of Piii>
compare the lives of these men with those mould, and fifteen of these balls were
letters in a single day."
on receipt of Sl.nu.
Lozenges,
in
each
One
of
j
placed
cartridge.
keg
on the farms of Maine, whose occupation
“To whom is this immense correspond- |
Mrs. Pink ham freely answers k-ttei.s of
was placed in the hold and a train
I
calls them out into the open air, to be powder
ence directed, Mr. Bellamy?"
Enclose
inquiry.
stamp for reply.
j
! attached, and the black boy bad instructanned by pure breezes in which lurK no
“My correspondence is largely with tin*
turns mat. at a given signal, lie was to set
two 2-cent stamps for Mrs. Pinkham'sV
press and with superintendents and edubeautiful 88-page illustrated book, entitled m
poison, and to bask in the bright sun- lire to it and blow the vessel and all on cators
all over the country.
Then there
"GUIDE TO HEALTH AND ETIQUETTE
I
The Tiger was not to
shine's health-giving warmth, with all of board into atoms.
It
contains a volume of valuable information, m
are a great many letters of inquiry from
be given up under any circumstances.
It has saved lives, and may save yours
f
our New England privileges, the compari<
teachers and pupils about the elebration.
They were all to share the same fate, and We have volunteered
Lydia E. Pinkham Med. Co., Lynn Mass.
to give practical sugson lias but one side—and that is in favor
they knew the captain was just the man
to them on how to secure a
of the old Pine Tree State.
to carry out his plans,
lie would not gestions
school-house flag, and this one feature of
We must admit, after our long ride of Hindi when the pinch came.
our work is by no means small."
The boats landed on the border of the
six thousand miles, that we saw “no place
“Why is it important that they get a
Pattillo
ice. some distance away.
Captain
at this time?
like home." While if men have money to watched them
through his glass, and Hag
“Chiefly because one of the features of
invest it may pay big interest if placed counted thirty men. all armed to the teeth.
the local celebrations oil ()etober 12 w ill he
correctly in the west, yet many of the Along the ice they inarched, and reached raising and saluting the school-house flag,
the clear place where the vessel was anwestern schemes are swindles of the worst
and
the Executive Committee desire that
chored, hailed her. wishing to see the
kind.
To sum it all up. our advice is
every school from the Atlantic to the l'amaster, and have him come ashore on the eiiie
should
the colors on that day.
House for Sale.
stay in Maine—invest your money there; ice with his papers. It so happened that Moreover the fly
organized school-house flag
l’-'tatr >*i Tin- late HAKKISON
live there and die there.
We think Peter Captain Pattillo was not naturalized, and movement
in
a
factor
has
been
potent
had used the name of .Joseph Cain, as
of Americanism,
the
tide
Parley did not make much of a geographi- 1 master,
swelling
rising
giving Cain as his name for the and we want
cal mistake when he called all of the wild time
every school in America to
half am* <»t land.
The buildbeing.
in this patriotic influence.*'
in jrs are all in tir-t-elass eondit ion. 1'he location is
west the Croat American Desert. It never
After some little parleying Captain share
“Are you not pushing this work with
upon the tine-’ ,\..jiue in the city, and commands
Pattillo
informed
was
them
that
his
vessel
will be an agricultural section, but must
an entire view of Pelfast hay
Tin* estate will lx*
October
armed and provisioned to stand a unnecessary vigor, Mr. Bellamy?
sold for ash •.i half .-ash, and balance. with
The for- j fully
remain
barren, treeless plain.
12 is nearly five months distant."
m or t trap* at low
rate of interest, f.>r a term of
There wore five muskets now covj seige.
Bel“You must not lose sight of the fact i Would respectfully inform the ladies
vears.
mer home of ‘lie North American bison,
Apph at house.
ering them, containing in all seventy-live that
fast and vicinity that she has a
M KS. S \ K V 11 S. M A HON KV
my work deals directly with the pubnow extinct, now serves to pasture cattle
“Now you can't take this vessel;
halls.
< >r K. H
M.VHON KV A dm
in a lew weens many oj uieni
1stf
Cross St.. I*.*st«m. Mass.
and 1 propose to come ashore and decide no sciiooi.
I. ('. Linnv.
and slice]'.
summer.
will
for
the
have
been
closed
this thing by a fair light.
Pick out three
The last two weeks of the June term are
of your best men. and I'll take care of
An Historic Vessel.
for losing
them: hut mind, if ye play me foul, there usually devoted to preparation
inst received from \ew York and Boston. .uni
so you see it is important that
THE .lol IEVAl. LOCAL MEETS A HMENI) OF
won't he one of ye who will ever see home exercises,
would l>e pieased to show them to ail who will
to
hear
lie
brought
upon this
energy
At City Point, Belfast., Maine,
HIS YOI TH
THE PINKY TlGEIi OF OLD
favor her with a cal!.
again, as my men will lire when they get every
It is our
work during the month of May.
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the signal from me."
Imm-e.- am: w harv.-s, formerly
'JMIK store. -f
the
to
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school
entering
plan
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every
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,,./■< ./ /-■
occupied n\ >A Mlhl. OT1'* \ <li. T.,e Idea
The boat was got ready, and the captain
'V
tion i.-> suitaii’e t‘<*? :i miintn .-tore, tor shipment ot
celebration
a
committee
before
■/ rii-sf-chlss M i ///
u:
appoint
/.W//rfn
As the .Journal Local "lie morning last dressed in nothing but a pair of duck
■produce by vail or water, am: for a uianti actm-imr
to have charge
and .-dippers, with a handspike i:i sepnratingior the summer,
I'rices (ix h>lr </■< (. ii/i hi :'<mml
th< citi;. '•usiness. The work-ot In-(it.unite < o,npan\ adweek was walking along the water front | pants
of the local program.
This committee
A Iso a
Sw elling hou-.* at’< it\
one
and
the
vessel's
join the prenr.-cin
the
hand,
I
papers
II
o/.vo f/o Jtrrsx Milkin'!, ns i:a
ot
of our harbor. as has been his custom for other,
Point, with ;(bo 11 j:
Kv.-llent
!>
John Gorham, one will perfect many of the general arrange
got into her.
j
im
water
the
-priti.tr
piped
Im,;in on the
in
when
merits
summer
>n!Jis.
during the
Belfast. April 20. 1SI>2. 17tf
many years, on the lookout for anything of the crew, rowed him ashore, and impremises, or •:
1
its
duties.
members
are free from school
V. It.
>T 1
i
Ib.-i Km.
The
that would make an item, he noticed mediately returned to the vessel.
mulched boldly up to Gayden; Then, when tin- fall term opens, thc\ will
an
old vessel lying at Lane's wharf. 'captain
Workhave
a month to devote to details.
House for Sale.
j and the men gathered around. One felHer hull was battered from many years low stood with
ing upon this plan, the school will come up
pistol cocked over Gay- to
October
1*J in good shape and in comlier
masts
blackwith
old
ocean,
den's shoulder, and two others with musbuffeting
readiness for a lirst-elassdemonstraened with age and neglect, her rigging j kets drawn on the captain, all ready to plete
They will avoid the confusion, distire.
The papers wane asked for. and tion.
slack, and on the whole the vessel present- j
street and extends
handed ovei : then Gayden showed his appointment, and imperfect order of ex|
in
ercises
ed a dilapidated appearance.
Nothing
likely to result if the entire prepa- An i maker of tents, awnings, carpets, etc., at the harbor. The oeati n is .me of tin
credentials oa parchment, also the silver
it does the beam it :i
r'■■
is
on
ration
deferred
until
Swan
&
Sihlev
(
o.’s
building
wharf, formevlv city, overlooking
September.”
particular struck tin* nautical eye of the | oar, which gave him auihoiity to hoard
and bay.
Win be -old at a bargain
mm
••When will the official program which occupied by Capt. Goo. T. Osborn.
vessels.
A council was then held, and
Mosiis i; »; i;.\ v.
new spaper man. until the name “Tiger"
SATISFACTION (i I'AKANTEK l>.
Belfast. Mm. :
it.'n
under the circumstances, (those formida- your Committer is preparing be publicly
on each bow came to view.
Thirty-three ble batteries,
and the leaded muskets be- announced:*''
“Probably not much before September.
yea r> ago. when the writer was but a lad hind them.) it was decided not t<> attempt
of thirteen years, lie was cook of the to tak< the vessel, or capture her captain, We have already stated that it would embrace a salute to the Hag. an ode. a popupinky Tiger, of North Haven. Cant. Rob- j But the oHiier would not give the papers lar carol, and a brief oration. We
proand marched off with them.
ert Ames. <«n a bank fishing ciuise. “Can ! up.
to leave the very best that America!
April 17th. the Tiger was released from pose
this be the old Tiger?" tbought the scribe.
furniture where you
shall
select:
talent
can produce.
a
,We
only You can
! the ice. and went t<> Burnet, and on Sunthe most meritorious and lifting producAn imotigation was made, the captain day. the captain, taking one of the crew
ers
for themselves.
vour time about
but
tions.”
interviewed, and it proved to be indeed the Ned Cavcnder. rowed in an open boat liflose
of
the
“Will
not have difficulty in adaptoffered
in
our
line.
you
veritable and venerable Tiger of our youth. ted! miles to Harbor Briton, for the purto all grades of schools:*'
pose i• caning on «.ayocn and getting Ins ing your program
Wo immediately seized her b\ the bowThe
“No. we have arranged all that.
papers, as lie did not like the idea of
TO CLOSE OUT OUR
official program will provide for a mornsprit and sin m »k hands.
starting for home without them.
escelebration
in
file
school-houses,
ilis arrival created a great excitement ing
1 in
1 iger is an historic vessel
She
pecially for the pupils. This morning
was built in Kssex. Mass.,
in ls:jO. and in the \illage. and men and lu»ys from far !
and near gathered in squads to see the ! program mav follow out the official p"ois e<iii>e»nieiitlv ill' years old.
she was Yankee
ami is to he si in) ie 1 nit impressive,
Captain, whose fame in arming j gram,
built of --ak and i> sound to-day. The ves- his vessel had been wafted far and near. ! ll may he elaborated, however, accord1ng
Wt shall
to the rt sources of the school.
sel measures hm li'.'JD tons government Knocking at the door of Hayden's house,
suggest various features which may be
a servant girl came, and he asked to see
will offer them at
These
arc made at me
tonmigo. hut when new she was among the
Cities and town* arc already j reMr Hayden, who she said was at home. added.
of the
in New
and are first-class in
ami
of
fleetest
the
iisha
Gloucester
largest
general citizens* celebration:
Then a little daughu r came, and dually paring for
ing vessi js. Mon* than forty years ago the his wife, who wished to know if she eould so we shall go furthei than our otli -ial
We close out the line
because we have
every
program and suggest provisions for an afnot attend to his demands.
v. >sel
v as void to ( apt. Bob. rt Ames, of
not
the
room to
them.
ternoon or evening celebration in the larg•’No. m;i'rm." said the skipper, “I want
N orth 1 lax 11. xvho oxvned lu‘r many years,
est hall, designed foi the public generalto see I harden himself."
and made numerous fishing trips in her.
but wit'll the public school as the
Finally lie appeared, with a cocked pis- 1 ly,
dominant feature, and at which the o der
She xx av tlirii sold to Deer Isle, xvhere her tol in his hand, trembling like an
will lie present: b\ delegation or »
pinked stern, ‘Mail feathers." xvas taken leaf. He v.am so agit.iied that he roiild pupils
'1’his afternoon celebration na>
utHssf.
that there is no retail furniture tirm in the State that buvs
off and a -quare Morn put >n. After many not have held his hand steady enough to j be
preceded by a grand processi m.**
hit the captain, even so (dose as they !
er than we, and as our expenses are low we are able
from
to
she
now
this
m
“How
>vedoes
the
:
wandering.place
place,
press regard
stood together, if he had tried his best.
hails from Castinc and has been oxvned
“What do you want?" lie sullenly unit- | ment ?*
to
with all.
••1'iie press is supporting ami adm eatteivd.
four years by ('apt. C. (May. of thattoxvn.
it with remarkable vigor.
There
lias
I
ing
“Fve come for my papers, sir," was
she has been a lucky vessel and lias made
scarcely been a lissenter. The response !
the reply.
a mint of money for her owners. The Tiger
lias Ileen prompt, generous, and cordial. !
“They have been sent to St. John, and :
was a crack sailer in her day and ( apt.
Irrespective of party, the American press
J cannot give them to you," was the next
is working for the Public School CelebraGray alluding to her said: “Take her by response.
-IS PERFECT IN
tion.
The American press has never yet
“Then give me something to show that
the wind and she will astonish many of
took them."
But he would not give regarded a movement of like patriotic sigyou
them to-day.''
nificance with indifference."
him any writings to that effect.
Quire a
“What led to the choice of the public
Marine architecture
has undergone crowd had now gathered, among them an
school as the centre of the local celebraThe latmany changes since the old Tiger first old magistrate and a policeman.
tions*.**
at
to
we
the
embraced her destined element. The pres- ter began to abuse the captain by insult“You must remember that this moveing language, which he bore as long as lie
ent models are much handsomer than
could, and then gave him a broadside clip ment was not started simply for the sake
those of the olden times, but better sea- under the ear, which landed him ten feet of having a celebration, but rather to give
the American public school a fitting promboats and safer vessels never swam the off, where he lay quiet, not caring much
SPENCER & JONES.)
inence as the fruit of four centuries of
about
getting
up.
ocean than the old pinky craft of GloucesAmerican
life.
There
are
pu“If there are any more of ye who want
ter, in the early years of the present cen- anything of me come
pils in our public schools. In 18:>0 the enright along," said tire
was
of
the
United
States
The
new
crack
of
population
in
Pattillo; “Fm not to he abused by any
tury.
yachts
to-day
only 1 Slid.OoO. There is consequently a
many particulars resemble the pinky. The man living."
larger nation of pupils now in our free
Nobody w anted anything ; hut the crowd schools
old pinky (no one of the present day ever
than the whole nation of sixty
cheered lustily, and he received an invite
saw a new one) had a round bow. retreat-OFto go to the Jersey House to supper, which years ago."
“Do
you think these scholars can realing stem, slanting sternpost. and a keel he promptly accepted, after w hich a vesthe
t*>
thing
pass’.**r
laid at an angle of forty-live degrees. This sel hound to Burnet, took their boat in ly bring
“They can make it succeed if they
made them very shoal forward and deep tow and he rejoined Ids vessel.
unite.
The
of
the public will be
interest
Ill the mean time Hayden had got a cut-WE CARRY THE LARGEST LINE OFaft. precisely like the tin keel boats and ter under
awakened, if the scholars join in earnesth
way, manned with sixtv-live
Finissliotl ITALIAN Ac AMERICAN MARBLE
Gloriana yachts of the present.
The full men: hilt they were not smart enough to asking that their schools be allowed to
^
They
catch Pattillo.
He was too wide-awake join in the observance of tin* day.
To select from to be found in the citv.and our prices arc as low as can Ik* found in the st.c**
moon hoxv of the pinky has given way to
We have some NEW and ELEUANT DESIGNS in PLAIN nid «'ARVED WORK,
for them altogether, he made a good run will show our messages to their teachers
the sharp and .dean cut. bow of the racer,
which we invite your attention to. If you are in need of anythin-.: in <>11 r lm.- a
u-.
ami
to
their
school
committees.
These
for Cape Ann, arriving May 14th.
lie
we will save von* money.
We also handle the ItKU SWKUKanU M'OTl'H (i'iWITKv n
m
but the safety of the craft lias not been en- had been absent so
will take up their cause il the scholars
fact we keep everything usually found in :i ttrsr-elass marl>le shop. ; $> '< ai! an*:
.>n:
long that the vessel show themselves in earnest. Then we
hanced thereby.
had been given up as lost, and when he
prices before buying.
tell them to let their school vote that they
The Tiger from l«s:>0to ls40 was a noted went ashore they thought it was his apMARK WOOD & SON, Phoenix Row, near Phenix Housa.
But no, it was solid flesh and will enter the celebration, and appoint a
craft and at one time was commanded by f parition.
local committee, composed jointly of lit
1 blood; and for many a day he was kept I
(’apt. James Pattillo, of Gloucester, who busy relating his adventures.
izens, teachers, and scholars. This comtf8
was k .own as a terror to the officials of
The herring met with a ready sale at mittee will have charge of the local arbut the Executive Committhe British Provinces. In the Fishermen's *7.JO per barrel, and were the first lot rangements,
tee will furnish the official program."
ever imported
from Newfoundland into
Memorial and Record Rook, is related the
the United States.
follow ing incident of Capt. Pattillo while !
Thomas X. Doutney, the temperance
in command of this same Tiger:
lecturer, is now holding a series of meetGeneralities.
Iii tlie year 1837 or ‘38, (the skipper
ings in McKeesport, l*a. lie is meeting
could not exactly recollect which,) it was
with good success there, tin* attendance
A board of trade has been orgainized in at each
decided by ( apt. (dies, who owned the
meeting being large. In Clevepinky Tiger, to send her to Fortune Hallowell.
land, Ohio, recently he held a wonderful
series
of
Bay. Newfoundland, for a load of herring,
The doors of Tufts college have been
meetings in Music Hall, obThis was an entirely new voyage, and
taining over 500 signers to the pledge. He
opened to women.
was materially assisted hv the local temskipper Fattillo just the man to underA Southern delegate was hissed is the
take it. He took with him live men and a
perance organizations who made his stay
Methodist
conference
at
last
Omaha
week
black boy, and thinking there would be |
a profitable one.
because he said the Southern white man
some nice game in those regions, carried
j
Joseph L. Tice was executed by eleclive muskets and two kegs of powder. I was the best friend of the negro.
at the Auburn, X. V., prison May
They started on the 28th of November and ! An official connected with the office of tricity
IS, for the murder of his wife. Witnesses
after arriving were frozen up.
Nothing the comptroller of the currency is author- saw
no burning of the flesh, no exhalation i
daunted at this, they cut holes in the ice
ity for the statement that the depositors of air from the lungs, nor struggling of
and succeeded in getting a load of herring, ! of the Maverick bank will be
paid 100 the victim. The physicians who witness- |
There they cents on the dollar and interest.
but they could not get out.
ed the execution state that Tice passed j
were, hard and fast, with miles of ice be- |
Ship Edward O’Brien is discharging at into eternity the instant the first contact j
tween them and clear water.
was made.
According to the old treaty, American San Francisco a cargo of general merchan“
On the
vessels had no right to catch herring, or dise brought from New York.
Java and Mocha justly called The Aristocratic Coffee of America.”
A sudden rise in the river occurred at
This is the Coffee served in the Japanese Garden at the Pure Food Exhibition.
any other fish within an imaginary three- way out the vessel sprung a leak, and it ;
mile line from the shore; and someone in- j was found necessary to keep the pumps Sioux City, Iowa, May 17th. a great wave
Always packed whole roasted (unground) in 2 lb. air-tight cans.
It, is feared
formed a Custom House officer named going, and men are now’ stationed at the of destruction coming down.
You can get free 24 beautiful photographs of Eastern Life. Address,
Gayden, that a Yankee vessel was getting pumps, as the water is now coming in at that several lives were lost as only those
CHASE St SANBORN, Boston. Mass.
herring, and he determined to seize and the rate of four inches an hour. None of on the lowest levels had warning. Eight
make a prize of her.
Now it so happened I the cargo has been damaged, and as soon thousand people were suddenly driven
We sell only to the trade.
that the Tiger was out of provisions, and as she is unloaded she will be placed on from their homes and only a few things
were saved.
the Captain sent some of the crew a long the dry dock for repairs.
Gmf>
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A Chatty Letter from Brazil.

his wife, since Mr. Carson died

by

now

A
.[TIES THAT STRIKE A STRANGER.
DRESS
I W FACTS CONCERNING COFFEE.
,\li FNDRESS. BRAZILIAN COOKING.

the matter of

a

year ago; and the “Hotel of the Strangers,-’ which is a queer, but comparative-

j

colors,

blended

iously

Grand Lodge K. of P.

sometimes so atroc-

to “swear at one anoth-

as

I’ythias

ly clean and morally decent mixture of
we have so far made into the interior, we
French,
Spanish and Portuguese methods. j
have been amused to see ladies prometrial Correspondence of the Journal.] There are also
many boarding houses, es- j
nading the streets with all the airs and
i;io de Janeiro, Brazil, Apr. 1-1. Does
of
near
end
the
town,
pecially
Botofogo
of pea-fowls, wearing enormous
strike you as strange, considering the which are desirable if one can
graces
manage to
! hoops, with “pelerines,” and water-falls
hat more than half the coffee cont
squeeze into them, but which are even
ned in the world is grown in Brazil, more crowded than the hotels and quite dangling down their shoulders, exact copies of the fashion plates of thirty years
one seldom sees Brazilian coffee ad- as
expensive.
for
:ii»ed? Should you ask your grocer
Wherever you live in Brazil, it will not ago.
But this is a great country for the
,,Brazilian" lie would not know what be
very well in the line ol'food, for money
of anatomy, if one were so inclined,
The reason why is because
study
\c you.
what does not exist in the
cannot
|m-st coffee grown in Brazil is sold linin' name of “Java” and “Mocha”
,i large share of the inferior grades
“Martin-

and

marked “Bourbon”

buy

You must

country.

majority
people”
expect miserable
perambulate so near to naked, that the
cooking, no vegetasimilitude of “clothes”

and fish, worse
bles, and pastry that an ostrich would hesitate to tackle; nothing anywhere near
what it should be, except the salads premeat

slight

At least nine-tenths of all
•Moclm” coffee that you drink with
because it cost ail extra price,
-unall. round bean of the Hrazilian
picked from the tips of the upper
l;t-s where the tropic sun has had

•_nsto

dance

into it,

infuse richness

to

carefully “separated" by

.awards

The Fazcndeiros, (coffee planters)
i/il. unlike those of .Java, do not

doors and

irir crops under any special tra.deaml between the I'axendeiro and
\porter a class of “middle men," unelsewhere, intervene—half bank-

is

half brokers- locally designated
i>ariu>t who lowin'the standard of

as

nip by mixing difterent harvests,
relieving individual producers of all
nsihility and depriving tlie product
value.

rue

i>1

i\o

in

M

remarKcu

drinks

in

perpetually

is

•ountry

concerned, luit the

arc

state ot

a

on eollce; men.
hi Idren alike, and to hahies in arms
It is a common
led from a spoon.
he
among Brazilians that coflee to
womi n

intoxication

he “Black

must

as

night. Bitter

oranges, and strawmention grapes, poaches,
berries,
mangoes, bananas, and a hundred strange
varieties never seen or heard of at the

proverb.

skins and

meet scorns to

ly

mummy-hued
.»f

excitability,

nervous

or

'irkness,

furnishes the

as

death and hot

as

of their

cafe,

>r

king

and eoilee, ol

theatres, there

ot

a

is

con-

French,

which

podrida.
As

e\cr\

good wine

any means for sake oi music
foi the performamrs are e»»n-

tlu* barks ot

.t

the stage

we

is

Spanish-Anierica
always procurable, while tea-,

vast

■

ilders overdid it in the mattei of size,
is capable of seating' 11.boo. besides
wide corridors and

isualh

prome-

dressing

ness

rooms.

box

of the Slate.

to

look in

few moments before

a

<

n

■

t

mandates

even

in state.

ly

In* carried

an

bis

jeweled

1

crosses

instantlv suspended, the aeactresses and hallet dancers paus•*ir t racks, the orchestra struck up

*

riii"

is

as

velvets, with stars and

and miniature

smil-

of

by inheritance,

all the decorations

does

not

coat

front.

ilians of

being

the ruler of Ura/.il.

are

simply execrable,

matter

which

one

the

Church

j

high degree

handed down

■'lii.v,

it often

insignia

of

below in the

dignitaries
w ore

from

them

and civ-

also,

and

generation

to

generation, they still appear, often with
ludicrous inappropriateness.
The

prevailing

costume

selects, he will surely wish he had j the rural districts has
another.
As there are not near-li hotels lor the amount of travel
'"se that exist are as inferior in size as

••the

not

of Brazilians in

changed much

in the last
still

wear

hundred years.
The men
broad-brimmed bats, with low

crowns, tied under the chin with a ribbon,
velveteen jackets, waistcoats of gorgeous
colors, bedecked with brass or silver buttons, linen drawers, high, black gaiters

happens that a strang“•s much difficulty in
securing any
«'t all.
Indeed, there are few cities
world so hadly off for public buttoned to the knee; the whole topped
and where living is at once so dear by a sort of cape, similar to that still used
There is great need hereof in Portugal, generally lined with scarlet
j'l"»or.
!st one commodious and well
appoint- and thrown negligently over one shoulder.
sti‘hy, such as maybe found in Mon- This quaint, old time fashion prevails only
Buenos Ayres and most other in the interior, principally among the
larger South American cities where well-to-do. In Bio and other sea-side
'!‘
travelers come.
At present the cities the gentlemen dress in the most
desirable houses in liio are the two correct of European costumes, and the
^‘st. first the Hotel Carson, if one ladies get themselves up more Frenchily,
Nsibly gain admittance to it, which if one may coin a word, than anybody in
Hl'i by a New
Englander—or rather France, barring glaring incongruities in
1
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Vitus Dance that be could not go to school foi
two years. Two hoUlt s of Pastor Koenig’s Nerve
Tonic restored Iiis heal in, and lie is now attendMICHAEL O’CONNEL.
ing school ugain.
Baltimore, June, 1890.
1 used Pastor Koenig’s Nerve Tonic for nervous trouble caused by overwork, and found it
all that it is claimed to be. After using one bottle it had the desired effect, and 1 can truly recommend it to all suffering a like complaint, as a
SAML. THREW.
really wonderful remedy.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Oct. 19, *90.
For seven years my eldest daughter had fainting spells and spasms. Last June she took the
first of Pastor Koenig’s Nerve Tonic, and since
that time they have entirely ceased.
JOHN GLOECKNEB.

and have grown up in the granite
business and deserve their success.
This

doing

as

large

a

busi-

any granite concern in Maine,
have a crew of ninety-two men
on their pay-roll and
they pay promptly
the fifth day of each month.
They are
making one hundred and twenty-five
thousand granite
paving blocks each j
month ami are buying a large number :
from outside parties in addition.
They
also have a crew of cutters working on
cut work for Fall River and employ a
crew of
quarrvmen getting out rough
granite for New York market. They will
keep up this gait all summer. This company recently loaded and shipped one
hundred thousand paving blocks and two
hundred and fifty tons of rough granite
inside of seven days.
Ira Robertson is
their foreman and is equal to the occasion.
We wish them success.
The event of the season took place
Thursday, March 11, in the form of a dedication of the hall over their new store.
The company gave a free ball and over
ness

as

They

now

sixty-live couples were dancing at one time,
many being present from adjoining towns.

Everything passed off very pleasantly.
directors, M. Doolian and Tlios.

The floor

McCormick, understood their business ami
made the ball a success.
All pronounced
it

very enjoyable time and the crowd updispersing gave three cheer for the
Standard Granite Company.
[Ellsworth
a

on

American.

_

For

Nil

€enlh

Kaufruann’s great
you
Medical Work; 100 pages, colored plates
from life. The most valuable adviser ever
published. To any address on receipt of
three 2-eent stamps to pay postage. Address
A. P. Ordway & Co., Boston, Afass.
we

wili send

Dr.

2w20

The first

to

rsi'AL

heat

;

—A Valuable Book on Nervous
Diseases seut free to any address,
and poor patients can also obtain
this medicine free of charge.
This remedy has been prepared by the Reverend
'astor Koenig, of Fort, Wayne, lud., since 1816. and
tsuow prepared under his direction by the

[■
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Palettes &
these facts,
then try
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Academy
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ME
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CALL.

50

And all \vln> deserve

DEMAND

THIS

BRAND

there is of any other brand made.
We manufacture more tobacco than any
other Factory in the world, which enables
us to give tobacco consumers more for
their money than any on- else.
Liggett & Myers Tobarro Co «♦. Louis, Mo,

chewed

Panels.

A. R. Mitchell & Co., r.

r

in* its.

&c.

BeCaretiiloi Your Eyes.

!

1

keep constantly
plete

on

hand

a

assortinent

lary,e and

j

Convex, Concave. Hi focal and Colored, for Weak Eyes

| In my stock
can or

1

CONDENSED

all ages andeonditionsof the

are

secure

j

rt EXCEL
in color, flavor and

Agents Wanted.
l

it and your 1 tread will
A I. L O T H E K

AGENT

S„48D
delicacy. Beware of imitat ions.
SWAN A: SII5LKY CO. Agents.

HALL,
PHOTOGRAPHER.
$?.50
Thu quality «.f

per Doz.

ou" worn

is

lor | limping and power
as arranged
rposes,
adapted tor all ligli. work requirim: fron two to
six Imr.se power; also lor water supplx t
resiliences, farms and villages, (’all and' vi- testi-

monials and get estimates.

lySlnrm
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FOR SALE.
The subscriber lias for sale a large number of
pigs and shoats, ranging from four weeks to six
months old. Also a number of young breeding
sows.
Large and handsome stock. They can be
seen at my place on North port avenue.
FRANCIS JONES.
Belfast, April 20, 1892.-10

Large, Life-Like Crayon

WITH ELEGANT FRAME.
-Full
Also Ihe

Pigs «£ Shoats

SIZE,

lenglh PANELS, all sizes.-

New Style “Colored

Photographs.”

OUR MOTTO IS ALWAYS PROGRESSIVE.

BELFAST.

A

Belfast, Me,

i'itf

SALT.
\'V lu

rt«-«• i\*•<l .1 ear-load «»t this celebrated sj It and ((lift i' at the folio wile: pie-t
U1 >! s. -iiniainiiiu
1! p«atnd ha--, at -."-.in ner
hid.
Uhls, containing, do lo-pound I urns at >.' 1 no per
\e

just

hhl.

SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY.
He I fast.

D

SHEEPMEN everywhere are using Cooper
Dip.
Positively genuine ami elleetive.
“Cooper Dip is worth its weight in gold." ('.

April d. ISOLh -1

Chfohrstxs

dm 18*

Agent,

ROSS 0. HIGGINS,
P. o. Thorndike, Maine.

«

To the Farmers of Waldo
ning

County.
general cannow ready to

make contracts with farmers for sweet corn. He
requests all those farmers who last fall agreed to
plant corn for Baxter A Co. to call on him at his
place of business near the steamboat wharf. We
can make the business of mutual advantage.
J. J. LAWTON.
Belfast, May d, 1892.—18

For Sale.

Mills.

Belfast,

House, barn and about four acres
of land; 25 apple trees; water in
bouse. 3 miles from Belfast and
one from P. O. and store at Head
sell very low. Inquire at Gurney’s
R. A. GURNEY.
April 12, 181)2.-15

t

XJnffh'uh Diamond Ttrnnfl.

<r'*'

a
Original uiid Only Ocnninc.
safe, always reliable.
ladies, ask
Dru.-gfst tor Chichester a English Dm
"loud Brand ii. |{f,l and Gold
boxes, sealed with blue ribbon. Take
\V
no oilier, ffefuse dangerous suhstituHons and imitations. At Druggists, or send 4c.
in stamps for particulars, testimonials and
Relief for l.udlcfl.'' in letter, bv retarn
Mull. 10,000 Testimonials. Same Paper.

Jb\\
uietall;c\\Jf|r

™b,

jisz&sss"1”1
1

subscriber has entered upon a
rpiIE
1
business at Belfast. He is

4t

Pennyroyal pills

W. Hilton, Anson, Me.
One 50 cent package enough lor 25 sheep,
fircularand guide to dipping, free. Send for one.

CARD.

1 shall l»e in Searsport from August 1 to September 1, 181)2. Should any of my former patrons
require my services 1 shall be pleased to serve
P. P. NICHOLS, D. D. S.,
them.
102 Main St., Northampton, Mass.
17tf

144

Uhls, containin'.: do .--pound h;i-> at
i’<> per
hhl.
Sacks eontainiipe. 14 14-pound haus at si .go per
sack.
Half lh. sample pockets -i\en ;.\va> wo I first,
purchase. The iptalily i< very nice atid we know
will piea-e all those who use it.

MAINE.

BELFAST,
Dec. 17,1891.—(itnol

READ,

Main St.,

W.L.HALL,
! Next Mi itiorinl Ituihlnu). High St.

Jewelry Store,

CABINET

GEO. T.

guaranteed

the finest and best lenses, Anici iPrices a 1 wav.- reasonable. Call
carefully fitted to your eyes, at

-$3.50FOR

FOR

A E R M O T O R s

Tie Poplar Campt Size,

imported.

PMtopjtes aid Urajon Artisls.
|

IN

-ALSO AliKNT FOR-

!

sight.

TUTTLE & SON,

f\ea&

Makes an every-day convenience of an
old-time luxury. Pure and wholesome.
Prepared with scrupulous care. Highest
award at all Pure Food Expositions. Each
package makes two large pies. Avoid
imitations—and insist on having the
NONE SUCH brand.
MERRELL & SOULE, Syracuse, N. Y

i.

Coliiia 4 MM Cycles.

dm 1

Phoenix Itow, Belfast, 3Ie.

t\ii)c«

Semi for circulars.

Seiim Machine Findinp, Mill Snpplies, Bellini, Faciint, Etc.

and have them

Hervey’s

anil

in

Machinist § Steam Filter.

of

Spectacles and Eye Glasses,
to

■/<

OF FLOUR.

com-

:

adapted

ire

them,

lyrllnrm

Noi}«
Sucb

l

Don’t Forget the Place.

A SO IT.

POOH

as

w'

GEO. T. READ,

Low Prices!

STAR PLUG Tobacco

/nV

THE WORLD S FAIR

Board.

Picture and Retouching Varnish,
much

<

Oelinsst.

31siiit

StretcluTw.

CELLULOID,

/loston /

in all the great fires since.

3NTTJT7, OIL,

is%-J Limes

contents.

in the

SHUTE,

Knives.

‘Canvas end Porcelain

as

intense

to

j

*!

(ALL SIZES.)

There

fire,

September 24, 1S'.>1.—3‘.)tf

Brass, Porcelain tC* P. M. Plaques

SHEET

suhjecteii

were

DEALER

UKUSHKS,

r on

WflbW

GUARANTEED,

Manager,

ARTISTS'" GOODS!

3iyrf»
■

SATISFACTION

Farm,

-and-

Sold by Druggists at *1 per Bottle. 6 for 8,
Largo Site, *1.75. 6 Bottles for *9.

preserving their

i.n IS, 1

Tube Paints, Sable

KOENIG MED. CO.. Chicago, ill.

safes

Champion Record also in the 'treat

BIG LINE OF

i

our

gn at

by Mail promptly attended to.-

at

fkiyilehe.—

S»lo<*lt

View

use

their eontents.

150 s,»]•! i,i Lvnn, Mass., since that

PRINTING.

*

«%55.00.

iietfbn

Wnrhf, 150,000 in

Always preserve

BELFAST. MAINE.

**

■

s'a/e in the

kinds

a!i

their orders.

Belfast, Me.

NICHOLAS EMMONS,

f

/■.

of 18i)2

Deposit Work of

execute all kinds of

New and First-Class

GIVE

Hay

Granite Company.

are

is now'

-Orders

Heoriie Wilkes. .Jr.. is the sire of \ ie. 2.34, on a
slow, 1-2 mile track. Dam. Wilkes, 2.37 1-2. Black
stallion Frank Wilkes, owned in Milford, Mass.,
2.34. last half in 1.14. a 2.2* pile, (pieen Wilkes
could show 2.44 as a 2 year old. Bay < Jeldinjr Frank
Wilkes, record 2.30 1-2 at W orcester. Mass., has
shown trial in 2.23. Alice Wilkes in .lock Brown's
stable, trotted in a race last year in 2.23.
We have made the ser\ice very low, ami hope
those who are thinking of breeding will take a
look at the horse and see some of his stock.
Mr. Nicholas Emmons, our manager, will he
pleased to show our stock and uive any informat ion.
■Vny one having colts they would like broken or
trained, will limi him a ver\ competent man.
2m20
Address

St. Titus Dance C'ured I
VIII.
San Andreas, Cal., February, 1889.
RIy boy, IS years olil, was so affected by St.

ability

j company

season

View Farm,

—with

Hall, and the members
C. ,J. Hall, E. J,. Warren,
manager: 11. Mixer, superintendent. The
last Lwo are young men of experience and

a

social gamut, appeared on every holiday
with a ••habitode Christo*’ on his waist-

1

duels of Kio

was

FOR

TEKMS

business of C. J.

of tlie firm

on

for there used to be

fellow citizens above and

nd. though in that vast audience
niy of the schemers who had alI'launed that lie should not “viva"
as

pinned

the <)nler of Christ," and at one time the
keeper of every puhpieria, as well as his

dial performance took place on the
dit before the Kniperords uncruwnd the vivas were not. a less hearty

loii"'er

crowns

for them

d. took his seat, and play, soil"
]•loeeeded. 1 am told that pre-

■'•mrs

tricked out in

be bought for lilthv lucre, and the rage
;
was unbounded.
The highest i

Pedro
v

sees

in Brazil under which patents of
nobility, with ail signs and emblems, could

National, and
their leet and made

Then the kind old fo"

one

ROOMS,

and

Clothing Store,
prepared

am

FINE * JOB

lyrnrinio

man

Standard

Doors,

GO Main St., over Kalish's

ami

The Standard Granite Company of Alt.
Desert, Me., are doing a rushing business.
This firm lately succeeded to the granite

custom

llviniio

with “Viva Dom

possible

The

These decorations are as
their jackets.
likely to have been obtained by purchase

was

"pie spraii"

all

oil

a

Bank Safes, Bank Vaults, Bank Vault

where ">0 of

We all have a voice in the matter.
And you and I’ll have to stand
In the last great day of judgment,
At the bar at God’s right hand,
To give account whether for or against
This evil we’ve raised our voice,
How for God or sin, for gold or souls,
We made everlasting choice.

the court

occasions

S.

SAFE?

among men:
Shall we ding wide the doors of temptat ion
To lure our hoys in then ?

often upon hoys of
elve and fourteen years old. who certaincan have done nothing to win such dis-

grandsons whom
tawdry silks and

theatre door with his uniformed
e«|iiei ies and bejewelled "entleait ill" : and as he elite rial the box,

to

Alone,

dresses and uniforms and decorations of a
past regime, li is their small sons and

dn*

! >tirriii"

invitation to death

There is a very large body of
ex-oflieials in Bio, belonging to the decayed aristocracy, and most of them still

and bis family to the big proIm»x. < >!i each occasion lie dashed

■

be-

uncommon,

Fire and BDralar-Proof Safes

PRINTING!

National Bank Building.

Will make the

Yon may be the next one to suffer,
Though little you think it now:
The stamp of sin may be printed next
Oil your boy’s pure white brow.
Draw him ever so carefully, lovingly,
Tenderly, (dose to your heart;
Itemember the day is now coming
When mother and soil must part,
When he must go out in the busy world

tinction.

■nr

<\

w

obey, demanded that he sport

must

r

a sure

of

People from out of town will do well to write
me for prices and samples before placing

Of tears and bitterest woe;
For as long as men are licensed to sell
The lmr id, accursed tiling,
If we cry not aloud against it,
The curse on ourselves we shall bring.

returning recklessly bestowed,

IJut when the

whose stern

coffee), is

C.

pity the children of years to come,
And mothers, who little know
What lies for them in the future,

numbers of decorations stars and crosses,
etcetera— which appear t.o have been

without attracting much attenrand Mogul, “So-

*x

on

that vice is

pounds

two

cause.

COMFORT ootvn^R ro

I

Among other queer things that the
stranger observes in Brazil are the vast

4"od wife in the country home at
iristavoa, lie could slip into his pri1*

re-

a

of the

But now she sits in her lonely home,
In tears, broken-hearted, and old:
While the stainless feet of my darling
Are walking the streets of gold.
Thank God for taking my child so soon,
Lest he might have gone astray!
For none are safe while doors of sin
Stand wide as they do to-day.

in the form of Yellow Jack.

Whenever the

here and wished

w

c

(except

cause

dtle old gentleman had been out din-let

to

Editor

the

And I remembered how 1 had envied
His mother that sorrowful time,
When God sent Ihs white-winged angel,
And, leaving her boy, took mine.

lery fashion from the juice of the sugarcane; but, as before remarked, drunken-

The Kniperor had two
in this big theatre—one a small priand the other tin* grand and
il

m

|

of wine to go with it”—and it is equally
1 be labtrue of the Portugese in Brazil.
oring class drink a vile beverage called
casasch, w hich is made in regular distil-

Mild not hear mueb anyway, even
considered “good form" to listen,

_;alleries ami innumerable

catering

as

I HAVE LEASED THE

DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

ALL

night as I sat in my window,
Looking out on the moonlit street,
My neighbor's once beautiful boy
Went by with unsteady feet;

and other mild beverages, to w hich
••weaker vessels’ are more accustomarc frowned upon and regarded with
as

any other

Safe?

-AT-

fc

*.

No.

Last

|

well said and truly, that *vlt a Spaniard
a
a crust of bread and
was limited to
drop of water, he would expect' a bottle

place

theatre de Dom lVdro Segunthat a portion of the audi-

icat

in Brazil

by inheritance,
labor; almost

Children

ARK THK CHILDREN

verted ami heathenish taste, it they are
It has been
not absolutely unprocurable.

see

the audience than

Tin* most fashionable

:,urs.

newer

in

where

merely an adjunct to social eoned,
and display of fashionable atpronounced disfavor,
Talking goes 'on unrestriete<l all
on

smelled can

once

the

fc

Thank God that my darling is resting
Sale in the bosom ol' God !
Braise Him for little hands folded
Under the churchyard sod!
I'm glad that on the white forehead
I've printed the last, long kiss!
Do you ask why I’m glad and thankful,
And can praise God so for this ?

water

mi

house, and those

men

JOB

Fancy Spoons!
Souvenir Spoons!

plications, poultices, or mustard
plasters; relieves itching when
bandages are removed. It is a
Strong antiseptic, and will prevent
odor from confined perspiration

Journal: Several
have expressed a wish to have a copy of the
following poem, the prize recitation at the
last medal contest (by Blanche Gilmore),
and I thought, you might like to print it in
the Journal.
r.

hegarlieed
hy tile ad-

be forgotten.

hy

ie

and

rusty red

cents.

Fancy Clocks!

It prevents and cures bed sores,
relieves tenderness after hot ap-

SEND POSTAI

To

dition of strange condiments, and served
with yams and cabbage and goodness
knows what else in one abominable olla-

ly patronized hy the upper classes,
mu.

a

Indian Oil
Kickapoo
kills

Is Invaluable
For the Sick Room

noted for either

industry.

or

feature of every

begreascd

so

it. and turned

much

lard or butter, and it costs
less than either.
Every housekeeper that
tries Cottolene will find in
it just what she wants.
Beware of imitations—get
the genuine of your grocer.

lyrSjtc

Fannie B. Ward.

Are

entirely ignored

a

as

druggists.

!

except foreigners, who earned it

none,

themselves.

as

eod-tisli,

,,wn

and l’mlug* se p» rformanees. and
the winter sf-ason there i* Italian
all \ery
two or three times a week

:

not

are
or

or

on

ilull

di

a

they

whose money did not come
as the result of
slave

highly esteemed
partridge, plank-

are

—

of semi-barbarism.

habits of extravagance.
There are few wealthy

the festive hoard, the Yankee
aught it would never recognize his

served

course,

are

rivers

else
not
It is better than
or butter for all
cooking purposes, and one
pound of Cottolene will do

N. K. FAIRBANKS CO.,
CHICAGO, and
5 Central Wharf, Boston.

The system
of slavery, so lately abolished, taught them
idleness, and the fact that they have been
used to living without work has fostered

New

a

when

shcol.

of has.

partake

to

state

thrift, enterprise

indispensihle as roast turkey
England Thanksgiving. But
prepared in Portugese fashion and

banquet,
at

people repair

which the

wine*

uaiy.
a

act,

,-ver\

_

to

own

for •‘bacalao1* which is

at

led with each of the theatre* is

a

better class,

annually

are

Iry49

salt.
either lard

Iyl4nrm

With all due respect to the hospitable,
kind-hearted and generous natives of the

people

it meals and between meals, and
M
a caller conies in- always black

Jit, bitter

dians in

At least 100,000 tubs of codsent to Brazil from the
Cnited States and Nova Scotia, and the
are so fond of it that the fresh lish

tisli

—

even

the causes
of sick headache by cleansing
the system and regulating the
stomach, liver, and bowels.

pain instantly. 25

pH

is

suet—nothing

Sagwa
All

hog

composed or pure
cottonseed oil and pure beef

removes

bottle.

that

COTTOLENE
which

Kickapoo

One person in four in the good old State
of Maine lias money deposited in the Havings Bank.

Columbia.

or

sleep

oil in

year

in the District of

terrapin

ed shad and

or

Sick headaches are the outof biliousness or disordered state of the stomach,
cause great suffering, and often
lead to serious illness.

a

knows

grease in any shape is unhealthy and indigestible.
Every one interested in
pure and healthful food
hails with joy the new product

come

$1.00

PHYSICAL
ERRORS or
DEBILITY,
YOUTH, EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE, and all DISEASE i
of
MAN. 300pages, cloth,
and WEAKNESSES
gilt; 126 invaluable prescriptions.
Only $i.o<)
by mail, double sealed. Descriptive Prospectus with endorsements mppi oriun
of the Press and voluntary
p I* I
testimonials of the erred. ■ llbLI NUW,
Consultation in person or by mail. Expert treatment. INVIOLABLE SECRECY aid CERTAIN CT RE. Ad1™-* l*r. W. |f Prker, or
The Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bulfmch St.,
Boston, Mh«s.
The Peabody Medical Institute has many imitators, but no equal. Uerul'K
The Science of Life, or Self Preservation, is a
t^asure more vluaMe than gold. Read it now,
every WEAK and NERVOUS man, arid learn to
be STRONG.— JTeJicuL Jicviao. (Copyrighted.)

immigration. Of its 12.- j
people, at least two millions are
ex-slaves and nearly one million are In-

great

Bacalao (eod-lish) as
among the Brazilians as

sician

morning,

promptly

grease

North American

national dish, for it is as omni-present on
stewed
every table, at least twice a day.
with beans and grease and garlic, as the
frijoles of .Mexico, or the rice of China.
Another
delicacy thereabouts is

than

apt to begin in the
waking from a deep sleep*
At first there is an oppressive feeling in
the head, which gradually merges into
a severe heavy pain in the temples, fulness and tenderness in one eye and
extending across the forehead, and distressing sickness at the stomach.

Symptoms.—Is
on

Indian

Know THYSELF.

U00.000

plantation

food for

staple

a

Vitality!

or SKLr-i'KESLUVATio?(. a new and on.y
Gold Medal PRIZE ESSAY on NERVOUS and

is because lard is the article
most used, and every phy-

straw hat.

very prosperous
country until its present population has
heen greatly augmented by European or

laborers and for the lower classes in cities.
Indeed it may be. called the Brazilians

mi-

drop

a

a

Brazil will never be

of that leathery indigestable substance,
consumed by this scanty population! It

ike in the morning and just before
to

thousand tons

it—thirty

Think of

panacea, as the Chinese turns to
It
imn and tin- toper to his t«»ddv.
night to your bedside the instant you

expected

and

an

Immeiise quanfrom l ruguay

lood.

the Argentine Bepublic, and it is
stall'd that not less than thirty thousand
tons of it are annually brought into Brazil.

ap-

coueeis tnc

free-

as

physician objects to

beads, long earrings, and as many brace- ;
lets of brass, silver or beads, as the wearer can manage to acquire; and for men a
calico shirt, always unbuttoned in front
and worn with flaps outside the drawers, !

and

as

evening, are you wearied
suffering from Bodily pain

of

ws

■

worse

former

important article
tities of it are exported

Are you overor chilled By

produced by whisky.
rod in the noonday sun

perspire the

lie smell* «»f the latter.
Everywhere in Brazil jerked beei is

Blood, Perfect Health.”

Pure

Sick Headache

are

in life, you may be sure—their full
dress will consist of, for the women, a
cotton chemise, embroidered around the

and the result is unpalatable food.
The reason the

'•

rag of clothmore ideas of
that

Strength!

with
because but

problem

AVOID GREASE

or

early

a-

<>t

chronic

a

pine-apples,

every thing that is cooked, from young
chicken to snail on toast, grease and garlic is used, till every human being you

trembling hands, twitching cye-

in

it

plainly

the

North, tropical in size and richness (and yoke and armlets, and generally slipped
in deadliness too, if eaten to excess), and off one shoulder or the other to the waist;
But in a
“in season*1 the year around.
short, scant cotton skirt, a string of

as

The effect is

in

difficult

a

many people
few articles of food agree
with them. The doctor says

|

not to

hell” and at all hours
and night, in season and out. everyiterally guzzles it made according

and hot

d,

stitch

a

tumble

is

The trustees of the Westbrook Seminary
have unanimously elected Rev. Harrison
S. Whitman, of Bowdoinham, as president
Mr. Whitman is a gradAt the age of nine or of the Seminary.
their companions.
uate of Bowdoin College, class of 1800.
ten, or thereabouts, (which in the trop- 11c was for several
years professor of
ics, you know, is equal to fifteen or Greek and Latin at Dean Academy, and
eighteen in the far, cold North), the later was principal of Rockland High
girls are partially covered by a cotton ! School. In 1877 lie graduated from Tufts
entered the Kniversatunic and the boys by equally gauzy draw- j Divinity School and
list ministry.
He was settled over the
ers.
When fully grown and arrived at !
afterwards at Auat
and
Dexter,
parish
the dignity of fatherhood and motherhood
gusta, and is at present secretary of the
themselves—which will be surprisingly Universalist convention.

ify

m.u

(Inmki'iiiR'ss in Brazil: lull the
not perhaps so far as
is untrue

u«>

.»iie

u

licam

icii

and

ing upon them, with no
modesty than the mangy dogs

the matter of eggs the natives seem to
make little account of age or stage of inBut never under the sun were
cubation.
such

screech

streets, without

eggs,
if you will insist upon sticking to them
being boiled and served in the shell. Come
to think about it, perhaps l had better modthe latter statement somewhat, for in

seen

wear

altogether superfluous.
gamin, and even children of people of
tolerable circumstances, play about their

m

hours.

they

The street

seems

now-a-days the latter island
inrcs hardly more than 500 sacks of
pared by yourself, wines, preserved dulc in a year—a mere drop in the world’s
ces and a few other imported
articles,
bucket; and Bourbon yields perhaps fruits which are sure to kill you in this
about
sacks per annum—just
enough
climate if you consume too many, and
apply the markets of Kio for twentywhich the worst cocinero cannot spoil,
Yet

of the “common

for the

met at

Grand Chancellor Fred E. Beane in his
annual address reported two lodges dropped, and live new ones instituted. The
general condition of the order is encouraging, there having been a considerable gain
Grand Keeper of the
in membership.
Records and Heal Wesley G. Smith, rea
gain of three; memported 72 lodges,
bers addeil i»27, dropped, 300; total gain,
027.
There are now 8,.700 members. The
following officers were elected: Grand
Chancellor, George M. Hanson, Calais;
Vice Chancellor, Henry Sabine, Lewiston;
Prelate, John E. Greene, Portland; Grand
Keeper of Records, Wesley G. Smith, Portland ; Master of the Exchequer, E. C. Miliken, Portland; Master at Arms, W. A.
Taylor, Portland; Grand Inner Guard,
Frank W. Preble, Berwick; Outer Guard,
L. II. Kendall, Biddeford.

..

,.

WHAT TO EAT

Lodge of Maine Knights of
Portland, May 18th, with
a full attendance, all the grand officers and
most of the representatives being present.
The Grand

er” in a way that would drive a French
woman crazy.
During the few short trips

vro

Salesmen
I"
WANTED.

To

for sale of Nurserv Stock. Steady
Kmployinent Guaranteed. NALAKY AND EXPENSE?* PAID. Outfit Free.
3mir>‘
canvass

T. W CHASE, Anguata, Maine.

Prosthetic and Operative.

Dr. ISAAC HILLS.
Bills

Building, High St, opposite Court House
Belfast, Hnloe.

Man h it, lb«2_tfll

BELFAST, THURSDAY, MAY 2d, 1892.
EVERY

PUBLISHED

Republican

MORNING

THURSDAY

BY THE

Journal Pub. Co.

*
Editor mid
n \pi ks A.
4
i’ll
mii BY
ILM>1
1< HAM.Jls
j h, siness manager.
RUSSELL («. DYER.Local Editor.

mation.

or

will

City Hall, Portland, Tuesday, June 21, 1 M»2, at

I
eleven o’clock A. si.,
l'or tIn* purpose of nominating a candidate for
(;<i\t viior, to l>e supported at the September elec- I
tion: ami nominating' candidates for electors at i
lame for I’resideur ami Vice-President, to be sup- i
ported at the November elect ion, and transacting
any other business that ma\ properly come heit

nt ivptvsiMitaUnii will in1 as totiow-Town ami IMauiat i<»11 will In* i*iitir!t*« 1
rli'uate. ami lor each sevcnty-tive votes
the lb-pul il icau eainli'late lor ( ho enu>r
a .: additional delegate, and for a fraction
in
of fi• r*> votes in excess of se\ ent> -tix e votes, an
ad‘ii’1 a.ial delegate.
( it \. Town
lr- in tin* dele -a!i*>n of an>
\
Ml ion i-an onh lie tilled b\ re-ideni of Ilie
or I’!;
j
<• o11111 v in which the vaeam-x exists.
The S' ite Committee w ill in- in session in the re- j
repti" room ->l the Hall at nine o'cloek on the
liaii'ir._ ..1 the Convention, for the purpose of
reeel\
m the eve-i. lit ial
of delegates. 1 >e!t-jraU*S,
iii or -r to he e'.mible to participate in the Convent h a i. mu-t In- elis'ted -nlsequent T" ; lie date of
thi- < >u\ cut ion.
th>'
v- i..r- in
AS
Maine, wit ha ml regard to past
favor ot maintainiiIn*rein • who are
puli: h
e
I'm!
ix
Tarill
wh«- h.iieve in the Itepnbing
lie.m p. !i.-x of Ivei-ipiiicily in protect in- the in<1 ’irit--. and the amieulmral products of tliis
Stall-: in elevating and dianil> iie_ human labor. ,
the laborer hi- just reward: in a
In mi- mu a
Found tad lemest i-urreney: in free popular education m seeurinu political j'ower to every citizen: in the promotion of the cause of tetnpcranee
;
in just and equal taxation in all measures for the
encouragement of American ship buildinu. and
of
in an economical and eltieient administration
State all airs, are cordially imited to unite with
the lie publicans in the selection of delegates to
thi- Convention.
i
Her order, ltepubliean State Committee.
.1. II. Manlky. Chairman.
]'. H. >•>! ii aim'. Secretary.
Augusta. Maine. May It.:, is*.*2.
..-i-

].... li

to mi.'
cas'. t".

■

H

<

1!

a

■

j
j

I

choose him

Presidency.
when I

Two

People’s

Parties.

last week

was

written.

There

are now

factions of the party, eaeli claiming to
i

tw.i

the regular organization.
It is claimed
tie- one hand that the I'nited Labor

he
in

And it makes

think

name

Hence it

ua 1

bas<-

e

on

and should have called

j

a

convention, with representation
the I'nited Labor vote of isss or

hist- ad of ibis,

>>

died,

was

People's party.

j
is argued that the old committees

perpetuated

were

del*

ami became the

:.s

a

mass

is claimed,

about

the

feel

good

success

that

me

Republican party.’’
Cleveland is said to be no longer a New
Yorker, now claiming a residence in the
State of New Jersey, and it is predicted
that his name will he presented at the
Chicago Convention as a candidate of the
state of New Jersey.

This will give the

anti-Cleveland movement in New York,
the friends of Cleveland think,
aspect, and they are reported

a

different

as

feeling

Per contra: Edvery much encouraged.
ward Murphy, Chairman of the New York
Democratic State Committee, says that at
a
conference of Senator Hill's friends,
hold at

Washington Saturday,

clusion

was

was

good

as

the

con-

reached that his nomination
as

certain.

A

prominent

Cleveland man takes courage from the
division in the Democratic ranks in New
York state, and says that they have alvictorious when apparently

ways been

hopelessly
une

divided.

is quoted as

The New York Trib-

virtually declaring

that

President Harrison will be the nominee of
the Republican National Convention, while
Jesse M. Gove, of Boston,
to the nomi-

thinks that

everything points

nation

Mr.

of

more

Blaine

at

Minneapolis.

of it. but what has been
the situation.

!

convention

leading

sensation last week

j

was

<‘tt

lias been

secretary

so

long lie lias tin*

sharply

matter

to

the office.

Fisli

and

Fishing.

he had something of interest to communiDr. Ordway is the inventor of the
Ordway plaster, and has more than a local
reputation. A few weeks ago he moved to
Camden, where a stock company was formed
for manufacturing on a large scale the plaster he has made for a number of years.
At 7.30 in the evening the newspaper man
sought the Revere House oil Spring street,
where the doctor was meet. We were escorted up stairs and a halt made in front of
room No. 10.
“Wait a moment,” said the

doctor,

s

j

teem I

give

introduction the newspaper

preparing medicines.
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Sold
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we were

to

get only
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Furnishing’ Goods
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AVc

Styles,

JUST
We have

I

stock of all the

Leiesi Siyiesof Boot

Proprietors, Belfast.

RECEIVED.

just received from

Spring & Summer
and will give you

ever

shown in

Very

at

Wear,

TO

you
ers

by paying spot cash we
prices that long credit deal-

cannot

of to-day's

McClintock

We have

LARGE LINE OF-

A

MATCH

always had

the lead in this line and

COLBURN,

in stock

BOTTOM

STYLISH MILLINERY,
HATS,

Boneis t Trails.
ana see us at

SPENCER

over

MILLINERY!

THAYER & ARAMS,

Belfast Opera House,

Saturday,

JEWELERS.

May 28

THE GRANDEST OF THEM ALL!

LEWIS

OTatch.es,

OF

THE

CONDITION OF

-!|-Dramatic

Company,-||-

IN' A SUBLIME SCENIC AM) DRAMATIC
PRODUCTION OF

Spectacles.

FAUST.

Promptly.

Belfast.

Magnificent New Scenery. A
complete Electric Plant, and twenty-five
x
Calcium Lights.
POSITIVELY THE GRANDEST PRODCCTION ON

Two Carloads

COW lOST OR STOLEN.

j

of

THE AMERICAN STAGE.

j -Prices 35, 50 and 75 Cents,Now on sate at City Drug Store.

stock at

JONES.)

1892.
1

Loans and discounts.
Overdrafts, secured and unseen red
1. S. Ronds to seen re circulation...

8114,890 94
215 14
42,000 00
Stocks, securities, etc.
7,172 00
Due from approved reserve agents
12.84(t 50
Due from other National Ranks.
580 08
Ranking-house furniture ami fixtures,
8,720 92
Current expenses ami taxes paid
525 80
Checks and other cash items.
4*107,8
Rills of other banks.
890 00
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
and cents..
2 1.2
0.221O4
Specie.
Redemption fund with F. S. Treasurer
1 ,H9< > o< >
(.5 per cent, of eirculat ion >.

[“SPRING &

Total.£1 97,489 28
LIABILITIES.

50,000 00
21,000
12,550
27.800
528
75,409
124

OF

00
55
99

1892.

carry the largest and most varied
Millinery ol' any one in the citv.aud an
reaily and willing to show -roods. \\
special day for an opening. hut alway s ha
selection of
We

1

HATS AND BONNETS

00
84
00

SUMMEh.'j

Millinery

....

Due to other National Ranks

Goods,

THE

Searsport, In the State of Maine, at (he close of
business May 17, IMP2.

Capital stock paid in. 8
Surplus fund.
Undivided protits.
National Rank notes outstanding.
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check.

buy

WILSONS

Searsport National Bank,
At

MORRISON’S

Silverware,

large

(FORMERLY SPENCER &
REPORT

to

Burial

the

<£

UKSOIUCES.

Belfast, May 5, 1802.-18tf

A cream colored Jersey cow lias been missing;
from my pastures east Belfast, since last Monday.
The animal was purchased by me at Brooks, arid
was reported seen at City Point. The tinder of
the above animal will be suitably rewarded by
leaving; her at my place, or by calling; on me at
Frank Jellison.
Mathews Bros., factory.

and

should first look

11 Main St,

Miss A. F. Southworth.

FOR SALE BY THE AGENTS,

Belfast, May 25,1892—lw21*

Caskets, Robes

Everything of the latest and best.
Trimming department in charge of
first-class milliner.

Call

keepiic

PRICES.^-

obliged

are

FELL LINE of

a

still

CHIFFONIERS, DESKS. ETC.

Block, High Street.

Those who
now

are

PARLOR SUITS, CHAMBER SETS,
»AT

I have

SIUHBOAUU.

-WE ARE SELLING-

compete with.

A LL A XI) SEE MY GOODS, ejm

me

Square Extension Tallies & l)iniii!> Eliair*

Prices.

Re member that

give

NSW
We guarantee
please you in stvie and finish.
everv

will

-ALSO

the

Lowest

Belfast,

they

good, reliable,

stylish goods

(safety bicyles^

tile West rile

&^LARGESTjtLI WEYOFTsiDE BOARPS^^

-FOR-

j

House.

liav,'

just bought far CASH
DOWN a large am’, well selected

can

Clothing’

OWEN BROS.

XTew Prices.

W. T.

High Street,

HATS.

■

J>e

ITevr Goods,

Dd*-!-

ES”Finest Watch Work Done

i,

w,
„

••

ii!:'
1I:,rs
oho ..I
I, \TK>T ami N< >Ii 1 ii 1
7.'"'1
lino 11 ats a a 'In
I !;■
oil ml
HomIoii IAc‘i-I>>
solliuo t..r $•*. in lllH IWN .ml I5LACK SIlAOKx.
Du. lhi,

Waldo

at

see

II'.

>

our-

lu*at in s‘y
ami quality. W
;tll part ifiilai attention room RAIL R<) j /•
Ol EH ALL. 'v hinii we art* spr.-ial audits for.
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Ovorai: in tin* rity.
a ALL AM) KXAMIN'K
:JL
(>L'K liUOIh
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of which

WO

(.WICK SALT>

jnic*lcl v.

Detroit.

The herring industry from the Provinces to
the Fnited States is a large one. The old
pinky Tiger, which was in our harbor iast
week, was the first vessel to bring a load of
herring from Newfoundland to Gloucester,
for

Spring Clothing

OVERCOATS,

Gentlemen’s

hi.-'w.rk

|

Street, Bellast.

Main

Belfast, May 10, lv.'-j -tfjd

rise upper van!
th--\
Dry-dock
mpanwere imported from Maim- shipyards to mice
the j'laei-s of the striking < alkers. and are at
work -!1 the tug Champum and >A
\y
11
Harkins in the dry-dock, and on then-w
Graham and Morton steamer on the stock-.
They remain within tin- gates of tin- \ard
when their work is concluded, ami are housed ami fed "ii the ferry st.-amer Aigomah
which lies in a slip.
An -Ab
an- -mpai it-s
Foreman Marquis to ami from
and
to
date he has me b -,-n
every day
up
imdi-.stt-d. The Maim- men are all h; rdworking, sober fellows, and are repute*, to
be worth from si.,nm to >.lb.uoo each.
A
tlat-lmttomed scow is being fitted up with
cabin accomodations lor their use. as it is
likely the Aigomah will be sold. Meals will
also be serve*l on the scow to tie- * alkers tnd
Wao-hupper office force of the *-«»mpany.
ilieu are now stationed ai every gate lea*
mg
to the yard, and every person before entering
is obliged to explain his business.
are now

SON.

Is one of the best ever seen in this
city, and the prices lowest ever ottered,
trade lias increased largely each year.
Why.’ Because we earn h-un-M aoodx.
puces and deal si;uarc with ail 0111 customers.
Even article is warranted io
roprosento<l. I: 11.-t '■'•turn ami wo will ivfunil the money. Wo are li i\in- a la;-,

,X

ran

Detroit

7

«£

We have selected
a of
last season's suits, consist im; of 27 MEN' S sl'JTS laic
in prices from *2.70 to
2:’ YOKTH'S' SITIN. S2.ni) to s:p70; 22 Boys' sl.Tr*
*7.J)0:
'J to
,.>
cents to > 1.27.
years, prices
V11 of these suits are less than om
:,'7es
ot what they cost.
Our object in selling tliese suits so low is to
keep our stock ii^
and clean.
Those who are in need of a suit would do well to call
early as the> w
last lo 112,’.
In these suits are the best trade we have ever 2*1 veil.

Masonic Tern file.

do the work A time
Canadian Frenchmen.
Tin- Detroit FretPress of May 17th says
Twelve calkers. exHuAv,. of Foreman
the

&

Our New Line of

my

Michigan,to rake the p'rn.e of'striking Frenchin the employ of the Detroit Dr\ Dock
Company. The local papers have spoken in
great praise «.t the Maine men. saying tin t

of

COOMBS

je

our

••

in the early

men

Marquis,

Mur stork is the LAl!ME>i ami BES T ami
below all of our « ompetitors.

BIG BARGAINS IN SUITS.

Some time ago the Journal stated that a
number of Belfast calkers ami carpenters
from neighboring towns had gone to ] K-troit.

down caster

none.

H.
TO

<

one

serum! to

we are

R.

would be entire!', satisfied heiv.
The Journal
r: o- eongratu iat.-d Dr. and
Mrs. Ordway. wished them much happin--ss,
and bowed himseifo-ii. They w.-re indeed
happy couple, and the Jounn.il sincerely
hopes they will ever remain sir-l;.

Calkers at

UNDERTAKING
are

washer first visit north, ami she much admired the country, espeeia!i\ New England.
She remarked upon the
.n tiegrass and the hold .-eem-ry as ddl'ercnt from
her South Carolina home. Sin-thought she

Belfast

Line

will BE SUUE'to get the BEST for the LK \sT M<)\'EY

von

now on

diving

Ordway

Mrs.

Furniture

IN

during thi> convocation, and occasionally volunteered a statement. She
was

Xo matter wits'

—

publish.it

Values

IOO Doses One Dollar

witness

.,

|

sure

my wife's people may know that she has not
been deceived, and that I am e t an impostor." The d> >i tor said that Mrs. lb 'bins' >n b -ft
i-"nsah1. (■ummenehm'her southern lnm,,- against the advVe ..f her
friends.
Mrs. <)rdw,-i\ wa> an interested

Camden,
caught
Ogier,
Megunticouk lake 17 1-‘J inches in
length, weighing over two pounds, being the
largest trout caught in that vicinity f..r a
long time.

1

Be

by all druggists. #1; six.for£5. Prepared only
I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries. Loweli, Mass.

the way to our future home at Camden.
I
tell you this xtor\," said the doctor, “so that

trout in

j

[

by C.

Something about the letter struck my fancy,
I and 1 wrote to her. From this a rorresondI ern e ensued which ripened into love.
Photographs were exchanged, and we determined upon marriage. We had never met. Two
weeks ago it was arranged that Mrs. Robinson should leave her South Carolina home
for New York, and i was to meet her there.
When the Jersey City ferryboat landed. 1
was on the slip to meet my future bride.
I
recognized her at once from aiming the pasMutual explanations followed and
sengers.
Camden,

Better

ever

name

ITSGIT developed,
years practical experience in

science has
with many

;

birth.
The doctor resumed Ins story. He said:
“Eighteen months ago I bought a lot of letters from a firm in Peoria. Illinois. My object
was to obtain names for advertising my business.
Among the letters was one from Mrs.
Ruth A. Robinson, Westminster. S. C.

to

Customers

for their money titan any of our competitors CAN GIVE,
-you want in the---—

medical

research^
I O

|

i the lady critically. lie saw a most prepossessing woman, neatly attired in a dark
| suit, tail and graceful, with sharp black
eyes and dark hair, while a peculiar accent
j indicated that she was not of New England

we came

Our

it

S

observed

man

more goods this season titan ever before.
The reason why our sales
-have increased to such an extent, is that we give--

the confidence of all classes
Peculiar in the braiu-vork which
represents, nood's Sarsaparilla combines all the knowledge which modern

|

exclusively.” During

it to you

selling

steadfastly
of people.

countenance.
have asked you here,” said Dr. Ordway, I
“to tell you the romantic history of my marriage, and bedding the .journal in great es-

■

‘-good

We are

Hood’s Sarsaparilla sold in Lowell than of all other
blood purifiers. Peculiar in its phenomenal
record of
sa' 3 at,road
I J
D
no other r vl/UIICll preparation
ever
attained so
rapidly nor held so

“1

■

j

che title of
The
discovered.” Peculiar in its
at home,” —there is more o!

entire

|

the

of

dies

reme-

I la
Sarsapari
greatest blood purifier

he passed into the room. During
the doctor’s absence the newspaper man
wondered what kind of a surprise awaited
him, but from the pleased expression on the
doctor’s face, it was evident that it was an
! agreeable one. The Doctor said, “come in,”
j and the scribe found himself facing a most
j charming appearing lady. “My wife.” said
Dr. Ordway, with a smile covering his

j

■

Known

vegetable ■ ■ OOG S kingdom.
Peculiar in its strength and economy, Hood’s
Sarsaparilla is the only medicine of which can
truly be said, One Hundred Doses One Dollar.” Peculiar in its medicinal merits, Hood's
Sarsaparilla accomplishes cures hitherto un-

as

ed. May 17th, we were married
mother's home in Searsmont. and are

Third
That Great Britain lias stripped
herself of tin- armor and weapons with
M. 1L Knowlton ..A Co. shii*p--d two handwhich
commercial
battles must be fought. 1 some Penobscot bay salmon to Pittsburg,
|
Fourth—That adherence to free trade Pa., Monday, to he served
|
up at a club din•stale convention will be called by
! "may he noble, but it is not businessner.
Ca.pt. Bra.mhali ha> also shipped a
t
i committee, we are not informed. like.
number of salmon to various places.
Fifth—That retaliation is the only way
be * )]*inioii.
Put it is certain that
Mr. B. H. Conant, of Belfast, has tried his
for England to sustain herself in the conLie
01 gani/at ion will he maintained in
skill in Alford Lake, Hope, and landed a
! diet of tariffs.
; I i> ■cotmty. and will ciaim recognition as
Sixth—That the United States is the line salmon. Tin lake was stocked five
;
t:.
What tol- chief offendei.
mon-pure People's part\.
years ago with file fry -f landlocked salSeventh
—That, nevertheless, Great Brit- mon. and this
l-ms concerning the candidate f-u <h.\spring is tin* first time people
ain cannot retaliate against the United
en.oi of the new jiarty will In- read with
have been allowed to fish for them.
States because American food and raw
Mr. R. T. Rankin, one of Belfast’s most
imerest in this county :
materials are indispensable to her.
ardent fishermen, has had excellent success
Mr. H. s. Hobbs, who is at the head of
Tin* New York Herald thinks that as in Swan Lake,but last week he sought other
tlie ‘iardiner organization, denies emphatically the statement made by Mr. W. soon a> the public gets accustomed to the waters. Thursday morning at Hope he
II. simmous, of the old organization, in
advances which have been made in coal caught three land-locked salmon and one
regard to Mr. Ilateman. the Gardiner
trout. The salmon averaged four pounds
nominee.
That gentleman. Mr. Hobbs prices n<> doubt the Beading combination
each and were very handsome tisli. As they
There is
say>. loi'inalh resigned his jiosition in the intends i<> push them up again.
laid in Knowlton A* Co.’s market beside a
P: cbii'itoiy organization, ami < onneeled : no reason
or
why. owning
controlling
himself with the People’s jiarty.
deep sea salmon it would have taken a
Mr. •
percent, of rhe anthracite coal product. close observer to detect any difference in the
H"hh>says he has now in his possession
the letter of Mr. Ilateman to this effect. j it should not do this, and there is every looks of the tisli.
1: is also denied licit he insisted on the reason v.liy it should.
So far tlie combiThe Washington. I>. (
;
Evening Star in
P 'liibitory resolution as a condition of nation lias made this record in its
j
jug- its report of consignments by vessels ami
i I' a
opt a lice of the nomination at Gardiwith the country’s coal upnh :
steamers from down the Potomac river,lias
ner.
On the othei hand, Mr. Hobbs says, ; gling
1
Janunn 2S the price of stove coal was the following: “To J. H. Kb-hardson. Lino
i:. a conference held the night before the
e
iv. iitioii, Mr.
Ilateman expressly said I increase*! from Stjio t<» s.’i.PU :• ton.
herring, do shad, dd barrels salt water tayMan’ll ]<1 the price of chestnut eoai was lors,
;I;;i he had east his lot with the People's
hluelish, trout, spots and crocuses. 1(H»
increased
from
I
sh<*r>
to
Sh90.
land
would
ii.ain
with
it
whethoi
par'
bunches eat. rock, perch and moccasins, ami
tic
A]»ri 1 1 freight charges on all coal car- 1
invention declared for prohibition or
The steamer
sturgeon and Jd turtles.
ried to tlie West were increased twentyWashington lrom Norfolk. Ido barrels fish
live cents a ton.
Mr. Simmons does not recede an inch
from the stand !:*■ took i:i the interview
April ->> the pri«-e of stove coal was in- and do hai re Is of el aims." This si lows some
we jointed last week.
Indeed, lie asserts creased from sd.'.M) to s4. 1~> a toil, the m»t all, of the varieties of fish taken in tin*
a: Mi. Ilateman, as late as since the St.
price of egg coal from s:>.To to So.‘JO a Potomac river and <’hesapeakc P»a\
Icuii- eouvention. wrote a letter, which ton. and the price of grate coal from
Senator Frye has joined, the great throng
To a ton.
Mr. ilobbs iias and is i;i\ it>■ d t.. produce, t"
of
distinguished fishermen down on the
s;1 \
it;exjuessly and voluntarily that he
By these successive advances the com- -Maine isles. The senator and his wife spend
show e have nothin- to do with the Peo- bination inis
assure*! so far a protit for ;i month each year ill their Moosehead lake
ple-' party in eonsiMjiiema of the St. Louis the
log cabin, with m- company, and without
next twelve months of something like servants or
•■invention ignoring the Prohibitionists
guides. Tin* senator chops the
wood and makes the fires, and Mrs. Frve
iieii resolution.
and
This letter. Mr. sit.ooo.oou. or perhaps a little more.
does
all
the
ooking. It may he added that
simwions saw. and distinctly remembers
the senator also counts the rish.
Poston
to have contained substantially the above
A subscriber writing to the ( alais Times
Herald.
deeia rat ion.
"This place is dead to the knees.
says:
It is in the nature of news to learn that
II you know of anybody coming here, advise them to stay away.
The “booms’ by Moosehead Lake is one of the Maine isles,
Thanks to tin* efforts of Senator Frye, the
local papers are all wind." [Machias and also that Senator Frye is “down on the
the hill to abolish compulsory pilotage Bcpublican.
Maine isles." By the way the Senator's
fees is half way through < 'ongress. Wheth- j
at the
There is what printers call an “out" in “Moosehead Lake log cabin" is
er this just and right measure shall be
this paragraph. If we recollect aright the Range ley’s.
enacted now depends upon the House. original
paragraph refers to a city on the
The Wheelmen's Meet.
It> passage by that body is doubtful, liow- Pacific coast, and not to the
flourishing
to
its
ect-r. owing
political complexion and city of Calais.
The Bangor Wheelmen have made prepto Southern influence and the
arations for the annual league meet in that
power of
Our
esteemed
Belfast
contemporary, the
tin* ]»ilots’ lobby. How outrageous is the I
doth.
The program was published
Journal, with its love of accuracy, will no city,May
extortion of the pilot monopoly is shown doubt hasten to inform its readers that the in tlie Journal last week.
Arrangements
l»y the experience of the schooner C’assie Columbian Exposition will not be held in have been made with the hotels, steamboats
F. Bronson, of 10b8 tons, a well-known China, as it states, next year.
[Bangor and railway companies.
Commercial.
The Belfast wheelmen will goto Burnham
c oal
carrier t<» Boston, which last auCertainly. But after all, so far as the Saturday afternoon and take the Sunday
tumn was forced to pay tecs
to
amounting
average country editor in New England is morning special train from Portland.
sTu.ss in all for visiting the three ports
The Grand Army men of Bangor protest
concerned, the Exposition might as well be
of Baltimore, Richmond and Savannah,
against the wheelmen meeting on Memorial
held in China as Chicago.
though not one particle of service was
day, and B. H. Beal Post has passed the folrendered the vessel in any way.
“Like a balloon Bangor is expanding, lowing resolutions:
It is
it.'tomary for the large sailing vessels in but not with wind" are the head lines
Whereas, The League of Ameriean Wheelover an article in the
Bangor News. Does men have announced that they are to hold a
the coasting trade* to take a tug in enterthe News wish it understood that Bangor meeting in this city on Memorial I>ay, and
ing and leaving harbors. These tugs arc is expanding with gas? [Auburn Gazette.
Whereas, They are a body of men for
whom we entertain only the kindest feelOr bloated with beer?
required by law to have on board compeings.
tent United States pilots, but the vessel
Kesolvcd. J Mat we m common with all
Senator Ilale is getting a good many good citizens, most earnestly
which employs them has to pay the State
protest against
the
desecration of the one day set apart for
well-deserved compliments for liis efforts
pilotage charges just the same. Accordall Union loving people to do honor to those
in helialf of a new navy. Even the Demobrave men who gave to the country all that
ing to the Frye bill the masters and mates cratic
papers, some of them at least, have they had to give, their lives, and that we inot coastwise sailing vessels arc
enabled, testified to liis
vite all the community to join with us in the
push and patriotism.
fitting obeservance of Memorial Day.
upon examination, to be licensed as United
To this the wheelmen say:
States pilots, and thus freed from
liability
A
Political Conunulriim.
That while the idea that the observance yf
let the State tax.
The same privilege was
Memorial
Day should be wiioiiy solemn is
To the Editor of the Journal. It is
long ago extended to coastwise steamers.
it is an evident fact that it can
rumored the :*»d District Convention will not unquestioned,
so
he
carried out.
Neither can the
be called until after July 4. Can the Com- never
made
to devote Fast Day exclusbe
Scone, of the Maine Democratic papers mittee give us the reasons for this unpre- people
to fasting and prayer, or Thanksgiving
ively
cedented lateness and delay. Why not hold
to the sole purposes for which it is appointdo not propose to swallow a free rum it
prior to the State Convention June 21? ed.
They will always be looked upon as
plank in their party platform without a The other Districts in the State have already holidays,
upon which the hard working peoheld their Conventions. What and Why?
protest. The Anson Advocate and the
ple have a release from their daily routine of
Republican.
and may also have a little enarduous
duties
Biddeford Standard have been heard from.
Although the call lias not been issued, it joyment. Certainly the holidays in Maine
The latter paper says that the Democrats is semi-officially stated that the Convention ; are few enough, anyway. Memorial Day is
should accept Prohibition as the settled will be held in Waterville, July *>. We are the only day when the wheelman of Maine
The organization is composed of
can meet.
policy of the State. Of course, practically not aware of the thisness of the thus. [Ed.
representatives of the finest class of young
‘,
men in every city, who may l*e relied upon
it makes no difference whether
they acWe have received Vol. 1, No. 1, of The to conduct themselves with the utmost procept it or not.
priety and interfere in no manner with the
Worcester (Mass.) Commercial and Board observance
of the day bv the comrades of the
of Trade Bulletin, a handsomely illustrated Grand
Army. Bangor is the only city where
Mrs. Packard's article on “The Origin
an
objection to their gathering was ever
monthly published by F. S. Blanchard &
<»f Memorial Day” is
timely, and like all Co., Worcester, Mass. While the first issue raised.
Last year the annual meet was held in
that she writes will be read with interest. is
largely devoted to the local board of trade,
Belfast on Memorial Day. During the exerWe specially commend her paper to the the aim of the
publication is to promote the
cises of the Grand Army all wheels were orattention of the veterans, w ho are so soon welfare and prosperity of the
city of Wordered off the streets by the wheelmen themto participate in Memorial exercises.
and
we
wish
it
abundant
success
in
cester,
selves, while many of the visitors joined the
its undertaking.
ranks of the citizens and participated in the
Hon. I. C. Libby’s comparison of ranch
Belfast fishermen are becoming infatuated memorial exercises. The wheelmen’s parade
life in the wild west with life on the old
with Alford Lake, Hope. Tuesday Messrs. was so arranged as not to interfere with the
j
Maine homesteads will repay a careful R. T.
Rankin, Gus Colburn and Fred Grand Army, and the boys conducted themperusal. Mr. Libby is a keen and practi- Frances each captured a handsome salmon selves with the utmost decorum. There was
cal observer, and his experience well at that lake.
Wednesday Mr. I. M. Cottrell no friction here between the two organiza- !
wet his lines there.
qualifies him to give valuable advice.
tions.

j

;\. md what is practically a new
organization formed. Whether an-

Peculiar

Peculiar'in combination, proportion, and
preparation of ingredients, Hood’s Sarsaparilla possesses the curative value of the best

cate.

|

a

Marriage.

as

|

J

First— That after fifty years free trade
has failed to conquer the world.
NvuikI- That protection is rapidly ex-

Romantic

May 18th. Dr. D. P. Ordway of Camden,
formerly of Belfast, requested a Journal representative to meet him at the Revere House,

It is very odd that the newspapers will
though it might he the forerunner of a persist in giving accounts of Sunday catches
revolution. The Boston Journal has thus I of fish, says the Ellsworth Enterprise. "The
summarized Lord Salisbury’s remarks on first of the week” sounds better.
free trade;
last week
S. E.
of

j tending.

without any

A

Journal has from time to time spoken
of the large and steadily increasing busiThe Dana
ness at the Belfast post office.
Sarsaparilla Company leads all other firms
in the amount of business, but Mr. George
E. Brackett, Grand Secretary of the Grand
Lodge of Good Templars, has the largest individual mail. Last week a new record book
for registered letters was opened in the
money order department, the old one having lasted just two years. It contained a
record of many thousands of registered lett-ers received here during that time, almost
one-quarter of which were for Mr. Brackett.
He receives more money through the mails
than any other person here, and has received a very large amount during the eighteen
years he has heen Grand Secretary.
A Journal representative recently asked
Mr. Brackett something about his work as
Grand Secretary. He. said there were about
525 lodges in the State, making the correspondence heavy. The Grand Secretary has
about nine-tenths of the labor to do. “Why,"
said Mr. Brackett, “I write on an average
10.000 letters yearly, which includes written
postal cards. Besides this l send out about
2.000 circulars yearly, and 2,000 packages,
making in all 14,000 letters and packages.
In return I receive about 4,000 to 5,000 letters and circulars per year. The lodges in
paying their per capita tax frequently send
postage stamps, so that our otHce gets no
1 receive all tinrevenue from that source.
stamps 1 use in this manner. The postal
cards, however, I buy at the Belfast office."
Tb.e above business, however, does not wholly include Good Templary, for ;i small
amount relates to his private affairs.
The bookkeeping for a society numbering
325 lodges and 20,000 members is considerable. The name of each lodge is written in
a large hook,
and debit and credit kept
with it. As the terms are by quarters, new
| entries
of lodges have to be made every
1
three months. Mr. Brackett receives some
assistance from Mrs. Brackett, who tliorj ougldy understands the business. Mr. BrackThe

systematized and well in hand. The
European
!
however, S<>00 per year, is
a speech by Lord
Salisbury, in which he compensation,
not large enough for the amount of labor
declared for free trade.
While some of
rendered and the responsibility belonging
the
London dailies
critiTin*

cise his utterances, it is evident that the
speech finds much favor with the masses
of the English people, and it looks as

which has had an organiz ition in
parr
libs siate several years, formally changed
its

its candidate for the

quoted sufficiently befogs

People's Party lias grown more pronounced
j
since the article republished in the Journal

sin-

a

awaits Blaine and the

There is

The Rockland Opinion reports f at tlie
difference lu tween tin* two wings of the

as

Mr. Brackett and the Belfast Post Office.

furnish-

From

misinformation.

j ex-Alderman

Tlie

are

accept the nomination, if it is tendered to
him, I think the Minneapolis convention

WILL BE HELD IN

i-

papers

great variety of political infor-

ed with

gle column in a recent issue of a Boston
daily we glean the following: Mr. Clarkson is
in Washington plotting against
President Harrison, but it is not thought
he can accomplish much. John M. Thurston is quoted as saying, at Chicago: “Un: less Blaine says positively that he will not

A REPUBLICAN STATE CONVENTION

loiv

daily

Headers of the

ISepubltean Journal.

Both Trimmed aud Untnmmed,
that we can truly say every day i~ an
Do not hesitate to look at our line
day
nery. lor it is a pleasure to us to shovfeel confident that we can please one an

so

■
1

"

Total.>197,489 ,28

Mrs. B. F. WELLS
State

of

Maine, Coenty

of

Waldo

ss.

1, CHAS. F. (JORDON, Cashier of the abovenamed bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of mv knowledge and
belief.
CHAS. F. (JORDON. Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 24th dav
of May, 1892.
CHARLES E. ADAMS,
Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
J AMES (i. PENDLET(>N,)
GEO. F. SMITH,
Directors.
GEORGE MCCLURE,
)

.Belfast,

April 28 181*2.
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ALL PATENT MEDIO! V:

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
POOR & SON.
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OF

NEWS
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BELFAST.

Horse Breeders will hold a meeting
arrange for their races ami celehra-

thc coming4tli of July.
Italian with

hand organ, the first of

a

appeared on the streets Satur_-.cling out doleful music, lie was
ag with cold and looked discouraged.
.,><.11,

Belfast Shakespeare cluh met at the
Mrs. Elmer Sherman on Friday
wing over the river in the afternoon

They took

Uhoard.
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tea with Mrs.

Messrs. Samuel and A. C. Morse
large Boiler, engine and other nui-
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ten

days front
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municipal

asarhitra■ui which three ar* to be chosen—
'lie party petitioning, and the third

present

a

names

selected.

twi.

The

municipal
presented the following: Messrs.
M
<
Tierce, ). (J. White,
R. Rankin,
Murcli. George F. Mavliew and W. E.

1

•nson.
M

I)a>ia(;ks.

John Harvey, of
lie, who was injured in Belfast a
me ago by the
runaway horse of A.
it

fuk

A

cs

Co., has

member

-r

s.'..immi.

ii

>

brought

against
that tirm, alleging

of

suit

As mentioned

some

time

Howes and
II tivey

at

Mayor Thompson called
his home and perfected a

Howes said lie did not
la ther or not la was liable for the
but he felt like helping him. Mr.
-ud >o(i would make it right and
1'-s paid him that sum. besides
payMr.

at.

tor's bills.

i'eeeipt in
h

■

it

Harvey gave Mr.
full, signing by his mark.
Mr.

transaction

a

the

in

it

was

safe to

as-

question of damages had been

the satisfaction
kk

Nctks,
Boston

The

to

all

parties.

Penobscot's

Friday light

was

trip
the

boat behaved
:.«-ly. hut nearly all hands and the
seasick. ..Fifteen steamboats will
t "f Hoekland harbor
regularly, this
»1 the

season.

The

»•

Austin, general agent of
Bangor Steamship Co., has
■!'
Europe for a several months’ stay,
T»- is a
quiet rumor that he will, dur>’
time, join the ranks of the benedicts.
steamer City of Biehmond, bOO tons,
''
ng sixty-one staterooms, now ruu'-t ween Portland and
Machias, is oft'ertle, delivered at either Portland or
‘•"l, after July 1st next. Her route
taken by the new steamer Frank
Calvin

1

'ton &

building at Bath.... Steamer Penta"liieh has been repaired at Belfast,
fuesday for Boston, carrying a quanbay for Mr. H. C. Pitcher. Mr. Poltlie inspector, did not examine the
vl" n here, hut informed
(’apt. Oakes
would do so on the boat’s arrival at
!i
Capt. Oakes says he will establish
"•it line between Boston and
Eastport,
at Lubec. The boat will leave Bos'TY Thursday,
returning will
EdStnort and Lubec everv Mrmdav.
and

es a

I

Templars.

new
are

goods
adding

K

Spencer

II. Coombs N Son. and

Belfast.

Wilson,
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Burkett, offers for salea
top buggy and double harness. ..Mr.Frank
Jeilison. Belfast, has lost a row from his
De

pasture.
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in another column..
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a surprise i-arty
Saturday
husband, it being the anniIJeforcT!
versary of his birth.
evening was
past, however. Mrs. Shaw wast.be most sin-

evening for h.-r

e
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t«•

two

iarge

Mare

then

turned

his

hours and

presented her with
and tine crayon port ad-, of her
lather and mother. Mr. and Mr-. .John II.
< iorOou. oi P»r«■-»ks.
This w as sarpi-ise nmnb'-r

Mis. Shaw and

Mrs. Shaw

tw
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and cake

Shaw ha
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recently gone r housekeeping in
the IIaz« 11ino house at the corner of Court
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her street, and
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netta L.
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very

Saturday evening

situated.
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most agree-
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comfortably j
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his

Esq.,
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of

sloop yacht, Jean- j

described

w

hen M

r.

Adams

her last season, and is a
Mr. J. M. Dennett has

1

j

roomy, able
craft..
launched his
sloop yacht Daphne, having put her in the1
best of order for the summer’s business. She
is a fast and tine
looking craft_Mr. O. R.
Webster has added a small sail boat to his
fleet, and will have others. Those wanting
to hire sail or row-boats will find them at
J

landing

the steam-1
boat wharf ...J. E. Dailey, of Camden, re-'
cently launched two yachts of nine tons each
and is now at. work on a 24 foot, cat boat, and
lias si ill two oth rs to build for the summer's
business.... E. H. Bramhall, of Camden, is
about finishing up a
foot steam yacht for
North Haven parties.
Mr. Bramhall is prepared to build fast yachts of wood or iron at
his

short
in

on

the north side of

notice....Capt.

command

T.

and sole
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is again
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business, and
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Farmgreat distances
See his advertisement

Physicians, Pile Remedies

At the Belfast Opera House SatSherman A (V. are having a
good run of urday evening. May •JSth, will be produced
W'.rk at their leath.-rboard millr> mi the for the first time here, Lcwi> Morrison's
ast side.
Both mill.N are busy, and one and | Spectacular Dramatic Production of Faust,
a half tons of board are made
daily. I.ast with tin-original company, direct from the
>--ason, owing to the dullness of the shoe Bowdoiu Square Theatre, Boston. The scentrade the leatherboard business was slack ery is something grand.
The public square
but this season it is better. Sherman A Co. at Nuremberg, Marguerite's garden and the
slop by nearly every boat. Last Saturday square of the fountains, are not only historithey shipped twelve tons.
cally correct, but most beautifully painted.
But the climax in scenic effects is reached
•Mr. P. A. Sanborn recently received a
unique order from California. A lady in in the fourth set when the imps and goblins j
that State, familiar with Mr. Sanborn’s hold high carnival on Walpurgis night on
work, wished a painting by him of Califor- the summit of the Brocken in the Mart/,
It is impossible to describe the
nia poppies, not being satisfied with the mountains.
flower paintings of local artists. As the wierd and uncanny fiendishness which is
dowers themselves would not bear trans- here portrayed, asMephisto in his fiery red
portation the lady sent a package of the dress, accompanied by Faust, stands on the
seeds, which Mr. Sanborn is to plant, and top of the mountain in the full glare of the
when the poppies bloom be is to perpetuate calcium light. From the darkened audithem on canvas. No doubt the order will he torium of the theatre it is a grand and awesatisfactorily filled.
inspiring scene, and the detail infernally
Chat.
Mr. F. <i. White lias had new hard- horrible. Owls and bats and broom-stick
wood floors laid in his office and the wood- riding witches Hit across the stage. Newts
and frogs croak among the rocks, while
work painted. The rooms present a
j
very
from out of shady nooks crawl horrible *
inviting appearance-Mr. Nelson

j

rock and hurls curses at them all.
Anon
the shapes engage in a weird and hideous
dam e, straining the listening ear betimes

Yet there
Gknts ;—I Wish

was

\\

Help!

inform you that the
treatment consisting ot SRoPA’s REMEDIES you sent me for Piles, has. as you
stated in your letter accompanving'the
same, actually cured me.
Why, gentlemen, I can hardly realize it.
when
1
to
stop
thi,lk°l lhe lo,,P
"
““ ■ %
^ ■■ "
years of suffering I have endured, of the Pile Remedies I have tried; of the Physicians employed; of the two surgical operations
performed (having had the Pile Tumors
removed twice with the knife) and all I
could get was temporary relief. But
now alter
taking seven
Bottles ofTU AW sKoDA’S Pis.
Three
COVERY, ■
Boxes
LITTLE TABLETS, and using Five Box
es
of SKODA’S PILE CURE, I am
cured.
I am now able to work every day. and
shall start for Virginia in a few days to
work cutting timber.
You freely gave me A ^
the medicine but I
|l
want to partially pay
you for wbat you have done. Enclosed find 920. which is about what I
paid for one operation that did me
really no good at all.
Gratefully yours,
*CHAS. EMMET.
Bangor, Me.

BETTER

and from there will go to Massachusetts for
stay of some weeks-Mrs. Win. McGrath
is very low-Mrs. E. S. Gould has returned from New Hampshire.
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CHILDREN'S SUITS.
:va,_-worth

,■!

a

FANCY

SHIRTS.-

GOODS AND PRICES Wh.I. SUIT.

!TWE HAVE JUST RECEIVED

A NEW LOT

OF^&$

Derby,

*

I larriiiotuii iiml Wilcox
Also New S’.priiitr Caps,

Style*..

_

Ctjl

A FULL LINE OF THE
-IN

|

Guarantee Contract with

The Nobbiest

MRS.

Great German Skin Cure, and
finest Cosmetic made. Removes
Blackheads, Pimples, etc., as
it by magic. 3 oz. tubes in elegant
cartons 50 cts.

Remember I have

no

Spring Suits &
ALL

SKODA DISCOVERY GO., BELFAST, ME.
SKODA’S
OINTMENT, the

1

HANDSOMEST NECKWEAR

Tins CITY.-

Most

Stylish Pants.

Every Bottle.

LOWEST PRICES.

AT

C.

W.

HANEY,

Church Street, Belfast.

(In rn

..

a

\v.

-SELECTED

30
.fust home with 20 young, sound, well broken, good sizetl horses. Some
very nice brood mares in the lot. Have m ail over HO Horses at the
Sears/tort House stables, for sale or exchange.
Will give good deals
for a number of good livery horses.
A It.
These horses will sell at /trices to compare with second-hand
ers.
Buyers should be sure and see them before getting a horse that has
been WORN OCT ONCE.
zW All horses guaranteed as sod.
Win. E. GlilNINELL. Searsport. 51c.
P. S. A new line of Carriages expected to arrive
daily. Compare
them and note /trices before buying.
W. E. O.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. 1). 1892.

connection with the gas

works, having moved from there.
A. K. FIERCE.
Belfast, May 25, 1892.—21tf

Notice of Foreclosure.
TT’HEREAS, LEWIE M. NICKERSON, «*f Beli!
fast, Waldo County Maine. I»v his mortgage
deed, dated tlie loth day of .Inly. A. 1). ls'di), and
reei»r«led in the Waldo Count} Registry of Deeds,
Book 2dn, Page 2.il, conveyed to me. the undersigned. four certain lots or parcels of land situated in Belfast aforesaid, and described as follows:
Being the four parcels of land conveyed to Henry
W. Nickerson by Ephraim Dockham, by bis deed
dated dune 2S, 1SX2, ami recorded in said Registry,
in Book 2iiu, l'age 4<i2. and conveyed to said Lewie
M. Nickerson, by said Henry W.. l>> deed dated
dul} in. Is'.mi. to which deeds and records reference
may be had for particular description; said land
being the same occupied by Prank Flagg on said
li»th day of dul}. A. D. Is:Ml, and situated next
easterly of the house of .John Howard, and on tin*
load leading past the house of Leamier Bean to
Swanville Mills, so-called: together with the
buildings thereon standing. And whereas the
condition of said mortgage has been broken, now
therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortDAVID P. FLANDERS.
gage.
Belfast, Mav 2d. 1SH2. :uv21

A Mi MANX, Administratrix on the estate
THOMAS McMAXX, late of Prospect,
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for license to sell the whole of
the real estate of said deceased, situated in said
Prospect, as a sale of any portion thereof would
greatly depreciate the value of the residue.
Ordered, That the said Orrilla give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appearata Probate Court to he held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of June next, at ten* of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why tin*
prayer of said petition should not be granted*.
3w21
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. AttestBohan P. Field, Register.

OB BILLof

A. K. FIERCE,
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Salt
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-COME AND SEE Oil: NEW I.i >T OF_

Worcester

grass.
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A HANDSOME BELT will lie given t.. ev.-ry b.,,

'•

out this evening, and march around the
square-The gypsies were in camp at the
Muck pond on Tuesday.

e

Best

M., late Firebrand. The F. C. B. sailed
yesterday for the fishing grounds. She looks
snug in her fisherman's rig, and the change

Holmes arrived from Boston yesterShe brought the two remaining masts
for the four-masted barkentine Josephine.

ad',

the business ami nriknej- ..
but have ail established trade and
weR-hongbt steel,lners a good trade
now, and every one win, buy

to

b,

tar x-asau

Spring

and the Knife

UTTERLY FAILED!

Faust.

a

A>

“I AM CURED!”

Pkojuation

shapes, half-human, half-fiendish. Tortured
souls cry out for release, aspiring demons
climb the heights and seek to take a nlace
beside the devil, who stands on the apex of

have your patronage in this line.^**

to

CHARLES EMMET.

forced

Famous

the G. A. R. Buttons.

^all new, nice and nop.by

can-

hand

Krma

day.

The Slater All Wool, Indisjo Blue, warranted,

Clothing, Hats, Caps, and Furnishing Goods!

with harsh and dreadful sounds. Then a
making repairs about the steamboat wharf.
■Mr. Wm. Lear is building a new house bell is heard to ring the Angelas, and instantly the stage is clear, till down the steep !
at the corner of Congress and
Wight streets.
It s easy to say of anything
descent < oine pouring the forms of lost ones,
..Mr. H. E. Marshall is
|
ttie
occupying
from white to black paint improves her
forced down to the nether regions. For givap- rooms on Highstreet under Mr. Hall’s
studio,
it is best,” Imt try
\ It hough all the local yachts
pearance
and will deal in musical merchandise and iug one a nightmare this scene eclipses the
have been launched none of them have their
sewing machines. Mr. Willis, who formerly “Ingohlsby Legends” and Fox's “Book of
sails bent.
It has not been boating weather.
occupied the rooms, is now with J. C. Thomp- Martyrs.” The sale of seats is now open at
.....Mr. I*. C. Peirce will launch Ins steam
the usual place.
son & Son, on Main St-Mr. E. li. Conner
I
yacht in about two weeks. .The steam bought a horse a few
days ago, and one
Stoc
kton
Springs.
Rev. N. LaMarsh j
yacht Guinevere has been put in complete morning last week the animal was found
will deliver a Memorial sermon next Sunorder and is now ready for service. She is dead in the stable.Mr.
B. C. Dinsmore
day afternoon, weather permitting. Soldiers
moored just above the steamboat wharf.
has made extensive repairs on his
dwelling and their families especially invited to be
Shipping Items. Sell. George B.
Ferguson house....Mr. 1. A. Conant has moved his j present. Services at Colcord Hall at 2.30 f. m.
went to Bangor Thursday to load staves for house, corner of Green and Bridge streets,
Frankfort. The Sunday school concert,
New York. ...Sell. Mollie Phillips came here to a point lower down on Bridge street, has j
last week partially loaded with bricks from added an L and wiL make a first class ten- j which was to have been held at the Mountain
and see for yourself.
is postponed until next Sunday_
Bucksport, and completed her cargo by tak- ement house-An interesting account of | May 22,
The
ladies
circle
the
met
at
Mrs.
Standard
John
Granite
sewing
For sale everywhere.
Company is published
ing on a quantity of hay at F. G. White’s.
W. Seavey's-It is reported that Miss JewShe was bound to Millbridge_Sell. Marv on the .’id page-One day recently Sleeper
[
.Wish, ll'h/lt'n S* Co.. X070 ]
of
Bangor, will give singing lessons in
E. Crosby, «.f Nantucket, was hauled out on & West sold over 600 lobsters at their mar- ell,
this town very soon. .Mrs. George W. Ham- 1
ket
near the lower
the Belfast marine railway
bridge_Mrs.
to
be
Maynard
Saturday,
mall is expected to arrive soon at Hillside
thoroughly recalked.(’apt. John Pliil- is teaching at the South Primary school in
Bmlfinrm
Farm.
.James Quigley has arrived from ;
of
Miss
Mabel
W
Cushman, whose health Bar
brook, of
interport, who has been in com- place
re, Y'ermont... .Horace Hagan has gone
was
not
mand <'t the sch. Electa Bailey, has
equal to the task-The city schools to WaterviHe.... F. W. Hopkins has a taranbought
of Capt. Creamer, of Waldoboro, the sell. will close to-day for the week, on account of tula preserved in alcohol in his store.
Eagle. The terms were private. Capt. Pliil- the teacher’s convention Friday,ami as Mon- ! Winter port. Mrs. Win. Holmes died
brook has taken command of the Eagle. She day is Memorial Day the sessions will not very suddenly at her home at filling wood \s
is a craft of about loo tons and was built in be resumed until next Tuesday morning_I Corner, Wednesday. She was about her I
work apparently as well as
and while j
Steuben, Me., in 1877-Sch. A. Hayford The two hydrants for Bay View street ! mending a stocking died usual,
instantly.... Mrs. j
has discharged a cargo of coal from New have arrived and this week the Water Com- E. F. Blaisdell arrived from New York last i
Having moved my office to the building on Main
j week... .Mrs.
street, above the Savings Bank, I am prepared to
Sarah Morrill is in town for a j do
York for Mr. F.
White-The sch. Ever- pally will begin to lay pipe_The iront of
all kinds of gas fitting, steam fitting, adjusting
few weeks-Mrs. Baker, of St. John, X. B., water
pipes and plumbing. Also on hand
ett, of lslesboro, formerly owned by Mr. N. H. A. Starrett & Co.'s store has been paint- visited her
sister, Mrs. C. W. Trevett, and
ALL KIKDS OF FIXTURFS
ed.
.The frame of Mr. Austin Carter’snew other friends, in town last week_Mr. EdF. Houston, of Belfast, came into
Tuesport
in the above line, together with Pumps, Hydraulic
house on
is up_Mr. E. F. Han- win Babbidge, of Lynn, Mass., was in town
day, for a new foremast. The mast was son has High street
begun work on his new house on last Thursday-Miss L. A. Grindle is visit- Kam>,A<
while
at
My many years experience warrants me in
sprung
Vinalliaven.The packet Northport avenue-Citv lawns are
“green ing her sister, Mrs. Southard, at Rockport, promising satisfaction in my work.
as
"...
James
owner

eek.

t&SrWe should be pleased

bnmi.

Mohimson’s

w

The Waschuset Blue Suit, $7,00.

an

and steam
water

should consult him.
in another

the

Furnishing,

St., Belfast, IVLe.

$9.00, including

piping, plumbing, etc.
year experience lie brings

satisfaction,

Visit

A. Howard.

water

Havinghad many
ripe knowledge

Down,

*

Bargains |n Qrand /\rmy Quits

SKODA’S DISCOVERY.

formerly occupied by Dr. Sy lvesPeople seeking Mr. Pierce should not

a

nr

system of sewerage will he extended the present season-Mr. Bennett, of
Bncksport, is

33 HVIftiia

Bank

steam

Way

ami lien's

confound him with the gas works.
He has
put in a large stock of piping, pumps, hydraP j
i<- rams, and is prepared to do all kinds of

shortly.

Wight,
Belfast, brought a spring lamb to market
last week which weighed
thirty-threejiounds
when dressed.
Mr. Burgess said it was one
of the largest spring lambs he had ever seen
so early in the season-The
Mayor says the

arm

SKODVS OISCOVKKV. the
(treat (tcrinan-Aincricaii Kent,
edy for Heart, Nerves. Liver,
Blood.
(iuarantce
Kidneys.
eon tract with every hottle.
Pay
for
the good yon receive.
only
At all Ornggists,
81.00 per
bottle, si v bottles 85.50. If you
want to know about SKOPA'S I;KMKPIKs. send postal for
.Morning

Boston, where he has

who

*

are

CLARK 6 SLEEPER,

(tratefullv vours.
MR. & MltS. jas. A. HARDY.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast. Maine.

the gas works, has moved to the
building on Main street just above the Sav-

a

of

At * Prices * that *

Light.”

I

and

icy. The crayons are very tine
the work of Mr. F. ('. Xeallv,

ist and

art

■•ream

are

much

was

will go

half

A.

Belfast, hut

in

CLOTHING

a

Mr. A.

local train, but- by
tids new arrangement the wait at Burnham
will be about thirty minutes. The Yankee
a

Miss J

ROW)

O’COIVXELL.

If You Want Good, Reliable

office at

mi

! Leary

atten-

an-

and Mrs

STREET, (PHCENIX

CHARLES

express business. He
half brother of Mr. W. T. Colburn.
Their many Belfast friends extend eongratu'atioiis.
is

pasture and remained in the road
Lankin got within eight rods m
Mr. Sha v’s j
prised, pan;, present. Some
railroad fra uds and neighbors were invited her, when she jumped over a fence.
in, and tlnwe were about a dozen present. | Mr. l'owley. the Manic Central agent at
Conduct- :• M n
in behalf of the ••ompany, 1 lodlast, says the Flying Yankee train in
!'i-e.s.-|o. XIr. Shaw with a very hand- future will stop at Burnham on its eastsome
chair.
This was surprise number
ward trips.
Belfast- passengers going east
"lie.
riiarl- s responded in a fitting man- have been obliged to wait ar Burnham two
Mr.

was

year> ago moved to
been engaged in the

until Mr.

ner.

name

Spring trailed

Mr.

the back
driving
r«'ad to Searsport, and about half a mile
from his home, saw a large female deer in
the highway.
The animal came out of the

arranged

Shaw

while

1

<•

Pas

rim.ui.

the til'tieth

"f Mr.

BELFAST CLOTHING HOUSE,
No. Ill HIGH

destroyed.

3 v1

marriage
whi« h takes place to-day in
Boston. The card states that the marriage
took j»1 a■
May ■_'<>. lspj. at the residence of
Mrs. Ib-bceea Aldeii Howard, and was performed by Krr. Darius F<ubes. Mrs. Spring's

shops in the city.

alt.

hat.

Belfast people received invi'

tiie celebration "I

to

advanced. We became alarmed. Took
lier to Huston and placed her under t lie
of a famous Specialist, hut
in spite of his skill
I.AKCiiE SOKES EOIDIEI)
on different parts of her
body. The linhand
gers of her JMITi right
swelled to I rIM I twice their
untilrnl size.su prrntion around
tlic nails raus,-d three of them
to drop off. We were in despair.
Hearing DANA'S SAKASAPAlllI.I.A
recommended us a Clreat Itlooil Purifier, we, as a lust resort, eonriuded to trv it. At tirst it seemed t hurt her.
AVE CAME NEAR (ilYIM. IT IP.
A' e read the directions, reduced the dose
to half a zsiinrc teaspoonful.
When she vUlttd had taken
three bottles, we saw improvement.
Site lias now taken right bottles and is
perfectly well —cheeks rosy—
spirits buoyant. And the only thing
left to remhid us of her terrible condition, is the absence of the three
nails whose entire roots were

in

niversary
dani' S Spring.

Robert Davis, of Camden, who did all
the wharf work at Dark Harbor, Islesbon-.

May

of

"w

>rs

of rite

been at Bangor buying the
there will be no preaching
necessary
l'm versa list Church next Sun- | material fora wharf which lie lias contracted
t" build on Mark island for the New
York
da\. The Sunday s.-ho--! will meet at the i
P *rties who have purchased it and who prousual h.our. and a full attendance ;> desired
to establish a summer resort there.
in order to make preparation a
regard to pose
Saw a itkku. Mr. Waiter B. Lankin Tuesthe observance of Children's Due.
vi

of the act<

hum

tations

Sherman A M alker will oj»en their new
Saturday. The shop has been fitted
up hands-•inely. On one ^hle aiv sheio-s for
canned and similar g«-.»ls. while in the rear
i» a largo enoler, the i<-e
being received at
Th
rear -d the building.
It is one of the
Mi.

a

a

the Alvin Joslin comedy company and was advertising the show.
Greeny went into tin National Bank and
wanted to b11 v ten cents worth of tobacco.
The ashier told him lie thought lie might
obtain it at the Post-ottiee.
was one

market

neatest

change with the pastor, and gave
Sennoll

25.

The total amounr of the 4* divi'b'Uds paid by the Bank since its organix.aT on 24 years ago is S71*S.X2i».oo.

American
Chadwick,

slouch

peculiar 1
clothing, and carrying a large carpet bag
and umbrella, was on our streets Tuesday.
He was chewing gum, looking in at the win- i
dows and playing the" greeny." He was not
so verdant as he
appeared, however, for he

Belfast Savings Bank declares its -hsrli
semi-annual dividend at the rate of '> per rent,
payable Mondav June o. amounting t<. about

rti:

>

wearing

man

A 24-inch Ball Bearing Machine costing $40.00, to he given to the
huy that gets the
most votes.
Two cents a vote or one vote for every JOe. purchase.
< nmc and sec the
wheel, the best in the city.
The vote to he declared July 4. lsiii.

care

the

Furnishing Goods, Hats, Caps & Umbrellas.

te-NOW HERE IS A CHANCE FOR THE POPULAR YOUNG MAN.
A BICYCLE TO BE CIVEN AWAY.

SYMPTOMS OF SCKOFTLA.
disease rapidly increased. We conone of
|/|mr> the best
tlir
PlijHicians IvlllU in
City, who began at once to treat her. lint
instead of abating the disease rapidly

before the G. A. B. Post of Boothbay Har- I
bor Sunday evening. May lil».
A

Gents’

The

recommendation
by
place will
ably rilled by the Bev. E. H. Boynton, of
Bueksport. Bev. Mr. Haley has accepted an
invitation to preach the Memorial sermon
his

~

sulted

he

SM.225.

"llev.

:

Wednesday May

Chicago.

Kims.

and

The

at

powc: >!' the gospei t" >ave men from
A large audience was in attendan"
n.
V
Field occupied tile puipA

sin.

111

is N'-aley.

The Fl!sw

hks.

1 sth say>
i>i

ing

he found
best pho-

his advt.

•-

i'iii: Curio

■

Waldo c(.unt\

in

S.

of which may
.< >ne
o; the

at

of the best quality and for LESS MONEY THAN ANY HOUSE IN TOWN
CAN
SELLJYOU. FRESH FISH IS MORE PALATABLE THAN STALE. My goods
wherever they are speak for themselves. Look at the prices:
Men's Suits $7.50 to $20, all wool: Youths' $4.70 to $12 :
Hogs' $2.70
to $0.
W Loo A at this bargain. Hogs’ Hants 27 c. to $1.70.

Manchester. X. 1!.. July 2S, *01.
I)an v Saiisat vuii.i.a ( .>..
(ti;nth'iui ti:—Willi a iVc-limr of
hearts, we wish
jrrat ii ii<1<* in our^p
to aihS our testi I ■ * EL nioiiial to the
l.ir-e list of etires your GREAT R EDICT \E has perfonneil.
>"tue four ) ears ;uro, our little «lain;hter
Ilattie, then 7 vears of am*, In-mm to show

Bev. J. F. Haley, recently removed from
Ellsworth to tin- Methodist church at B loth
bay Harbor, has by his request been released from delivering the Memorial oration before the James A. Garfield Post, of Bluehill,

The Waldo Street Railway Co. re-elected
Messrs. Chas. B. Hazeltine, John G. Brooks,
N. F. Houston, Belfast. E. K. O’Brien of
Thomaston, and H. S. Shepherd of Roek1 “'i‘t as Directors, and John H. (tiiimbv
Cl'-rk and Treasurer, at tlieir annual meet-

is necessary to read their advertisements every week.
Among those who
have changed this week are Clark & Sleeper.
it

weekly,

building

YOUTHS and BOYS’ SUITS

Boston Specialist Baffled but
the King of Blood Purifiers Wins!!

I. Y Miller resulted in three
games for Miller. six for Smith and three drawn games.
With Charles Baker it was one for Baker,
ten for Smith and four drawn. Frederick W.
Brown’s score was six. Smith's seven, with
three drawn.

cemetery in what is known as
the Smart district east side. The fence was
bought by tlie Ladies Benefit Society of Belfast, Swanville and Searsport, formed for
that purpose.

the regular high-

on

Li order to keep pace with the
which our enterprising dealers

tic

Last week :lM Fh yd
hanks and submerged a
that eity. Tie Messrs.

letter from

above ordinances will be dealt with

the Maine

Stages

CURED!

Mr. <1. Boardinau Smith, who
addressed the Belfast schools last week, is
something of a checker player. While here
he played with some of our best and took
away with him their scalps. His inning with

George W. Frisbee, Monday afternoon,
stopped a runaway horse on Main street, at
the risk of personal injury.
The horse of
Mr. W. H. Coomb’s was running up Main
street when Frisbee jumped, caught the
reins, and stopped the animal.

hereby forbidden riding any velocipedes, bicycles or tricycles oil the side-walks
in Camden Village Corporation.
All viola-

complete

Chk<

Mr.

sons arc

their

\

to

Waldo District Lodge
of Good Templars will hold their
regular
spring session at Thorndike Station with
l’homix Lodge, June 11. Half fare is expected on Belfast Branch R. R. Full program
and particulars next week.

ball or playing at the game of ball or foot
ball in Camden Village streets, and all per-

Scrofula in its Horst

dent of the Maine Board of World's Fair
managers, ami otlr-rs, in regard to a Maine
exhibit and building at the World’s Columbian Exhibition to be held at Chicago in
bs'.t:;. An effort is being made to raise money

new

Good

England.”

abb- and

its

•ortion

and

the way for medical ad-

base ball nine is being organized in
city, and it is proposed to clear up a
good ball ground on the trotting park. The
Horse Breeders Association, which controls
the park, will doubtless give them all the
facilities required.
A

the Camden Village Corporation have issued the following notice:
“All persons are hereby forbidden passing

the

Arthur KalisL.

i t y.

oil

this

The committee of

pastor

Wahh

arsinont. Me

■

was

his

Spring Overcoats

Men’s Alt Wool Overcoats $7.00.

HATTIE N HARDY.

special meeting of the Belfast Board of
Trade was held at Grand Army Hall Wednesday evening at 7.do o'clock, which was
addressed 1»y Hon. II. C. Burleigh, Presi-

vice.

past, continue to merit the reputation of
being the best teachers of ‘the young idea'
that are graduated from the colleges of old

M;i\

held in

•ml

1

week, Mr. John IL Dunton,
formerly of Belfast, responded to the sentiment.
"The IVdagogm-: The schoolmaster
is abroad, and 1 trust him. armed with his
primer, against the soldier m full military array.” Mr. Dunton said : "Ma\ the pedagogues
from Bates in the future, as they have in the
Lewist<»n last

the

Searsm-uit. June 14.
niug session will h.-gm ahotit 1"
he e\ filing session Will .-lose early.
est ingjpn'gramme will '''- presented,
re in\ ited.
IVeiiie dinner ami sni
■d ae. "linn-'dation for the night, if
Mil'm:
s.
Address. Ik I
a-tary
i

the slier, ff

way.

factory

street, and lias taken Mr.
Patterson into partnership
The
ill start out in a fine team for the
of creating a sale for the product
-lahlisb agencies. The blacking ha>
Pleasant

II

ping on a rusty nail, which penetrated
right foot. It is an ugly sort of a wound

the SPRING and SUMMER TRADE.-

-IN THE CITY TO SELECT FROM.-

A

Sheriff Wadsworth was met on the street
Saturday limping from the effects of step-

At tin- annual dinner <>i Bates alumni at

tions of

p. m., stand-

All members interested in this movement are cordially invited to be present.

opened for

I HAVE THE LARGst ,, e
r

non-preferred, payable Tuesday May 31,
1892. The city receives on its stock the sum
of $10,020.48. The Dec. dividend was $9,945.40. giving the sum of 819,980.88, or almost 4
per cent, on its 5,000 shares per year.

ard.

terrier.

New

o’clock,

-Now

The directors of the Belfast & Moosehead
Lake Bailroad Co. have declared semi-annual dividend No. 22, at the rate of $3 per
share on preferred and $1.02 per share on

The second meeting of the C. L. S. C. will
held in the Baptist vestry on Tuesday
*2

A STRICTLY ONE-PRICE HOUSE.

East Belfast. Miss Mary Stephenson,
aged <sf) years, has since Christmas pieced
a patchwork quilt in half squares, containing 3,300 squares, besides doing considerable
knitting-Mr. F. L. Towle has been building quite an extensive addition to his barn.

be

afternoon, May .list, at

S^TheBelfast Clothing House,

hardly produced the anticipated mirth.

pean tour.

the Citizen & Banner, of Wakefield.
Mass., which says that the largest lot of rattan ever stored in one place in tin* history
of the rattan industry, is now stored in the
yards of the Wakefield Rattan Company. So
much rattan ought t" make business lively
in Waketield. and no doubt “Cy.,” as manager of the People's Clothing Store, will get
hi> share «>f it, and he aide to keep a rat tail
copy <»f

from

id tlisloeat ion.

“Uncle Alvin” had a large audience at the
Belfast Opera House last Tuesday evening.
The play has undergone many changes since
last presented here, and the company also is
different. The play was well received, hut

!

A Sedgwick wire fence, with a
to law.” The Augusta city aupipe rail
the ground, dislocating according
thorities. have also ordered bicycles wholly ornamented with acorns, has been built
surgeon pronounced it
to take their chances around the

to

;bow.

Hoherts'

Mr. F. W. Brown, Jr., chairman of the !
Brackett & Co., have just issued a tasty
Brooks board of selectmen, went to Thom- folder advertising the Nortliport Hotel,
aston Monday to buy a hearse for the town. under the management of Kidder & Hills
The hearse was made at the state prison.
this season. It includes a fine new cut of
|
the hotel and a description of Northport.
The Woodcliffe at Fort Point will be openF. \Y. Wellman, of Belmont, last week
ed on June 27th, when Conclave Liberty No.
81, K. S. F., of Bangor, will baveagrand ex- lost a valuable two year old colt, with plurocursion to that favorite resort on the steam- pneumonia. The colt was of Onward stock,
er Katahdin.
weighing 1075 pounds, handsome and had
shown evidence of becoming very fast.
Camp Andrew E. Clark, Sons of Veterans,
of Belfast, will not take part in the Memori- i A telegram Saturday announced the safa
al Day exercises at home, having decided to arrival at Antwerp of tlie steamer Westergo to Camden in the forenoon and to Liu- land, ou which the Misses Mathews, of Belcolnville Centre in the afternoon.
fast, and Miss Dyer of Boston, made the
We have received from Mr. C. lb Davis a passage across the Atlantic on their Euro-

I

I

Healey, Photographer,

FOR SALE.

Brackett’s Block, Brooks, Me.
Children's Pictures

a

Specialty,

also

Copj log of Every Deseription,
May 26,

1892.—3m21

|

1 TOP BUGGY, (good condition).
1 DOUBLE HARNESS,(Brass mounted).
Apply

to

Belfast,

GEO. W. BFRKETT.

May 2G, 18'd2.—21tf

lowly flower, but alas,
Register of Deep Water Vessels.
loving kindness makes only more
“in a summer gone by.”
A PAPEll READ BY MRS. HELEN N. PACKSHIPS.
palpable the absence of art and care.
ARD BEFORE THE SPRINUFIKI.D HORTISweet Betty sat turning the wheel in the
These sharp contrasts only serve to make
Aimer Coburn, G A Nichols, sailed from
CL'LTl'RAL SOCIETY.
sun,
New York May 10 for Seattle and Tacoma.
us appreciate still more the beauty and
In a sad-colored gown, as demure as a nun,
At no time of the year do flowers appeal
A G Ropes', David Rivers, sailed from
When Hiram came in at the white wicketwhich come with the flowers.
San
peace
Francisco April 13 for New \rork.
when
so strongly to the human heart, as
gate
A J Fuller, T F Coleord. sailed from New
When 1 visited the cemetery at Antietam,
By the lavender-bed to discover his fate.
winter has fled, and the springtime opens
York Fell 10 for San Francisco.
She looked at the sky and she blushed rosy
with the soldiers from Maine who had
Alameda, Chapman, from Philadelphia for
her doors to the sweet, glad visitors who
red,
been to Gettysburg to dedicate their mon- San Francisco, sailed from Delaware BreakAnd she stooped for a sprig from the laven- come as
of love, and symbols
water Jan 8.
harbingers
der-bed ;
uments, some thoughtful soul, with a
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, saneu man j>ew
For she knew very well by the light in his of the sweet and beautiful season which
true appreciation of the occasion, had York March 8 for Hong Kong; spoken Mar.
eye,
she ushers in. Even while I read this, the
lat 27 N, Um 44 W.
9,
laid a freshly cut flower on each of the
Young Hiram came wooing that summer
C C Chapman, arrived at New York Nov
beauliful Easter season is being ushered in
gone by
two hundred and sixty graves of the boys lb from London.
and pinkHe spoke of a cot in a woodland’s embrace, amid scent of ivory tinted lily
Centennial, B F Colcord. sailed from Mafrom the Pine Tree State. On the sunny
nila Feb 18 for New York : passed Anjier
With windows that waited to frame her lipped rose.
There are but few among us,
the
of
hills
of
no
traces
remain
March
14.
Antietam,
sweet face
w ho are too busy or too callous to pause
In a temple of roses, and where to the end
Charger, D S Goodell. cleared from New
conflict where in one day six thousand men
York April 1 for Hong Kong.
Their lives and their pleasures would peace- just a moment and admire the lovely flowEven
went down to the harvest of death.
Daniel Barnes, J S Stover, sailed from
fully blend.
which are so lavishly displayed in the
the trenches where the southern dead were Port Blakeley April 8 for Philadelphia.
But swiftly she turned with her cheeks in a ers
and
Frank Pendleton, W G Nichols, sailed
dame:
windows of our florists at this season;
thrown, fifty in a place, are now grassy from Calcutta
March 23 for San Francisco via
“Why speak ye of peace or of pleasure,— on Sunday, alter and chancel w ill blossom
where the pink clover blushes, Madras.
for shame!
mounds,
of Him
Summer

of wild vine and

The Origin of Memorial Day.

Songs.

While others go forth for our country to
die!"
Said The patriot maid in that summer gone

and be sweet in commemoration
•■who rose from the dead, and became the

•’There is bloodshed and famine abroad in
The land :
(Jo geT you a sword and a troop to command,
Tis a year since the Congress proclaimed
we were free:
(Jo tight
for the rose-girdled cottag«—ami
me!
He wcm, with u son swt'i ling 111*111 ms t in o;u,
And Tin- lavender sprig slie had dropped in
11is coat
And >he watched him from sight with a
smile and a sigh,
‘Mid the the roses and pinks of tin- summer

we

lives of

by
by

letter,

no

message,

deep lay

and

though," she said,

come

crocuses

No letter,

the

“when the

message, and sunshine and

rains

She

the

summoned
lanes.

Had

sat at

to

roses

her wheel with the

hedges

tears

down.
And

in

lavender-sprig

a

the breast of her

they told her how bravely
could dit*.

When

brought

And

her his sword,

gon»* 1 iy.
'Minna Irving in
azine.

April

SIM >1 EH S

She

a-wakin

guess't

and

dropping

gown,

m

a

a

soldier

summer

England Mag-

Now

comin’.

up. y' bet !
I know

y' can't fool me! 1

That it ain't by no means summer justacause
th' wind don't blow !
Han't tell me a thing about, it—learnt it all
long time ago:

Summer's coinin’!

that w otter guggle-guggle underneath
th' ole stone wall!
Hyear them rollings in th' orchard—party
pert their whistles call!
Hyear them las'year's dies a-l>uzzin’ in th'
sun I Pshaw ; that ain't all:
Summer's roinin !

Hyear

Way down yander in th’ meddev, “Wheedlewheedle," comes th' rr\ :
Fnrder over in 11 i' l resh-pile wrens is hop-

pin-

slick an' sly :
Johnny Hotton gits a sorter lazy
seo**t.s by.
Summer's comin'

he

move as

them fresh-split, hu-us’ jiostses! See
thet feller diggin' holes!
Feel th' way th' >tin’s a shinin' on these faded yeller kind Is'
See th' oh- marc in th' medder— (iolly Watch
ln-r, how she r<ills
Summer's cornin'!
Sun !]

1

them limp\ ducks a siptawin' roun’
!h' juuldlc's mucky brim !
See That rusty crow a-roostin’ on th' tippy-

Hyear

topmost limb'

Hyear thet

a-harkin'—Shawks!
word f him :
Summer's coinin'!

V

purp
needn't say a

\\ hat can
suppress the late rebellion.
aid more to assure this great result than
by cherishing tenderly the memory of our
ho made their living breasts
heroic dead,
a barricade between our country and its
w

foes? Their soldier lives

Ol-

THK

deaths the

FLoWKKS.

These flowers

are (loti’s own syllables
They plead so lovingly, they lead
gently upward to His hills;
If w»- might only learn to read I
If we might only learn to read and know
Christ's book of eighteen hundred years ago I

with saered

defenders.

us

read,
might know the living Cod indeed;
And this the lesson, this the hook
That lies wide open now as then,
Come, read on* syllable, come look

ing

lect,

Was it thou, Mignonette?
For while the South Wind

stills his low

complaints

T" bear the censer of thy rich perfume,
i lead, upon a terrace warm with bloom,
Flower-stories of the Virgin and the Saints.
1 lead that Mary, passing through a Held,
Her heart oppressed with that mysterious

gloom

Which

falls

ever

on

those whom Heaven has

sealed
For glory's crown- and doom—
Stooped often, in her meditative walk,
To pluck some favored blossom from

its

stalk.
Some

happy flower, which bowed its beaniebead

mis

Summer's odorous benediction shed.
Hut one poor fragile weed,
Nor beauiful nor sweet,
Which she would never heed
Hut that it dung close about her feet.
W ith tender touch she
to
gathered
to

Hecau.se

her
s<

;

lips

the

trail,

so

slightest floweret
hopeless, loved

the

press-

best!

Let
no

no

visitors and fond

vandalism of avarice

ravages of

time,

testify

Let
go-

mournor

negto the

the hope that it will be kept up from year
to year, while a survivor of the war re»y

It

lake praise of spirit risen
From long and woflul prison,
A tide of fragrance from its heart was poured!
Nor mice in aii the ages iias it sighed
For beauty's coronal of brilliant line,
ib-d <>l the rose, or
inlet's " insoinc blue,
I*y that one kiss of pity glorified.
The garden’s lowly, well-heloved flower.
\
A miracle of sweetness from that hour
t
was
it
thou
?
Mignoiw te,
Frances L. Mace.

C.

the memory of her slain
Let no wanton foot tread

to

Logan. Commander-in-t liief.

Mi, then the p h- weed stro\ e
To whisper forth its rapture and its love :
And while it mutely trembled and adored,

31.

their graves
All that the con-

mains to honor the memory of his departj ed
command of .lolin A.
1
comrades.

<

K.

the soldiers graves,
And, as the

with universal favor.

years go on, and the long mounds, above
which the little tri-colored flag droops,
increase in

number,

there should be

an

increased interest in the custom.
If

we

should

see

the remnant ot the

Iceberg,

13 for

men

F \Y

Manil

Treat, at

Hong Kong April

i.

Literary

News

and

The cighty-tifth volume
Magazine begins with the

.1

at New York May 11 from Neuvetas.
(' P Dixon, N !•' Cilkcv. at Valparaiso
March 2!> fur Arieu and Mollendo.
Edward Cashing, ( A Whittier, arrived
at New York May !1 from Cienfuegos.
Edward Kidder, Melvin Park, sailed from
Valparaiso March S for Antafogasta.
Edward May, C C McClure, arrived at
Hong Kong May J from Homdulu.
Emma T Crowell, A S Pendleton, arrived
at New York March hi from llong Kong.
Escort, K (1 Whitehouse, from Singapore j
for Shanghae, sailed from Manila March 1.
W ii Blanchard, cleared
New Yolk Feh r» for Brisbane.
Evie Heed, A T Whittier, sailed from ;
New York March dO for (luayaipiil.
Harvard, Coleord, sailed from New York !
April 10 for Anjier.
Havana, Bice, sailed froni New York
April 2d for Ilavana.
Herbert Black, Albert Blanchard, sailed
from La Lihertad. C A., Feh 20 for Banama.
Hudson, F A Curtis, arrived at Marseilles
April 11 from Manila.
Henry Norwell, Frank Perry, sailed from
New York April Id for Port Spain.
John .1 Marsh, H B Whittier, at Cardenas May 10 for N of H.
flames (! Pendleton, Lancaster, at Valparaiso March 20 for Ant-ofogosta.
.1 W Dresser, Parker, cleared from Philadelphia May Id for Cienfuegos.
Mabel 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, arrived {it
Buenos Ayres Feh 10 from Boston.
Matanzas, B F Hire, arrived at Havana
May Id from New York.
Mary E. Russell, W S Nichols, cleared
from New York March 2d for Dunedin.
Mary S Ames, Crocker, sailed from New
York Jan lb for Honolulu; spoken Feh 21,
lat 2 N, long 20 W.
Penobscot, MeCaulder, arrived at New
York March 2d from Singapore.
St Lucie, .J T Erskine, at Wellington, N.
Z., March 2b. for Auckland to load for New
York.
Will aid Mudgett, Crocker, arrived
at
Buenos Avres April 2 from Boston.

Notes.
of Harper’s
number for

une.

Peterson's
Magazine for June is a
model number.
There is a portrait of t he
Duchess of Marlborough; one of the most
beautiful among American women.
The
stories are by favorite authors and all so
that
it
would
seem
invidious
to
singood
gle out any for special mention. The miscellaneous articles are also of special
interest.

Evamdi,

The fiction in Harpers Magazine for
June includes besides the continuation of
Miss Wilkins’ “Jane Field" and “Mr.
Howells’ “The World of Chance,” three
short stories by well-known authors:
•‘Decoration Day," by Sarah Orne Jewett;
| •From Leopold's Window," by Katherine
Pearson Woods; and “P’ti' Baiouette,”
another “Melchoir” story, by William
^ McLennan.

Semi nary.

The programme for Commencement is
as follows:

was

not

all at

once

that the

public

could be made t«* see the beauty of the
custom, and many old soldiers themselves
feared it would serve to keep alive the
bitter memories of the

war.

That fear

happily unfounded, and it is safe to
assert that strewing the graves with Mowwas

paid.

|

said County of Waldo, deceased, having
been presented for Probate.
urtiereu, mat notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to he published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear
at a Probate Court, to be belli at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
June next, at ten of the clock before noon, *aml
show cause, if any they have, why the same should
not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. AttestBoh a n P. Field, Register.

ooze

would

from the points. In a
short time it spread ove;
the top of his head, ther.
scabs soon formed or.
head and face. We used
everything we could
hear of for nearly five
months. It grew worse
all the time. I saw youi
advertisement of theCrticura Remedies in the
“ChicagoWeekly.” We
purchased Cuticcra
com
Remedies and
Ir
rnenced their use.
inree weeks time there was not a sore or pimpie, not
even a scar, on head or face. He is nineteen months
old now, and has no signs of the disease. His scalp
is healthy and he has a beautiful head of hair

make immediate payment, and those who ban
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for >»•••
Ordered. That the said Orrilla II. give notice
ment to him.
GEORGE O. BAlI.k
all persons interested by causing a copy of !
this order to be published* three weeks sueees- j
subscriber hereby jiives public notice ;
sively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belconcerned, that he lias been dul\ app- u,;.
fast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to
and taken upon himself the trust of Admin
L»e liehi at Belfast, within and for said County, <>n
tor with the will annexed of the estate of
the second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the
SAMPLE N. TILTON, late oi Thormlik.
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petition should not in the Count\ of Waldo, deceased, by iri\ in_
be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
I as the law directs; lie therefore requests .1
A true copy. Attest -Bohan P. Field, Register.
sons who are indebted t" said deceased e»;
make iinineiliate payment, and those win
1
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, w ithin and for
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same t
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
tlement to him.
JOHN \ I II
May, A. l>. 1892.
11 K subscriber herein ui\es public in»t i«••
Mi MANN. Administratrix on the esconcerned, that he has been duly ap,
tate of THOMAS Mi MANN, late of Prospect, : 1
and taken upon himself the trust of Fxe<
in >aid County of Waldo, deceased, having prothe estate of
sented a petition for license to sell at public or
dost AH M. COFFIN, late ol Troy,
private sale, so much of the real estate of said deceased, as will produce the sum of two hundred
in the Count\ of Waldo. d<■■■•■ used. l>\ -i\ in.
dollars.
as the law directs; he therefore requests
Ordered. That the said Orrilla give notice to
sons who are indebted to said deceased's e-all persons interested by causing a copy of this ormake immediate payment, and those \\1
der t*- be published luce weeks successively in the
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, tliat they tlement to him.
.JOHN S. ('Oi l
may appear at a ITobateCourt tobeheldat Belfast,
within and for said County. on the second Tuesot
June
at
next,
ten
of
the
clock before
day
noon, and show cause, if am they have, why the
prayer of said petition should not‘be granted.
GEl». L. .11 HINSON. Judge.
A| true copy. Attest: Bohan I’. Field, Register.

THE

rj

ORRILLA

Sold everywhere. Price, Cuticura, 50c.; Soap.
Resolvent, $1. Prepared by the Potter
Dkuo ani» Chemical Corporation, Boston.
How to Cuve Skin Diseases,” 04
ttVrSend for
pages, 50 illustrations, and 100 testimonials.
2V :

Skin and Scalp purified and beautified
by Cuticura Soap. Absolutely pure.

Housekeepers,

ACHING SIDES AND BACK,

Kidney, and Uterine
^^^H^Hip,
Weaknesses relieved in

Pains and
one minute
Anti-Pain
Plaster,
t,K‘
Cuticura
*’>'
the first and only pain-killing plaster.

Attention!

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. D. 181)2.
of CHA

BRAODOX. obligee
REES \\
IjiPHRlAM
TWITCH LEE. late of Freedom, in >ain

V*

< nun

J

]

|
j

!

I

j

I
!

j

ty of Waldo, deceased, having |iresenteda petit ion
that the administ ator on the estate of -aid deceased may he authorized to convey to him certain
real estate as by contract of said deceased.
Ordered. That the said Bragdon give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy
this oilier to he published three weeks succcssi\ely in the
Kepublican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be 1. Id at Bcifast, within and for said County mi the -comil
Tuesday of June next.at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of said petition should not'lie granted.
OE< > E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Bohan P. Kh.lp. Register.
In Court of Probate, held at BelII r A El KISS
Vf
fast, oil the second Tuesday of May, 181)2.
SAMI EE K1NOSBI RY. Administrator oil the estate of r. A. PATTERSON, late of Waldo, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first and
final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said County, that< all persons
interested may attend at a Probate
ourt, to lie
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of June
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
said account should not he allowed'.
CEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge,
A true copy. Attest
Boiian P. Eiii.p. Register.

Are you intending to purchase a
KITCHEN RANGE? It so, examine

THE ELEGANT

Gold Clarion

j THE subscriber hereby gives public notice tea'll
j 1 concerned, that lie ha- been duly appointed

| ami taken upon himself the
I the estate of
the

in

trust

of

Exemitor

Portable

IMPROVED FC -J 1392.

RoBKRT I'. I'KIRCK. late ot Bi-lt'asl.
County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond

The great sales "1 thi.- reit-bintt d lv.ir.j-.
the t..ct tiiat it is tiie most surressfnI u.
most popular Range in Mi** market.
great -nperiorifv is mkimw led ji d by a!
and tnanv thousands who hn\ thi- r;ing«
v
Made ->t the very be-t m ,te.
(.01.1) < I.ARION
chanie-. We warrunt t:

j

make immediate payment.and those who June any
| demands thereon, to exhibit the same for sett I*'*
ment to

him.

<■

EBEN M. SANBORN.

comprise

-In Court of Probate, held at BelJAEDOSS.
last. on the second Tuesday of
May. 1S'J2.
I s.vMI Kl. hlNOsBl'RY Administrator mi the
; estate of ROBERT PATTERSON, late of Belfast.
| in -aid County, deceased, having presented his
j first account of administration of ,j.l r.-tatc I'mallowance
I
Ordered.
Ilia! notice tliereol
lr ui'en. three
i weeks successively. in the Re; 111 e a 11 .ii.itmai,
1 printed in Belfast, in said < mint'. tk.it .ill persons
j interested may attend at a ITooatr Court, to be
held at Bellas:. m the -rrond Oiesday ol .htne
j next, and show cause, ii any they have, why the
said account should not he allowed
OKo. I] JOHNSON. Judge.
; A true copy. Attest:
Bohan P. Ktr.i.b. Register.

make.

!

j

BEST MADE
v

^^

A

woman, in good

health,

in the

h,nV t,

.'pure!

County of .Middlesex. Mass., deceased,

FROM

READ BY ALL MEN AND WOMEN
1

Published first
June

day of 1 >e« en.her,
September.

DELICATE, DAINTY, WITTY
INTENSE.
Every reputable
Priee. single
I

I

I:

\

and book stand In-

news

50 CP.NTs.
MAP. postage I Kl I
number

This brilliant Quarterly reproduees 11•
»ri»*s. sketehes, burlesques. poems.
f
•isms, ete from the back numbers
much talked-about New York Soeieiy J
Town Topics, which is published
kh/.
.no per year
script ion priee,
The two publications "Town T -pi*
Tales euc.m Town Topics" together,
low club price of $5 (R> j»er year.
Ask your new sdealer for "them or addre
TOWN TOPICS,
d street. N. Y
21 W^v

si

in

>

1

« oil
illy of \\ aldo. deceased, by gi\ ing bond
law direct.-, he therefore request-all perwho are indebted to said deceased s estate to I
make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the-atm- foi settlement to him.
E. R ,\ I >A Ms.

Hie

*•

Property belonging

to estate

< wit v Kit.

m:\.i\Aii\

farm. I4u anvs, kiinvvn as tliH
Til E subscriber hereby gives public notice to all 1 I'itie
1-2 miles from village on shore toad, !■
1 concerned, that lie has been duly appointed
on Penobseot
I tax ; x\ oodland. |.
frontage
ami taken upon himself the trust o| Kxeeu.
i
of and
mowing' fields, umlei drained mt'i
the estate of
H>0 tons Iie«t hax
ham. 4o hx Mi
large
JOHN O. HI NT, late of Tlm miike.
house. smaller Warns and implements
in ’lie County ol Waldo, decease
Kxeeptionalix tine spring water.
by giv ing bond
eievated and eomniamliug an extended
as the law direr s; he therefor* requests all pet
A No poi n: \ K. I the 11 la ge. k 11 xv
sous who an indebted to said deceased's estate to
Point. no ;nTiN. tinelx timbered
II.
make ini median pay meiit .and t hose who ha\ am
groxvtb.
demands thereon, to exhibit the same lor settle\pplx to
*"
ment to him.
M A RK p. p.\ I .M ER.
CHAS, F. GORDON
< a re Nat ionaI
Hank >e;i report
rTMI K subscriber herein ^ives public notice to all
1 concerned, that lie has been 1 n 1 appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of ’Kxeeipor of
t he estate of
>

21

..

>.

c >

The June number of Pansy contains the
full complement of short stories, sketches,
and anecdotes, while its serial
a
little poem, poems
more than 20 years ago,
stories and regular feat tires this month
but
short,
very
significant.
very
develop fresh interest, and unfold newer
“Cover their graves with Mowers,
plans and brighter views of thought, posSweet with the spring time's hreath,
sessing greater value to the reader,as well
For the blue ami the gray are alike to-day
as showing the greater skill of the writers
In the colorless land <»I death.
in the formulating ami complet ing of whatAnd tin- boys who wore the blue,
ever they undertake.
But this, it is con- !
Will deck all the graves with Mowers,
ceded, is the secret of the popularity and
For the blue and the gray arc friends to-day
success of Pansy and Margaret
In a happier land than ours.*'
{Sidney, the
In one of my visits to the south, 1 was authors of this magazine’s two serials, |
and
“Little
Paul; and1
“Way Stations,”
given an opportunity to contrast the rest- the Frishie {School." Price *1.00 a year: !
ing place of the confederate dead at Fred- j 10 cents a number. 1). Lothrop Company,
erickslmrg, with that of our own honored Publishers, Boston.
has had a beautiful inJlucnce, both
I remember reading,
north and south.

ers

j

Mobile Max
for Shooter’s Is md.
Jos W Foster, S S lleagan, arrived ;it
Matan/.as Max 4 from Havana.
Lester A Lewis, Burgess, arrixed at New
York May 1J from Amboy for Bangor.
Linah C Kaminski, S E Woodbury, arrixed ;si Nexv York Max
from (ieorgetoxvn,
S C.
Lizzie Lane. A (1 Closson, at Bangor for
Nexv York.
Lucia Porter, (Irindle. sailed from Cienfnegos May 4 for Delaxvare Breakxvater.
Mary A Hall, M Veazie, arrived at Feinandina April JS from Nexv York.
M B Milieu, Dyer, arrived at Zaza Max 7
from Jamaica.
Mary L. Peters, Williams, sailed from
Brunswick, (la, April 14 for Philadelphia.
It F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from New
York Mav 11 for Savannah.
Sally I'On, W. H. West, sailed from Mobile May 7 for Boston.
Tofa, A S Wilson, at Cienfuegos April J.S.
W arren Adams, Coleord, arrived at Port
Spain May 7 from Itio Janeiro.
William Frederick, Cottrell, sailed from
Fernandina April 17 for New York.
Willie L. Newton, Coombs, arrived at
Perth Amboy May Id from Fernandina.

Call

lll< 11A 111

the

digestion and
as a

tonic and

at

tli is

all

Druggists.

sea

i n

FOR FAMILY USE
:n

.'•:,

5,

and

11 >.

10

pails

PURE

son.

by

KTT. latent

I a ueoim il le.

and

See

E. S. PITCHER,

tubs;

John P.

LARD

Squire & Co.,

BOSTON, MASS.
1

me

yr‘24

smallest rrn in tae w one«

Why

do you suffer

from Dyspepsia ami Sick-Headaclie,
rendering life miserable, when the
remedy is at your liund ?

TXJTTS

Tiny Liver Pills

Will speedily remove all this trouble,
enable you to eat and digest your food,
prevent headache and impart an
ei\)oyment of life to which you have
been a stranger. Dose small. Price,
85 cents. Oilice, 39 Park Place, N. Y.

Iyr30

lax Collector’s Notice.
TAX

COLLECTOR will be

at liis office, (the
THEAssessors
room), SATURDAYS, from 10 to 12
and
4
2 to
Belfast, Jan.

a. m.

p. m.

7,1892.-1 tf

AT

j

AI.IMIKIS

1

\. K N

j

lat.

ot

XN I

>

5 anil

IX V MIN I

~

lb-! fast, Nox

I.

I Ml I

dean.es the
Nasal Passages,
Pain and
Inflammation.

j Allays

in the (
minty of \\ a Ido. deceased, b\ civin- bond
the law direct*; she therefore requests all
perwho are indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those who ha\e
demands
to
any
thereon,
exhibit the same for settlement toiler.
.MARGARET I*. GEE KEY.

TRY THE OURE

;ts

sons

A

the n
It Org

pUK

THE

PLACE

KuSjJjufftS
u.1

^ bm

*ry ■

^

BBpSv'Oj'v

||AY-FEVER

A particle is appPed Into eacli nosti
agreeable. I ‘rice 50 cents at Druggist-,
registered, docents
Ivr tEl A MIIOTH EUS, 5U Warren st v

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
that he has been dulv appointed
upon himselt the trust of Administrator of the estate of

1'HE
concerned,
ami taken

in the County of Waldo, deceased, bv uiviim bond
as the law directs; he therefore
request sail persons
who are indebted to said deceased's estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have am demands thereon, toexhibit the same for settlement
to him.
W. H. Ol’IMBY.

»|

^[AYFEVt|{®| ^

Restores the
Senses of Taste
and Smell.

Sw anville,

late of Belfast.

Mart

C.

Heals the Sores,

BLODGETT,

I im']\

CatarrH
CREJLMBALMK.llv -,H

subscriber hereby <rive* public no tire to all
that she has been dul\ appointed
upon herself the trust of Administratrix of the estate of

ELIZABETH .1.

s

ELYs

THE
concerned,
and taken

REEKY, late of

Ills

LOW INI’

««REMEMBER

Till',

G

Sit.

to ('em

Can furnish anything xvanted in
from a lew’s Harp to a Chun

subscriber hereby
tves publ le no) ice to all
concerned, that lie has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of the estate of

EDWIN

ROOMS

I I i*>li

Pianos, Organs, Music,

lam olnville.

MARY E. RANKS, late of lie
in tin* County of Waldo, deceased. h\ -i\ in- bond
as tlu* law directs; he therefore request* all
persons who are indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate pa>ment. and those who have
am demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
MASON I. STEVENS.

NEW

*-yr»

Over Boston

in llic Count of Waldo, deeeasee !.\ _i\n,u |...nd
as | lie
law d
1
he therefore requests all pet
sons who a re indebted to -a id de< eased "s estate to
make immediate payment. and those who have
am demands thereon, to exhibit the same for set
tlenient to him.
I. p,. \«>\ i;s.
♦

j

1(1 HI

HIS

IN o.

TIIK subscriber herein ui\e> public notice to all
1
concerned, that lie ha- been dnlv appointed
and taken upon himself the trust o| Abminisira
tor of t lie estate ot

also

package.

i g orator
Sold

and 10 lb.

ny tilt! tierce, barv-l. halt barrels and tubs.
for sale by every Lrst-elass giover and provision dealer all laid remit red by us is free
f.'tim all < <>' on y• -ed ti.l, Tallow, Suet, and
oilier adulterations so commonly list'd, and
WA1CKAN TKI» STUM I I.Y IM UK. None genuine without our name stainpecl upon ’lie

unequaled
v

1.»*\

in the Countv of W aldo, deceased. In Liniiej bond
the law directs; he therefore requests all petsons who are indebted to said deceased'" estate to
make immediate pa\ nient. and those w h<> ha\e anv
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
SHCPAl. \| HI \TO\

EXPRESSLY

PUT UP

appetite, aids
is

>1.

>

>

as

DR. WOODBURY'S ANTIDOTE
improves

-%.•

sons

Benj Fabeiis, It 1> Condon, arrived at
Brunsxvick, (la, May 7 from New York.
Carrie A Lane, I>yer, arrived at Matan/.as
April JO from Portland: in port May 10.
Clara K Coleord, Coleord, < leared from
Pensaeida May 4 for Fall Liver.
Edward Johnson, Warren, arrived atCien-

fiiegos April 17 from Philadelphia.
Ceorgia (lilkey, W L (lilkey, arrived at
Mobile May Id from Cardenas.
(leorge Twohy. Farrow, arri\'ed at Bruuswiek, (la. May 0 from Point-a-Pitre.
Hattie Med Lin k. H F Sprowl, arrived at
New York May 11 from Laguna.
llenrx Clausen, Jr. Appleby, arrived at
Philadelphia May 11 from Boston.
Horace (1
Morse, Harriman, arrived at
New York May 1J from Charleston, 8 C.
John C Smith, Kneeiaml, tdeared from

>la-

and

in the

as

»

1 m

5

TownTopics

fPHK subscriber hereby g|\es public notice to all
concerned, that he has been ditlv appointed
and taken upon himself the t rust of Administrator of the estate of
SI NAN E. ADA MS. late of Troy

Dkar Sir:—This is to certify that I have
used tour It tiers for the past tour vcaisa.id
consider them one of the best m.-ni in-* tail
have ever found, and I have tr.ed man
m.s
When I commenced t iking tm-ui 1
la i, .t
wa k
labor but li'tle I was s weak. liar,
af er Taking one butte of
L. K
Atwoo.s
Hitters, I was a new person and eou d d-mvl
usual amount of labor•; for wh ch I teelvm v*
grateful. Yours respectful v. ,1.1). Wad k;
If your (1 aler does m-t keep them -end
cents to us, and receive a hot He.
express paid
H. H. HAY &. SON
Portland, Me.

W:!

Especially Goo.;

TALES

giving bond as the law directs; she therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said de
ceased*s estate to make immediate payment, and
those who have any demands thereon' to exhibit
the same for settlement to her. My agent in Maine
is R. F. I Minton, of Belfast.
El ’CV A. Ill >WA RD.

the
strengthening
whole system.
Trade mark
L. P.” Beware of imitations.
Take only
L. F.”
St ax dish. April
1*01.

I y .‘if

The Next Number

fast, on the second Tuesday ol Mav. 1S!)2.
FANNIE D. CA RTER. Adtninist rat rtx >ti the estale of FRED E. CARTER, 'ate id Belfast, in said
County, deceased, having presented her final account of administration of -aid estate
u
allow-

THE

thereby

I:

}-

n

»r

subscriber hereby gives public notice to til
concerned, that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of the estate in the State of .Maine. .•!
SAMI EEC HOWARD, late of Waltham,

sick ones are constantly seeking
a remedy for their
sufferings.
We don’t want you to infer that
our Remedy is a “cure
all,”—
but it is a thoroughly reliable
Blood Purifier, acting directly
on the digestive organs,
invigorating the liver and bowels,

32-page booh
£END furtestimonials.
of

bmis

Ordered. That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively. in
lie Reptiblnau Journal
in Belfast, in said County, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday ol June
next, and show cause, if any they have,
why the
said account should not be allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON.
Judge.
A true copy Attest
Bmi \n P Fit in. Register.

is kept pretty busy trying
to ward off disease, while

anv

evuv

bt;ne wood, bishop & co,

jointed

STRONG MAN
or

tin

*/%/-v»r\/\celebrated Ka:
Manufactured and for sale by

ance.

r42

than

improvement-

more

We furni-ii

style wanted.
hold by wide-awake Stove Healers.

|-| 117 A 1,1)0 SS. Ill Culm n] rn.liiltd. liclil III He I
|

Cooking Range

■•!

! as the law directs; he therefore requests all per
sons who are indebted to said deceased
estate to

1

County of Waldo, deceased. l>\ giving

to

«

1

in the

as the law directs; he therefore requests ai
sons who are indebted to said deceased's estate

Springs.

Cuticura Resolvent

WBULU

The

ORRILLA

The new Blood Purifier, internally (to cleanse th.
blood of all impurities and poisonous elements
and T ticura, the great Skin Cure, and Cutktl.a
Soap, an exquisite Skin Beautifier, externally (to
dear the skin and scalp and restore the hair), haw
n:
d thousands of cases where the suffering va
ainiost beyond endurance, hair lifeless or all gone,
disfigurement terrible. What other remedies haw
made such marvellous cures?

u

subscriber hereby *>ives public notice t
concerned, that he has been duly upp,
ed and taken upon himself the trust of Adn
tratorof the estate of
CATHERINE G. BAILEY, late of Morrill

H. LIBBY, Guardian of EDWARD
W. LIBBY, minor child of WM, L. LIBBY,
late of Stockton Springs, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for
license to sell at public or private sale, certain
real estate of said minor, situated at Stockton

My infant, eighteen months old, was afflicted with
skin eruptions on his hips.
Bad sores came on
oilier parts. All remedies failed until I procured
Cuticura. Cured a year and no return of disease
Mrs. A. M. WALKER, Carson ville, Ua.

DAQV’C

>*T0r"

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. I). 1892.

(See portrait herewith.)
Mrs. OSCAR JAMES, Woodston, Kan

DAD |

-,

dom,

SCHOO.N KKS.

The June number of Our Little Men and
Women contains stories, poems and pictures as sunny as the month itself.
"A
Boy and a Girl,” “Joker and his Helations," “Talks by Queer Folks” and the
“Studio Dolls," regular features of this!
little magazine, arc especially clever, while
the shorter stories, poems and jingles1
sparkle with real life and hint at such fun
and merriment as is the true hoy and girl
diversion and sport.
The pictures are in
themselves a work of art.
Price *1.00 a
1). Lothrop
year; 10 cents a number.
Company. Publishers, Boston.

Sunday, .June 3th, at 7:50, 1’. M.. Baccalaureate Sermon.
.Monday, at. 7:30. !'. M.. Exhibition of
ilie Department of Elocution.
A limited !
number of reserved seats will lie sold.
Tuesday, at 3:00, 1". .M., Annual Address, by Kev. Wm. North llice, EL. 1).,
|
of Wesleyan University.
Monday and Tuesday A. M., Examina- brave. Our National cemetery is situated
I'liiversalist State Convention.
on the heights above the city, where the !
ion of Classes.
at
7:30.
1*
Commencement
Tuesday,
M.,
J grassy terraces rise, one above another, ;
The programme for the I'liiversalist
concert, in Emery Hall. Tickets and re- and the white headstones dot the
green State Convention in Augusta, June 7, 8
served seats for sale by Emery A Co.
and 0, has not yet been published but the
Wednesday, at0:30, A. M., Commence- surface as the white caps dot the ocean; list of speakers has been practically determent.
lovely trees, flowers and shrubs are plant- mined. Among these will be Rev. Henry
Thursday, Meeting of Hoard of Trustees. ed there, and are kept with the greatest Blanchard, of Portland, Rev. C. JL. Waite,
Address and Commencement Exercises
of Brunswick, Rev. Abram Conklin, of
will be held in Emery Hall.
Free tickets care by the wounded veteran in charge.
Bath, and there is a possibility that the
can be obtained on application to any Half a mile south, in a lonely neglected
Rev. George Bicknell,
of Cambridge,
member of the Faculty.
spot, is the confederate cemetery. The Mass., formerly of this State and one of
Bucksport, 1802.
the most brilliant speakers in the denomgraves are sunken, and overgrown with
ination, will speak one evening. The ocThe largest single shipment of lire cattle weeds and brambles, and each grave is casional sermon Tuesday morning will be
that ever left an American port sailed from marked by a round wooden post, painted delivered by Rev. Oscar Saif old, D. I)., of
Boston May 17th on board steamer Ottowhite, with the names or numbers in black. Deering. The sermon Wednesday mornman of the Warren
Line. There were
will be by Rev. Myra Kingsbury, of
nature tries her best every spring ing
Kindly
1,109 head of steers averaging 1,375 pounds
Belfast, and the afternoon sermon Thursadorn
manner
to
in
her
the
simple
neg- day by the Rev. J. F. Rhoades, of "Biddeeach, all shipped by one party and consigned to one party.
lected spot, as she brings her small store ford.

j

of AXX E. BILLINGS, late of FreeAXtestament
in

When my baby was three months old his cheeks
and forehead began to break out with white pimples on red surface. In a few days itching com
menced. which was terrible. After he would rub
matter

IjiTTA

instrument purporting to be the last will and

from!

slack, and other hearts cold in the solemn dainty stories and rhymes between the
Baby will wear a smiling face the
trust, ours shall keep it as long as the ; covers,
! whole day long, and Mamma will say over
to
us.
life
remain
light and warmth of
again her oft-repeated words: “What
Let us then, at the time appointed, gather should we do without Baby land the Babies' Magazine!"
Price *>0 cents a year; 5
around their saered remains, and garland
cents a number.
D. Lothrop Company,
the passionless mounds above them with
Publisher, Boston.
Let
the choicest dowers of spring time.
“The Scarlet Letter."
Nathaniel Hawold
us raise above them the dear
flag they thorne's most celebrated
story, and one of
saved from dishonor; let us in this solemn the most famous in American
literature,
j
presence renew our pledges to aid and up to a few weeks ago cost, in cheapest
cloth
or
in
BRIGS.
binding, *1.00,
paper, o0 cents.
assist those whom they have left among
We have just received a very neat and
David Bugbee, Stowers, arrived at New
us. a saered charge upon a nations gratithoroughly well made cloth-hound edition York April 21 from Mat:mzas.
j
tude, the soldier's and sailor's widow and from John B. Aldcn, Publisher, New
II B Hussey,!Rm lgdon, sailed from Charlesj
York, which lie sells for 20 cents, plus 5 ton, S C, May Id for Weymouth.
orphan.
II C Sibley, (i W Hiehhoni, sailed from
cents for postage, if by mail; the same in
i
“It is the purpose of the Commander-inpaper covers he sells for 10 cents, post Pascagoula May lb for Boston.
< liief to inaugurate this observance, with

her

breast

And

strewing

meets

to

present or coining generations that we |
fhe June Baby land is as bright and
have forgotten, as a people, the cost of a
With its
sunny as the month foretells.
free and undivided republic*.
pretty frontispiece, crowned by a charm“If other eyes grow dull, and other hands ing full-page picture at the close, and the

[Joaquin MiHer.

(iAKDKN.

guard

vigilance.

oi reverent

ers.

How broader than the books of men !
Come, catch t lie pathos of this harmony
>f beauteous toil,—then all the world is free!

THK

race

rudely on such hallowed grounds.
pleasant paths invite the coining and

We then

IN

the reveille

secrated wealth and taste of the nation
can add to their adornments, is but a lil-

ting tribute

1 think we then should all rejoice,
Should know the beauteous mysteries,
Should joy with one wide common voice
As joy the great earth-circling seas!
< on hi we hut read as Christ would have

a

We should

in arms.

So

were

in chains, and their
tattoo of rebellious tyranny

of freedom to
LKSSOX

the custom of

to

smell thet sol", sweet smell tin t's
warm an' co..l an' damp an* fresh
Hon't y' snif'ft th' sassyfras a-gmwin' in th'
underhresh !
Hi-n't
Oh. good
sec, cr air y' deef, cr
landy ! Wisht you'd ln-sh !
Summer's comin
( iin innati Commercial.

THK

and balm to

bring peace
wounded hearts, therefore
ers

mariners

soldiers, sailors and

y'

don't

es-

the mission of the flow

Frederick Billings, Sherman, sailed from
San Francisco May 17 for New York.
Gov Ilohie, Amos Nichols, sailed from
Hong Kong March 30 for New York : spoken
April 1, lat 13 N, Ion 113 E.
Great Admiral. Kowcll. arrived at Boston
March 21 irom Melbourne.
Henry B Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, arrived at San Francisco April 24 from New
York.
Henrietta, A. M. Boss, arrived at Boston
April 24 from Melbourne.

It is

Iroquois, E 1) P Nickels, arrived at New
who made the charge at Balaklava march- York May 13 from Havre.
Jacob E Uidgeway. F G Watson, sailed
have savored too strongly of Popish cusing along our streets, do you not think from Calcutta
April 24 for New York.
Happitoms to have been countenanced.
Josephus. Thomas H<>gers. at Iiong Kong
every hat would be doffed in recognition
ly the former things have passed away, of wliat they were? Yet every Memorial April 13 for New York.
Llewellyn J. Morse, Savory, sailed from
and now we can not only “see Hod in the
Day men fall into the line of Wilcox Post, San Francisco April 3 for Taltal.
we
but
the
wind,1'
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, arrived at
cloud, and hear him in
who stood five more terrible charges than
April 11, to load for New York or
can bear bis voice and see bis band in the
j Singapore
that of Balaklava.
Boston.
beautiful flowers whose incense is grateLuzon, A L Carver, cleared from New
It will not be long before the men of the
York April :‘.o for Shanghae.
ful alike in joy and in sorrow.
gait and the empty sleeve will dishalting
Manuel Llaguno, Kdw Smalley, arrived at
The custom of strewing flowers upon
The voices which New York May hi from San Franeiseo.
appear from our midst.
is
loved
and
friends
of
ones,
the graves
Mary L Stone, CC Park, sailed from New
have sung “John Brown," “Tenting To- York
April 21* for Shanghae.
The old tales of mynot a modern one.
night,7’ and “Marching thro7 Georgia*’
Nancy Pendleton, .1 X Pendleton, arrived
the
ancients
for
at
New
it
to
us.
York March 22. from Hong Kong.
tell
practhology
will be accounted for in the realm beyond
L I) Kiei-, A P. Coison, arrived at San
ticed many things which are comparative- the
so
but
to
as
one
remains
Franeiseo Feb 21* from Liverpool.
river;
long
K K Thomas, P J; Nichols, arrived at New
ly new to us. It has long been a custom lead the way to his comrades graves, may
York May hi from Hong Kong.
the
above
flowers
in Germany to strew
the women of this land still meet at the
Kaphael. Darkness, at Melhourne April 14
graves of the dead soldiers, the ceremony threshold of summer to fashion the for Newcastle, etc.
Kobert L Belknap, Staples, sailed from
being performed by the surviving com- wreath, and the anchor, and the cross, to New York March
:iu for Yokohama.
S
P Hitchcock, Cates, arrived at New
rades: so it was not strange that a thought- be laid in tender
memory upon the sunk- York
May hi from Liverpool.
ful Gorman who served in the great civil en mounds.
San Joaquin, Drinkwater, cleared from
remember the beautiful Cover their graves with the brightest of New York April 25 lor San Franeiseo.
should
war,
St Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at New
flowers,
custom of the Fatherland, and suggest,
They were our country‘s, now they arc ours, York April 21 from San Franeiseo.
State of Maine, H C Curtis, sailed from
shortly after the organization of the Grand Let sister and wife, and child he the donor,
and the wreath, and the Havre April 24 for New York.
Army of the Republic, that it he done for Bring the cross
roll
of
Thomas
bright
Dana, C N Meyers, arrived at
honor,
General Logan
our own fallen braves.
Bring the sickle and sheaf, the palm and the Tacoma March 21* from Seattle.
Til lie E Starbuek, Ehen Curtis, arrived
wheat,
then Commander-in-chief of the
was
And tenderly place them, at their heads and at Portland, O, Feb 2«i from New York.
Grand Army, and the suggestion appealtheir feet.
Wandering Jew, D C Nichols, arrived at
ed warmly to his line and romantic spirit, Bring anchors of pinks, and smilax and oses,
Hong Kong prior t>* May 14 from New York.
And
Wm H Maey, Ameshury, sailed from Havre
violets
of
whose
sweetness
disspring
and if I may be permitted, I will give here,
closes,
April 25 for New York.
the
him
on
from
order
Win H Conner, Frank J Pendleton,at Mathe first Grand
Bring the daisies star-eyed, with their
beauties unfolding
nila A pril 2 for Boston.
subject, dated May •"», ISAS.
Bring the lily whose cup heaven's fragrance
BARKS.
•The flOth day of May is designated
is holding,
Adam W Spies, A D Field, sailed from
for the purpose of strewing with flowers, Bring pansies of gold, and the sweet-briar
blushing,
Singapore March 24 for Boston.
the graves of And hawthorn
or otherwise decorating
whose petals tiiedeep pink is
Alice Keed, Alansoii Ford, sailed from
Boston
their
of
died
in
defense
who
flushing.
April 2 for Bridgewater, X S.
comrades,
Place them in love, o'er our brothers who
Beatrice Havener, iiiclihorn, sailed from
country during the late rebellion, and
fought,
Cienfuegos March 24 for New York.
For the hand of our Father has these miracles
whose bodies now lie in almost every city,
Belmont, Heagan, from Boston for Kosawrought.
rio, arrived at Buenos Ayres April hi
village and hamlet churchyard in the land. He gives to the rose its fragrance and bloom.
Carrie E Long, J P Stowers, cleared from
**\Ve are organized for the purpose, We will strew them in love over each lowly Philadelphia Ma\ hi for Havana.
Carrie Heckle, Coleord, sailed from New
tomb,
among other things, of preserving and
They were our brothers, their memory is York Jan 25 for (’hamperieo.
Carrie L Tyler. Pattingall. arrived at
ours.
strengthening those kind and fraternal
Cover them over with the bright blooming New York May 17 from Philadelphia.
feelings which have hound together the
flowers.
Hklkx N. Packard.
Clara E Met iilvcry, J’hillip Cilkey, arrived
who united

blow."

in-

pilgrim ancestors, unsoftened

and take courage,’' for the liberal and

snow.

'It will

our

the charms of music, and unadorned
beautiful flowers, we can “thank (tod,

Any observthetic age iii which we live.
ance of Easter, or even any array of flowers in the hare old meeting house would

liy.

gone
\

When
fruits of them that slept.
contrast the grim, bare, and austere

first

by.

and the daisies bloom unmolested.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May. A. D. 1892.

In
Used Everything Five Months.
Three Weeks not a Sear or Pimple.
Cured by Cutieura.

it,

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and i,.
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesdn
!
May, A. D. 1802.
M. ROLERSON, Administratrix on tl «•
IJ tateof JAMES M. ROLERSON, late ,,t \\
do, in said County of Waldo, deceased, ha-.n.i
presented a petition for license to sell at p.
or private sale, so much of the real estate <>t
deceased as will produce the sum of six Inn
dollars.
Ordered, That the said Etta M. nive notify,
all persons interested by causing a copy oi T.
order to be published three weeks successive
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, ththey may appear at a Probate Court, to be heiq a:
Belfast, within and for sai<i County, on the
Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock
fore noon, and show cause, if any thev have
the prayer of said petition should' not \>e ura,
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judp
A true copy. AttestBohan P. Fifld, Rc-i.

PROBATE NOTICES.

TERRIBLE ITCHING

her

City Bleachery
!
I

just returned from
11ia\c
leading stales of HATS
all

Boston will
and BON M Ikinds of FANCY FACES and BEAU"
work done in the best possible mailin'!
HATS and BONNETS made to order
timlall kinds of SEW1NO MACHINE M 1

• at mv

|

12tf

place.
High St.,

over

8. D. BROW^
Hervey's Jeweh

j

--;
instruction.
The last view of the causes
Maine Schools.
leading to the increases shown in the staTHE STATE SUPERINtistics, is sustained by the decrease shown
vN: M. REPORT OF
1
11ENT. OOOI> EFFECT OF FREE TEXT- in the number of schools in which other
ALL studies than those prescribed by law, were
IMPROVEMENT
MARKED
allowed to be taught; for towns are not
oNU THE LINE.
;sth annual report of the State sup- obliged to furnish books on these latter
,-ndent of common schools has just subjects except in schools in which they
issued from, the office of the State, may have become legal studies by preThe
s.
;,
superintendent reports scription of local authorities; and hence
die whole number ol scholars in the free books not being furnished, the natural tendency would be in the directions
dining the year 1890-91 was 210,997, j
shown.
,-crease of 550 from the preceding
“0.
School districts and school-houses
year; whole number attending, !
—While many persons hold to the theory
an increase of 1,757; average at- \
that
the
unit or town system of school
an increase of 4,022;!
nice, 122,700,
is a good thing for the schools
length of schools for the year, 21 management
in some towns but not in all. that for purea decrease of one week and two
number of different teachers em- ly rural and sparsely settled towns the
district system is preferable, yet such
it during the year, 7,414, a decrease
is not backed by actual experience.
average wages of male teachers per theory
>44.90. an increase of .50; of fe- There is no class of towns in the State that
cachers £17.50*, a decrease of .04; have not their like among tin* 142 towns
who were graduates of normal whose schools are now managed under the
town system; and among these towns
782, an increase of 41; towns sup.\itli free text-books, 504; amount there is not one. how rural and sparsely
settled soever it may be, whose schools
ided for free text-books, £170.014;,
of different schools, 4,021, a de- are not on tne wnoie netter ana in tne vav
those in
>1 214; number of graded schools, j of more rapid improvement than
to the district
>1 ungraded. 4.782: townshaving similar toM iis still adhering
That the number of towns and
system.
>vstcm, 142. an increase of 14: num-rltool districts. 4, 194. a decrease of plantations m liich have either abolished
dismber of school houses in the State, schools districts or organized without
decrease of 145: number in good trict divisions, has increased during the
and
as a result.
to
142:
that
from
127
year
a. 4,-19; built during the year. 58,
Ill of these worse than needless agencies
-t i*f £109.728: value of all school
in school management, school districts,
\. *4.070,485, an increase of £214.
have been wiped out, is evidence that
; *n 1 »er of towns electing supervisors,
increase of 14: number electing there are to be better schools and more
in
ommittees. 104. a decrease of 14: equal educational privileges in fifteen
more towns.
paid for supervision £41,884, an
“The decrease of 145 shown in the num,m- '>f £5.4*4: Total resources £1,211,ber of school-houses in the State,is in line
increase of £42.049: total expendithe decrease already noticed in the
with
>1.485.594, an increase of £158.040;
It is another proof of
number of schools.
:! ct school money voted by towns
that consolidation of weak schools to
ting year. £720,00*1. an increase of
which attention has elsewhere been called

Nearly every one needs a good spring
medicine, and Hood’s Sarsaparilla is unthe best. Try it this season.
doubtedly
I

_

j

hard for the world to believe that the
who rides in a carriage is made out of
the same kind of clay as one who begs.
It is
sinner

Well preserved women, when consulting
their mirror see beside their satisfied reflection the calm and earnest face of Lydia E.
Pinkliam. They can tell you why.
She—“If you should propose to a wealthy
girl and should be rejected, what would you
do?” He—“Well, I suppose I should have
to earn my own living.”

object to taking AdamBalsam. It is pleasant to the
the soreness of the
relieves
taste, always
lungs at once and makes restful sleep at
night possible when all other remedies fail.

Children
son’s Cough

Teacher—“ What is the proper time to
Pupil—“When the big dog
isn’t in the orchard.”

1 have had catarrh for twenty years, and
used all kinds of remedies without relief.
Mr. Smith, druggist, of Little Falls, recommended Ely’s Cream Balm. The effect of
the first application was magical, it allayed
the inflammation and the next morning my

clear as a bell. I am convinced
effect a permanent cure. It is
and
soothing
pleasant, and I strongly urge
its use bv all sufferers.—Geo. Terrv,* Little
its

emporarv.
\- to teachers

-l nder tln> head
shown, whi- h are indicative
o'venient. are those in tin* eomlittinher of male teachers emit increased a ages: in the number
<*rs continued in tlie same schools
lie year: and in the number of
bool graduat.es employed.
The
showing improvement are in
nher of different teachers ei#ip]ovin the number of those who had
-■
previous experience. The only
Mainly indicative of the opposite
is the slight decrease in the
>n.
The
wages of female teachers.
''•nis are of doubtful significance,
tlie whole, then, it is fairly inferu. so far as the quantity and ip.ialu
work of the seh -»ols was affected
liaiaeter of their teachers, there
ise>

s«

Falls,

pi ovement.
\- to text-hooks

and school aptlie itetihs under tliis head
proved conditions. Indeed, so far
ipplying of the schools with free
> is cone* rued,
the facts shown
It was
peeled 1 y satisfactory.
almost universal
peelet| t iiat
with the iaw repairing towns
1 »ooks. would appear dttr1n
year of its taking effect.
d the ligures of the year precedthat in 'u'u towns and jdantations
1 s were ill
supplied with hooks,
hi
there was lack of uniform-er> marked impn»venient on
i' here shown: for the furnishinm ks means both full
supply
pupil, and uniform hooks in
All

ceding

quality

oi

light job.
poimd girl

supplying

"■•'

There has

been any such thing as
a “billion dollar Congress.” Democratic
falsehood is the only ground on which that

First

hold

a

HOME

TESTIMONIALS

BOTTLE

have suffered

May

terribly

1. "!U.

for the last

Mrs. Jatms Nu t Became so Run
Down that life was a Burden.

of sudden death, which in three out of
is unexpected. The symptoms are
not generally
understood.
These are: a
habit of lying on the right side, short breath,
pain or distress in side, hack or shoulder,
irregular pulse, asthma, weak and hungry
spells, wind in stomach, swelling of ankles
or dropsy, oppression, dry cough and smothering. Dr. Miles' iUustratcd hook on Heart
Disease, free at B. If. Moody's, who sells and
guarantees Dr. Miles’ unequaled New Heart
Cure, and his Restorative Nervine, which
cases
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as new.
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IN ORDERS

\ve make NEW TICKS nr cleanse the old and will return it to
short time. I can make you

EAS V CHAIH in any

or

Repairing

and

Carriage Trimmings

despatch. HARNESSES of all erodes in stock.
I make to order Harnesses from #11 to 860.

A GOOD HARNESS TOR $11.

F. A.
At the Wadlin Store,

L.

never

Boardinan Hall Weds.

WHIPS, HALTERS

|

W.

Remember

and everv chin^ in that line.

37 Main

Street, Belfast.

FERDINAND & CO.,
Jobbers and

VON CRAEFE’S
Positive Headache Cure.

Joseph

The universal

10 POWDERS IN* A BOX.
Price 25 Cents per I5ox.
For Sale By All Druggists.
MANUFACTURED BY

Williamson,
Notary Public.

Toledo,

0.

.Tos. Williamson, ,Ir.,
Collections a specialty.

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON & SON,

Attorneys & Counsellors at Law
Offices Over American Express Office, Be I last.
ESTABLISHED

181(5.

lyrl

Proposals for Collecting Taxes.
ED
for collecting the State,
taxes of the City of Belfast
the current municipal year, will be received
by the City Clerk until G o’clock i\ >t., June G.
18'J2. The City Council reserves the
right to accept any one of said proposals or to reject all of
the same.
1.. H. MCRCH.Citv Clerk.
Belfast, May 12, 18S»2
3wl'd

proposals
SEAL
County ami City
for

Fire &

Burglar

Proof

SAFlilS.
First-class reliable safes with all late improve
ments.
All sizes for sale low bv
istf
FRFD ATWOUD, Hlnterporl, Me.
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me so
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Boston & Sugar S. B. Co.
Spring

1 Truths
’
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Sick,

Four

j

Trips

Arrangement.
a

Week to Boston.

Eor those DEATHLY BILIOUS |B
SPELLS depend on Sulphur Bit- L,
ters; it never fails to cure.P

I
I

I

DO YOU SUFFER with that
tired and all-gone feeling? If so use E
u
Sulphur Bitters; it will cure you.

I
«

I

Don’t be without a hottie. You will nor, regret it

TRY
it.

Steamers will leave Belfast for ('amden. liock-

T

iand and Boston, M< mlay.s. Wcdue -lav-. Thursdays and Saturdays at about L’.dn r. m.
F
Searsporf. Bueksport, Winterport llampdeu and Baitii'or. Tuesdays. Wenne-days Fridays
:’>•» v. m.. or upon arand Saturdays at about

§►

*

of a fair face is a beauti- |P
The
Secret ful skin. Sulphur Bitters
rival ol steamer from Boston.
m:1kes both,
Ui;n l!MN'i TO BELFAST
T,
It you donotwislito
4
From Boston, Motidav-. Tuesdav-, Thursdays
« suffer from RHEUMATISM, use a W and Fridays at ."i.ihi u. m.
bottle of Sulphur Bitters; it never
From lloeklaml. n urhiim at < amden. Tuesdays,
about!
» Wednesdays. Fridavs and Saturday- a;
[jS fails to cure.

5

£

^
(

1

**

3

jj

(LOO

R

A.

M.,

or

upon arrival

steamer

from

Bos-

ton.
Are you CONSTIPATED? If so.
From Baniror, Monday-, Wednesdays, ThursSulphur Bitters is just what you need 6» days and Saturdays at il \ m.. totudm^ at a'l
landings.
Poor, weak, and weary mothers B FKF1 > \\ BOTH. A-ent.Belfast.
RAISE PUNY, PINDLINC children. S. CALVIN AFST1N, Y^ent.Boston.
<
Sulphur Bitters will make them g. WILLIAM H. II ILL, ieoT Manager. Boston.
strong, hearty, and healthy.

BelfasUtor

Cleanse the vitiated blood when fc
you see its impurities bursting l
A through the skin in
£
n

^

Rely

on

PIMPLES,
BLOTCHES

Sulphur

Bitters and health
T will follow.
m

IT

^N^^ORES^

Steamer CASTINE

j*
If

CAPT.
8 II M M K R

to

sumps
Ordway
Co.,
Bosom, Mass., for best medical work published

Leaves Belfast every

NEW MEADOW KING.

Tuesday, Thursday and

Cimbria for N. Deer Isle. Loose Cove. Bass Harbor, S. \V. Harbor. N. F.. Harbor. Seal Harbor and
Bar Harbor.
'\g,-'Dinnor served on steamer Cimbria.

The re-organized concern of Gregg A < ... have
entered into a new life, inspired by the confidence
of its friends, and propose to keep on the right
of the 1 ilie and in the front rank.
The Meadow King has always been in advance
of all competitors and the machine we oiler this
year is a marked advance from the old lines. The
improvements we have adopted in onr mower are
the result of costly and thorough experiments and

llKTl’KNINi;

Will leave Lreen's Landing every Monday Wedm.; Oeeanville, s..50
nesday and Friday at s.nn
m.: Sedjrwiek. lo.ao
a. m.; P.rooklin. in.no
m.;
Buck's Harbor. 11.50 \. >i.: Blake's Point. lu’.'Wm. ;
Islesboro. 1J.45 e. m.; arrive at Belfast at i.non.M.
Sargent', ille, tiajr landinu.
Connects at Islesboro for Castine and all Kiver
Landings to Bangor; at Belfast with steamer for
Camden. Rockland ami Boston. Steamer Cimbria
connects at Islesboro for Belfast every trip.
Freight taken at reasonable rates and orders
tilled promptly. Freight for Blue Hill forwarded
via steamer from Sedgwick.
Round trip tickets from all landings sold at reduced rates on a limited time.

defy competition.
prominent features of the old machine
retained, but greatly improved to meet the demands of the present time; in fact, we have always been ahead of the times and unscrupulous
imitators have tried to profit by our experience.
We think we can say without egotism that we
we

All the

are

mower

T

m .: Blake's Point, l-.nn >t.;
r. m.: Sedgwick. 1.40 v
m.:
m. : Oeeanville. :>.;{)• e. m.; arrives
Brooklin, LM5
arrives'at
at Lreen’s Landing about 4.15 e. m
Bar Harbor about n.nn e m.
Conneets at Islesboro every trip with steamer

Saturday at lo.no a.
Buck's ilarl><»r. TJ.itn

in the world.

Applications for agency should be addressed

CROSBY.

A R li A X <i K >1 K X

Tiikkk Tim i*s Pr.it Wkkk.

1\27

have the best

&BarHarDor

MAY 2, 1892.

vi1 ff fwuwn mi *1
>Wr
3 2-ft'T’t
A. P.
S:

to

BARBOCK. Manager.
SAM L it
F. W. POTF.. Vuent. Belfast.
F. WARRKN. Auent. Lreen’s Landing.

FRED ATWOOD,
{jgfT’C'irculars)
Wlnferport, Maine,
I Gen'l Agent for X. E. and Canada.
free. ^^25
3m 1 *J

Maine Central R. R.

THE BELFAST

Machine l
to

Foundry

tlie

IIM E-TABLE.
«n and after Nov. 29, 1S91, trains connecting at
Burnham with through trains tor ami from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston, will run as
follows:
FROM BELFAST.

Foundry k

public that they

are

do all kinds of

prepared

& Machine Works.

P.M.

12 30
f 12.35
112.40
12.50
11.13
122
1.32
1.55
2 25
0 30

Knox.8.03
Thorndike.S 12

Unity. 8.22
Burnham, arrive. 8.45

Heye Circular

Saw Mills.
Holmes’ Stave Machine,

Waterville.

Mill

Gearing. Quarry Derricks,
Hoisting Winches,Quarry Cars. &c.

I

j

real estate on Bridge street, in Belfast
known as the \\ ILL1AM O. ALDEX
property
consisting of the large two story house, with el
and barn, with good orchard anti
garden
grounds
ilns property is well located and in
good condi
tion f°r a
boarding house, ami will be sold at a
reasonable figure. If desired, one-half the
purchase money can remain on
mortgage a reasonable
time.
For terms, apply to
ROBERT E. or'iVM. O. AI.IIEX, Portland,

THE

,,

or at

Belfast Savings Bank.

Belfast, June 15. 1891_25tf

4.15
4.38
4.55
fa. 15
5.33
5.50
o.n
7.05
+

—

pm.

Portland.12 30

A.M.

5.35
»■*>

1.40
«•*>

Boston,(f

W

7,1>.4.30
.ff)
TO BELFAST.
P.M.

Boston
Boston,

S K- U

j

w

T.fiO
D...

CIRCULAR SAWS & BELTING.
Portland. .11.30
I
WGIVE US A CALL.
A M.
0.05
Belfast Machine it Foundry Co, Waterville.
Bangor.
Belfast, Me.. Feb. 2.", 1802.—34.
Burnham, depart...7.10
7.50
Unity.

FOR SALS.

P.M.

44.22

P.M.

Unity

Dealers in

*.♦. IS

Bangor.11.45

Hall's Stave Jointer,

Patent Iron Sheaves, Stone Jacks,
Hussey Plows.

A.M.

Belfast, depart.7.20
City Point.t7 25
Waldo .+7.30
Brooks. 7 45*

Also manufacturers ot the

Retailers of

BLOCKS, CORDAGE, PAINTS AND NAVAL STORES.
3ml3
Send for Catalogue
aOTFedernl sst., Boston. UiM8.

KIRCHMAIER. Ph. C.
Iy21nnn

a

to

Yacht, Canoe and Boat Builders’ Hardware,

•Croat uaoa)

Allen’s
it hut

Announce

ROBBINS,

Manufacturers,

U. A.

1st.

bowels were also continually const)patcrowing competitors claim they sold in
pated. 1 have doctored a great deal, THEIR
ENTIRE 5th YEAR.
trying a great many remedies that were
THE SECRET OF ALL THIS
recommended for my troubles, lmt could
IS that ALLEN’S CURES the most
get but very little benefit fr..m any
of them. At last I was persuaded to try diseases in less time; THAT IT IS

style of frame.

done with neatness and

I

™

m a

Any Style of COUCH

^Harness

NOW

each

-JO pounds from taking it. Mrs. H. A.
Gardner, of Vistula, Ind., was cured of 40 to
i “»U convulsions a day, and much headache,
dizziness, backache and nervous prostration
by one bottle. Trial bottles, and fine book
of marvelous cures, free at It. H.
Moody’s
Drug Store, who recommends and guarantees this unequaled remedy.

in

Facts Whivh

are a Few

Camden, Me., March 26, '01.
and many sell more than : il others comI wish to express my gratitude for what
bined.
has
done
for
me.
For
sarsaparilla
your
-d.
five years I have suffered from dysThey all say that it gives better
pepsia am\ indiyestion. Just as soon satisfaction than any other.
as I would eat anything
my stomach
3d.
Although ALLEN'S SARSAwould distress in < terrib'y.
It seemhas been on the market but
PARILLA
ed as though my digestive organs had lost
3
we
have sold as many bottles
all their power, and my food would lie on
years, yet
my stomach like so much lead. My IN THE LAST I MONTHS as our

and Shelves.

A New Business for Belfast.
THE

be-

competitors

in towns and cities where ALLEN’S is

business of any local firm in Maine.

J. F. FERNALD.
Belfast, Feb. 1, 1892.—4m5

They

Taylor,

Cemetery

PERFECT SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
NO TROUBLE TO SHOW WORK.
\
PLEASE GIVE US A CALL BEFORE PURCHASING.

The

| gained

we

Granite Monuments and Tablets, Headstones. Cu bings,

“My

Startling Facts.
American people are rapidly beoomi iug a race of nervous wrecks, and the following suggests the best remedy: Alphonso
Hempiling, of Butler, Pa., swears that when
his son was speechless from St. Vitus dance,
I
Dr. Miles' great Restorative Nervine cured
Mrs. ,j. If. Miller, of Valparaiso, and
! him.

Belfast, Me.

respectfully inform all in want of MARBLE OR GRANITE WORK that
are prepared to furnish at short notice

or

and all Stomach

A

t«erhest STEAM POLISHING MILL i» the State. Also FOUR PNEUMATIC
TOOLS for cutting and lettering marble or granite; the only ones in Maine. Either tool will do
the work of from two to three men. We can furnish work, either marble or
granite, CHEAPER
than any other firm in the State, and do as nice work. We carry the largest stork and do

nervousness, headache, sleeplessness,
effects <»f drinking, etc.
It contains no
son, uo one succeeds who is always
at the foot.”
“I think, father, you make a
mistake when you put forth that assertion.”
“How so?" “Because you forget the chiropodist next door, who is making money hand
over fist."

MUDGETT, Proprietors,

Brick Annex at North End of Shoe Factory,

cures

opiates.

&

of our

H (T THIS IS THE

Dys-

that

Bicycle,

BELFAST MARBLE & GRANITE WORKS,

your

Sudden Deaths.
Heart disease is by far the most frequent

We Guarantee it to Cure

Troubles.

FEMALE TROUBLES

Diamond

FERNALD

one

Prove this Statement.

:

F. A. FOUETT’S, 51 Church Street. Belfast. Maine.

tfer

We would

Here

equally

So. Hope. Me..
I

was crowing very loud for
many bottles of their medicine.

so

DTSFEFSIA.

Worth 3500.00.

s

Neil'I,,n:iry

THESE

OWE

Step.

A quiet wedding took place in Allston
"'her statistics of the group, inlint it can be demoui charge can rest,
!|k the
! last evening at the residence of I). A. Ilam
scope of instruction given, strated
with mathematical accuracy that
vhlence of improving conditions.
;,
lin, Ashford St., at which one of Boston's
the schools are strengthened there is a tive-cent Democratic House now
;
most prominent lawyers was married. The
Midaiion, they take on a more ad in session—one that while running at groom was Boardinan Hall, and the bride
•''Miraeter, and larger numbers of an expense of over $7,000 a day puts in Miss
May E. Hamlin, of Waterville, Me.
’-'ke up the higher branches of ! such
costly time debating propositions to The ceremony was performed by Rev. Mr.
in them.
Moreover the reduce the appropriation for soap and sad- Lattimer of the
t ,,N ;li!""'ed
Unitarian church.
Mr.
v:V“luS toof free text books lias evidently dle blankets for the cadets at West Point, Hall will reside this summer in Dorches[
the results shown. Pupils [Ellsworth American.
ter, and if the condition of Mr. Hall’s
j
of the considerable cost of
Ii., !
mother, who is now suffering from the
'k' in these advanced
subjects,
At the convention of the Massachusetts results of a recent accident, permits, Mr.
take
them
to
up, having
supply
‘,5!
and Mrs. Hall will take a
to Europe.
'''v« s with such
ti
books, and would Protestant Episcopal church May 17th, a Mrs. Hall is one of the trip
famous Hamlin
"lT of
tlie schools after taking the motion to admit women as members of the
„r
family of Maine, and a connection of the
stlu^€Si l*ave evidently con- church parish corporations was lost by a late ex-Senator Hamlin. [Boston Even1,1 the schools in far
more advanced
vote of 85 to 84.
ing Record May 18.

^>l

SARSAPARILLA.

pepsia

_READ

150-

cause

i .J.

BEFORE,
THIS.

LIKE

IVA V HE LOOKS WHEN OUR VIRI) VETS A T HIM.

recommended.

father coining on?” asked
Col. Yerger of a darkey he used to own before the war. “He am dead!” “Dead, is he?
He must have reached an advanced age.”
He did dat, for a fac’. He was libin up to
de berry day of his deff.”
“How is

!

LOOK

MIGHTY ARM OF

IT IS THE MOST MARVELOUS REMEDY OF THE AGE. and entirely diffrom othei Sarsaparillas, being compo sed of TWELVE DIFFERENT ROOTS
AND HERBS, making it almost an unfailing remedy for all diseases for which it is

the use of this great Nerve Tonic and Alterative. Your appetite returns, good digestion
is restored, and the Liver and Kidneys resume healthy action.
Try a bottle. Price
50c. at R. li. Moody's Drug Store.

lour

NOT

DID

him lie

saw

we

had sold

they

cause

ferent

ing the lirst step into Nervous Prostration.
You need a Nerve Tonic and in Electric Bitters you will find the exact
remedy for restoring your nervous system to its normal,
healthy condition. Surprising results follow

<

obtained in three of tlie past
is evidence of a trend in the
tion—toward fewer and better

ALLEN’S

Perhaps you are run down, can't eat, can't
sleep, can't think, can't do anything to your
satisfaction, and you wonder what ails you.
You should heed the warning, you are tak-

j

«

Thev would rather
to a 15-pound baby.
The

■

1

BEFORE THE

A fifty-cent piece, my son, with a hole in
it will not pass current, which shows that
the half is better than the hole.

work done as indieattoaehers. 1 *\ scope of

with live text hooks, as shown
is made
by municipal officers,
.'*i 1. The average cost per scliol:ed u])on the basis of the maximlanee at anyone period of the
ir. was sl.dl.
Previous to the
'Mi purchases were to be made, an
was made, based upon price lists
I by most of the leading publishes in the
country, and transmitschool authorities of the towns,
'live of the amounts to be approFREE HIGH SCHOOLS.
'■11 this purpose.
It is a source
“<)ur common schools exist by fiat of
'' u
ti'»n to find that the actual av- law.
Every municipality must maintain
-t
per scholar was considerably them, and the minimum amount to be ex'lie estimated cost.
Fortunately pended for their support is fixed by law.
••"pie the selection of books was Our free high schools exist only where
;il authorities instead of a State communities will
their existence. No law
that we got the benefit of a very
compels their maintenance; no law lixes a
npHitinij among publishers, and minimum amount to he expended in their
lit
remarkably low rates, Prob- support. If the people of any community
me eases local authorities did
! want these schools, they may have them;
m• wiselx as a State board
might but they must voluntarily provide for their
but because of the general ex- j
support, and maintain them, before the
nil the later published books, State will
intervene with its aid.
Because
nous mistake was possible,
(hi
[ of these conditions of existence, the
the new system of furnishing
growth of these schools measures more acfor our schools, both in its incurately' than that of any other part of our
m
and its results, has more than educational
system, the growth of popular
xpeetations of its most sanguine interest in public education.
“In this connection the record made for
;
'Marked improvement in tlie eon- the last ten
years ought to be a matter of
lm* ungraded schools is shown in | State
pride. For the year lSSO-l these
"'•iI supply of globes, wall-maps 1 schools were
supported in 100 towns at a
>o far as the
expenditures total expense of *t>D,4(>0. of which expense
i- direction may have had the
the State's share was *10,010. The aggre'M
iking the schools shorter, that gate number ot weeks was 2,344: the
ag>t to be regretted, since the use
gregaite attendance was 7,702; and the av•pplianees in improving the qual- erage attendance. 5,5112. In ten
the
years
"tniction more than offsets the number of towns lias
increased to 22S: the
ii•_!T11 < i| sell*>ols.
total expense to $147.575: the State’s share
I
W to number and character of
, of siush expense to 8:10.521; the aggregate
I he items in tins group of statisnumber of weeks to 5,4011; the aggregate
1 llish
evidence <»f the progress of a attendance to
15,730; and the average atIln‘ded reform.
We have had, and tendance to
This remarkable
12,830.
-too many small and weak schools
: growth has been constant and almost uni'Maintenance entails waste of money form
and
the
limit of growth
year by year,
1 Hii
i<>n1 instruction.
The notable is
evidently not yet reached.”
shown in the number of schools,
M.asc of 214 in the year, taken in conNo Such Thing.
‘k " ith the
fact that similar eondi-

Vs-

LIKE CHAFF

N. V.

Ugly and Hateful,
but I couldn’t help it. Everything went
wrong with me, and I thought I hadn’t a
friend in the world; dyspepsia caused this,
and for months I couldn’t eat anything, and
just suffered in misery till I used Sulphur
Bitters. Three bottles cured me.—D. Lewis,
22 Boicdoin Street, Boston, Mass.
2w20

t-» 1
by character of
studies pursued. l»y supply and cliaracter
of text-books and appliances used, and by
eliaraeter and efficiency of local supervision. there was also marked improvement.
As affected
by consolidation of
small and weak schools, by improved
school buildings, and by adoption bv a
better system of management, their general condition was noticeably improved.
"A.
As affected by a growing public
interest in and appreciation of their work,
manifested in larger local appropriations
and increased expenditures for their support, there was substantial improvement,
and is promise of still better things.

■

i1

COMPETITORS FALL

“I tell you,” said tlie business man, “that
son of mine is no fool.”
“What makes you
think so?” asked the young man's unde.
“Because “fools rush in where angels fear to
! tread,’ and Augustus hasn't energy enough
i to rush anywhere.”

vear.

in

■

"'

The last time

Fisliing

>■

I

will

Lovell

■■

HE

was as

use

Allen's Sarsaparilla Makes
Life Worth Living.

to
length of schools—Here the
is of the opposite to improveBoth the average and aggregate
of schools show marked decreases,
an these conditions he accounted
ad), as appears from the fiscal statin* current cost of the schools in4 the sum of s4'.t,U<>t>, and while
tine time, there was a decrease in
mher of schools supported?
some small measure
the change
•icd is probably due to increase in
■idier of male teachers employed,
higher wages than for the precedl. and in some measure to expen: *i■ school appliances shown elseIn larger measure, however, it is
diversion of school moneys to the
lent of school houses, partly in
>; poring them into proper eonhe safe keeping of free hooks,
ex:• m,
ai
least, the condition
while much to he regretted, is

\

BUT

material improvement. Of the $214,420 es- Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positive- three years with rheum itism in my
timated increase in their value, a considerly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is arms, hips and
legs, and, in fact, all over
able part is due to the amount expended guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
me.
Xobody knows how much I
for new buildings, but the larger part money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by R. H. Moody.
suffered, nor can 1 teli it in words, but
must be attributed to expenditures for imOf these
There are so many people who think that it was terrible, and nothing I took seemed
provements in old buildings.
expenditures, the larger portiou was made 1 other people's eyes need doctoring because to help me. 1 tried among other things
from current school appropriations, thus they can't see straight themselves.
three of the well known Sarsaparillas
Ilo< Ki*oirr, Me., Aug. 3, ’01.
Miles* Nerve & Liver p«Us,
reducing the amount expended for the I
without obtaining the least benefit.
This
maintenance of schools, and cutting down
I have been brought back to health from
Act on a new principle—regulating the
their length as noticed elsewhere.
As the j
the
very verge of the grave by Alliver, stomach and bowels through the nerves. spring 1 was induced to try Allen’s Sarproper housing of the school is a material A new discovery. Dr. Miles’ Pills speedily saparilla, although 1 had lost all faith len’s Sarsaparilla, and I rejoice at
factor in their improvement, the improve- cure biliousness, bail taste, torpid liver,
the privilege of telling others of its wonin such remedies.
Talk about modern derful merits.
ment here indicated may be considered as
For two or three years 1
piles, constipation. Unequaled for men, j
in some considerable measure compensat- women, children. Smallest, mildest, sur- j miracles! before I had taken it a week / have suffered from a complication of
est!
50
25
cts.
at
R.
doses,
Samples Free,
ing for the decrease in their length.
j began to get rapid!g better, and by diseases peculiar to my sex. and became
H. Moody’s Drug Store.
••7. As to supervision.—In this regard
the time one bottle was gone the rheu- so run down that life n'as a burden.
the exhibit made is in line with that in
It is curious how a woman who screams at ;
I had a terrible cough all the time and my
1 matism
had entirely left my arms friends
is
a
mouse
not
startled
a
bill
most other regards.
conUnder present
by
millinary
thought f wa.<s* going to die,. 1
and shoulders, and the trouble in my had tried many kinds of medicines withditions supervision by one man is more that makes a man tremble.
lower
and
limbs
efficient
than
that
was
to
it
but
what
was
and was about discouraged
slight
out
benefit,
prompt, vigilant
For Over Fifty Years.
before.
I am now satisfied that one more when I began taking Allen's
by three. Hence the increase shown in
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
Mrs. j
Sarsapa- j
the number of towns whose schools were Winslow's Soothing Syrup has ln*en used for ! bottle will entirely cure me.
The bottle rilla.. Before 1 had taken it a week I
under the direction of supervisors instead over fifty years by millions of mothers for that 1
have taken has been worth began to feel better.
Now
I
have taken
j
of school committees, is indicative of in- their children while teething, with perfect $.->00.00 to me.
Xobody could be three bottles and can say that / am
success.
It
the
softens
i
soothes
the
child,
more thankful for this ureat remedy than cured
creased efficiency in supervision.
This is
It was not
entirely cured.
further evidenced by the decrease shown gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and I, and I take pleasure in recommending it faith that cured me, because I had no
is the best remedy for Diarrlnea.
It is pleasto others, and hope they will <L>‘ive it a fair faith.
in the number of schools not visited as the
11 was Allen’s Sarsaparilla. !
ant to the taste.
Sold by druggists in every
trial.
law requires and by the increase in amounts
It is all it claims to he and more I would not be without it in my house for
part of the world. Twenty-live cents a but- j
tie.
paid for local supervision.
Its value is incalculable.
anvthing.
lie sure and besides.
*Tliis increase in cost of local supervi- ask for Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, and |
ALVIN A. CARTEL.
MBS. .1AMFS N I TT.
sion is exceptionally large. While in this take m* other kind.
Iyr4d
j
particular for the last preceding ten years
His Lordship. “So she says 1 am a wiz- I
increases have been constant such increases eiied
up little apology for a man?" She.
have averaged annually less than si, loo.
"Yes; hut I have accepted the apology.”
That shown for this year is within a small
Coughing Leads 10 Consumption.
fraction of live times as large. l>ut the
cause of this exceptional increase is not
Kemp's Balsam will stop the cough at
far t" seek.
It will he found in the larg- once.
er duties imposed in putting the free text
Some one is telling us how to roll an urn- I
book plan into operation. It was. therebrella. If he would tell us how to keep omit would be more to the point."
fore, to have been expected.
‘‘•S. As to resources and expenditure—
Lane’s Family Medicine Moves Ihe Bowels
Most of the items grouped under this head Each
day. Most people need to use it.
have already been considered in their relations to other groups of statistics.
It is
An anti-crank bill has been introduced in
sufficient to say, that so far as increase in Congress. The farmer’s boy will be anxious
HAVING TAKEN THE AGENCY FOR THE
to know if it includes a grindstone.
resources and expenditures for ordinary
school purposes is indicative of improved
A Lillie Girl’S Experience In a Lighthouse.
conditions, the facts here shown are thus
Mr. and Mrs. Loren Treseott are keepers
indicative. But they do more. They in- of theCiov. Lighthouse at Sand Beach, Mich., i
dicate the public's esteem for the public
and are blessed with a daughter, four years I cordially invite all to call and examine this one before purchasing elsewhere. This is the only high
grade wheel at low prices, and i> conceded the best wheel for the mone\ in the market.
schools, and the public’s growing purpose old. Last April she was taken down with!
Measles, followed with a dreadful Cough
to push them to higher efficiency.
-1-SOLID
TIRES, $85; CUSHION. $95; PNEUMATIC, $115.and
into a Fever.
Doctors at home
ktb.
Summary.—The conclusions fairly and turning
at Detroit treated her, but in vain, she
sent on application.
I have just received a full line of
deducible from the foregoing statistics reCatalogues
grew vlorse rapidly, until she was a mere I
garding the comparative condition of our "handful of hones."—Then she tried Dr.
common schools, may be broadly stated as
-Pine
Tackle,King's New Discovery and after the use of
follows:
two and a half bottles, was completely
I
which
shall
sell
at low prices.
Also
a large invoice of
3ml7
As regards quantity of work done cured. They say Dr. King's New Discovery
“1.
measured by attendance, there was mark- is worth its weight in gold, yet you may get
I
which
shall
retail
at whole
MERSOH A U>I anti BRIAR IM I>1>,
ed improvement: as measured by length ;t trial bottle free at R. 11. Moodv's Drug
sale figures. All the leading brands of TOBAoCO and CIGARS constantly in stock.
Store.
of schools, both average and aggregate,
they were not equal to tho.se of the preSome men always prefer hard work to a

\>

ni

WE HAVE SEEN THIS BIRD

indicating improvement.
“School-houses, so far as to the number
BucklenN Arnica Salve.
reported in good condition, remain practically the same as for tin* preceding year.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
In their condition so far as indicated by
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
estimated value, there must have been Sores, Tetter,
Chapped Hands, Chilblains,

c

expended

head

!

as

zing the statistics, Miperinteiiuent
decided improvement is evident
With .V>0 less
ud to attendance.
eligible to attendance, 1.7“>7 more
There was less ir11 the schools.
irit\. as shown by the larger increase
It is regarded signifattendance.
:!iat the increase was of attendance1
and winter terms, and the superin- !
considers it due to the introduc- j
There port coiltree text-books.
v

-..,ys

nount

MLn_

gather apples?”

,,,

1

never

—

A.M.
o.nn

8 ;}o
P.M.
1.15
A M.

7 15
7.20
9.00

P.M

4.32
12.45
5.05
5.27
5.38
r5.44
5.58
r0.ll
f0.24
0.30

9.20
9 30
fO 37
9 53
Waldo.t9.02 t 0 0*5
City Point. t9.15 f 10 19
10 25
Belfast, arrive. 9.25
tFlagstation. The 12.30 P. M. trsin with Flying
Yankee for Portland and Boston.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at #5.0C
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest
via all routes, for sale by F. E. Crowley, Agent.
Belfast.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres and Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTH BY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Nov. 20, 1891.
Thorndike. s 12
Knox. s.25
Brooks
8.50

F. A. 1»<

w

aught

*

salmon Sunday.

seven

Is, of ship Iroquois, is

F. I>. P. Nii k<

Capt.

isii decorations and evergreens, and all who
have decorations of cut and wild flowers will
bring them to (i. A. B. Hall Monday morn-

Loo als.

Searsport

Capt. I'hiliip (iilkev and wife arrived by
steamer Tuesday.
Capt. 1’. 1>. Nichols, of ship K. K. Thomas,
arrived home Saturday.
John Putnam is making part t a suit of
Pails for ship Henrietta.
Ross, and daughter Blanche,
Boston Saturday.

Mrs. A. M.

Capt. C F.* Carter ami daughter Clara are
visiting friends in Boston.
Tiie di\ goods and millinery stores will
ins* Memorial day at noon.
P.ninettc arrived Tuesdat with

Sehooiier

merchandise

n

r our

traders.

Mrs. Julia Blanchard is visiting lu
Airs. Fames, at Ashland, Mass.
Baker

Arrivals
Bialiu

s.inh
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street
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vve.

past
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liichaid Ford. T. B. Hayes and Mrs. Abl.ie
11 at rimaii arc all quite ill.
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jin st."
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rk in the .l dt gree
d,.
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Lodge

Mariner’s

at

Tuesday evening.

\t

lull

meeting

v

Mr. and Mrs.

her

t<

t'upt. Cco. K. Chapin recently visited Isle

shipped

He lias

llaut.

some

of his line

the Islands.

down among

parties

oars t«»

printing last

In

wet

k

the

names

of

some

contributed for presents at •!. F. Alarden's birthday party \Ym. C. Mathew should
have read Win. d. .Mathews, Frank .Stearns
should have been Stevens.
who

>h:p
<!•

(

nailer

is. *4

.;.

Uu

b\ here 'l

u

Oak

et.ai

a

(now

barge)

Imilt

'apt. 1'. 1 and it ton, vv as Tow
morning, ice laden, from

v

uesdav

langt >r.
'•wing

the

oiisnmptam of power by the
ations industries mu at the
spool mill, the
k‘'si mi11, run b\ tlie same «mgme, is oldigetl
to

by

a night
I.iieeiia, o|

run

St h.

crew.

Bi t>speet, arri veil

this week
with lumber lor Trundv. Several of
our
iti/.ens obsfcrved that this was the first
v»*s'dev

*r*

ever saw

hailing

from

Sargent and wile

were

Prospect

Captains Andrew Carver and Leroy Dow.
of Searsport village, while trying their luck
at trouting on Swan Lake May 14th. came
quite near drowning. They were oft W. J.
Mathew's shore about -in rods in a small
which was overturned by the heavy
gale prevailing and they were spilled out.
They were seen b\ Win. J. Mathews ol this

rowboat

place who

silver

ran

the twenty-tilth
*ii)i!\ersary ut their married life. Only the
.1'labels of Their immediate lainilies were

The

given

a

wedding M<>nda.\ evening,

luit it

{'recent,

enjoyable

was an

oecasion.

here will be preaehing in the audieme
; "!i‘ ( tht Methodist Chinvh :<e_\t Sundav
-vening. Tie-envelopes for the weekly of.enng will be distributed as usual.
Ib v.
N. JaiMarsh will sing,
aerompanied by The
1

irg*' organ,

tin close ol ljis

at

sermon,

Sears port May L'lst Thomas Ibrton
;
Mr. Harris enlisted
aged
..ears

i'adin
Hal

In til

r

i.

M-

411

he.

hi"

..ops

m

April J so 1,

,t

ol the

same

he

car

A coniirnied invalid all

was

through

led

hardl\ merited it. I!,- was a uiniiFreeman Md .il\ ery Post, who will

1

'he

charge

~

■

of his

1 h ursda n

i

H

funeral, which tain

dteruooii

Smart

h.

-mi

s

place

redden,

peculiar incidents cout iniuiii.\
uppriiing to our seafaring folks abroad no
dn-ed to t’apta u M. J). p. Nickels and
Capt.
H. <1 ( urtis. (
aj.t. Curtis, in ship State of
Maim- sailed from
Tacoma, \\ on a certain
:a\-ol the Week and
Capi. Nickels, in ship
l'.".|Mo',s. sailed liom San Francisco on tlu*
,la>. Poth had varying winds until
•la y met Oil'
Cape Jlorn, where tlieN sighted
Ji

e-th.-r and remained

m

company three
Capt.. Nickels ar‘•''■d at Havre. where lie was
bound, and
four

r

days.

In dm* time

Went. To

tile

sage to <

cieelistoNvn

telegraph

a

nth.-,

to

had arri\cd.

Maim*

1

to

send

ascertain il

a

mes-

ship

State

While in the oftiee he

t.

i.gram Iroiii (/apt. (’uriis an^uir-iig li is safe arrival ami
inquiring
wlierr :ln- Iroquois was both
reach••

having

n

The

■i

sl*<

same

Mvc

puns

al.uut the

same

time

ilay.

Many <>f mir citizens availed themselves of
privilege accorded 1»V the Kpy\ orlli Lea-

•la

11

"* s,M‘ing for the tirsi time the
famous

painting, Hiawatha. Jt is truly a work of
t. won It\ o| a
place in any gallery in our
ami.
We sim-vrely hope That a
strong efiT will he made to
huy tin* painting and
1 a l'lai
.n our public library
not heause of Its intrinsic worth
only, though this
:s a Mdiieieiit
reason for its
purchase, hut
••

'"■ause

was

li Tow n.

w

d

1

called

yvlmse

haying

‘•m.
•im

it

forth h\ the inventive

it the late Miss

n.us

a.

he

1

Dolly

memory

her most

Smith of

could he
famous

examiners of the

tin- r. uteiinial in lS7f.

n: aT

our

best preaehieve-

Art

Depart-

slow
*■
recognize the artistic worth of Hiawatha
la! requested that it should remain
on exw ere

not

1 'ition alter the

gates I ad formally closed :
yve. as
iT izens,
prove onrseIves so
uli
appreciation as to allow this valuable
h\
the hand oi <me of our own num'.anting,
la! shalI

er. to

M

>

pass forey

k.mouiai.

No.
Silvery

hausted when their

er

Day

lie' oud

our

reach

Following Heneral Oifrom Headquarters Freeman Mi-

Post

is

No.

;;o, Department ot Maine,
rami Army ««I the Ih-puhlie, Sears
port. May

l’.«. l.spg;
In tin- language of I’asi ('ommamler-iuriuel Merrill. “L j•<>11 tin- hud ami blossom,
ai and laurel, w e one
year ago laid upon
ilie glass-grown mounds, lias fallen the heat,
I summer and the snow of
winter, and their
beauty and periume are gone forever : but as
"
j"111 hi these sadly sweet ceremonies, the
■'t- iy
valor and patriotism we will
keep
■> Iresli m our memories
and as fragrant in
ur hearls as when for the first time we
alne to bedeck these shrilies with the
earlv
"tterings of spring.
To i|,,. country these comrades offered the
'erviee and sacritiee of their lives.
Let us
reverently give one day in loyal devotion to
7heir memories; search out
every one of
:hese mounds, so that within our borders

not one
resting-place of a I'nion soldier or
sailor shall he unvisited.
1 he
committees are appointed
and details made :
-Marshal, If. O. Sargent.
Committee, II. N. Edwards, .1.
A. E. Clement.
Jo visit Nu hols
Cemetery at 10and Vil.,tge Cemetery at 11, Monday forenoon, 15. O.
Sargent, .1. W. Black, F.‘ A. Colcord, E.
Hojikins, L). W. Ifillings, ,J. 15. Ames, J. C.
ituteli, ,J. a. Colson, Geo. W. Curtis, E. H.
Coleman, E. W. Robbins, J. H. Kneeland,
f
E.
A. S. Nickerson, M. W.
Ellis, H. T. Harris. Other comrades not on
duty at the time will join these and assist.
Prospect Cemetery, A. K. Gray.
Stockton Springs Cemetery, W. F. Griftin,
.Jolinson Shaw.
Harbor Cemetery, James R. Park.
Meritliew Cemetery, .1. S. Nickerson.
North Searsport Cemetery, A. Stinson.
Swanville Cemetery, A. E. Nickerson.
Smart Cemetery, E. W. Robbins.
Gordon Cemetery, H. B. Carver.

following

'Executive

|>'v,*etser,

reached them.

rescuers

quite fortunate that they were seen
they were or they would have
surely been drowned. Strange to say these
worthy sea captains have sailed over the
It

was

at

the

time

briny deep for
with

than 4<> years and had

more

accident.

an

never met

COIM’Y

Tufts, of BelMorrill, next Sumla\
Services begin at the usual hour.
Bev. Ceo. (I. E.

.MoiauLi,.

fast,

at

preach

will

morning.

Lin<oLNViLLK.

Ckntkk

The Camp S. of
Mem trial

l'or tin

making preparations
I >ay exercises, w hich are to
in by Camp ami Post from
V. is

be

Tin-

and iT is expected tin*
..Thein-w Wentworth

Sunday.

11>-

was

and all will feel interested in

to he

long remembered.

hompson. Dcorge Harding

strike

.Hosea B. Littlefield
long time.
lost, one of ins horses and wants to
huy another.
The grass came through the very
But few
open winter better than expected.
spots are winter killed. Only some little
a

...

spots ot strawberry plants

by freezing

were

thrown out

and

thawing on clayey land.
Planting and sewing is about over here,
only some little pieces of beans and turnips
left. The weather has been the best and
the land dry and the crops an* well put in.
More grain was sown and less potatoes
The
planted: more corn and less beans.
w«*atin*r has been favorable and all around
us the hen is the best incubator this
year.
On our place six liens have brought out

are

...

The

hay

press will

soon

he

at

Hatch's barn, and those wanting hay
pressed may eall there.... Every little while
two men right over across from our field
would start and run and then turn and
look,
ami they did so about all of last week.
It
O.

t'apt. Win. I * Hi. hi.oru and s<m Harry.
They had got d< m planting and w en- Masting rocks in the held.
was

1

(>ur item in relation to the man
the long whiskers has been extensively

.rr.KitTV.

with

'pied

all

over

the

country and

b«.ys will look line.

inquiry in regard to him have been
by the post master and others. Tin*
answer lias he. n that as a year has
elapsed
sim-e they were measured the whiskers are
supposed to he at least nine inches longer
now than they were then.
They were braided up and fastened lirmly under the chin
w ith a
solid knot last June, ami have not

at

rapidly approaching
ar<
painting tln-ir
oth«-rwise repairing tin m.
is

completion... Several
and

buildings
Past

Mr.

Skaksmoxt.

has built

first class milk

a

Leslie Marrim
room.
He has

r
a

tank in which In- sets his milk
cans.
This tank is tilled with water and
ice and is intended to retain the same tem/.inc

lined

perature. They also have a very convenient butter worker that was made by Mr,
Henry Mahoney has a
colt... Miss Levensellev, of
Boekland, has been visiting her aunt, Mrs.
David Young-Irvin E. Howard and w ife,
last Thursday with tinof Belfast, spent
Isaac

nirc

Marriner....

young

family

of

Edgar

P.

Mahoney.

Bee.

S.

W.

and Mrs. dames Chalmers
Freedom.... Mr. Sampson
is at home from Waldoboro for a lew days.
Freedom.

Mr.

spent Sunday

in

.Lucy, May
sick

w;ith

lows

and

measles.Mr.-.
confined

is

Unfits

the

to

numerous

tiers «*1

i.

received

disturbed since.
The knot is now some
ten
inches from the chin. He will take
them down some time in June, when photographs will l*e taken of him, if he will permit it to be done.
In answer to the query of
the New York Tribune, we will say, that he
is married and has a tine little lady for a
wile.
She is not one of the hair pulling
kind....Rev ben. R. Berry is visiting at his
been

old home in Oxford

Chapin and
wife were agreeably surprised last Thursday
afternoon at receiving from the V. P. S.C. E.
of Searsport Harbor (which has been a part
of their parish) a large, beautiful and elegantly framed engraving in token of their appreciation of his Christian endeavor for and
The same evening a
with them in the past.
goodly company of their parishioners and
friends at Sandy Point called upon them to
give expression to their love and sorrow at
their removal. TheCong'l Church in Woolwich. Me., leave given Mr. Chapin a unanimous coll which he has accepted and will
begin work there next month.
Sandy Point.

Ayer

Charles

house

county and Rev. (leo. E.
Tufts supplied the pulpit here last Sunday.

Bel-

with

a

cold... Memorial services will be held
at the new hall of the (I. A. 1L, on Mebad

day, in the afternoon. The Village
Improvement Society will furnish supper in
Mr. Woodman McDonald
the (lining room..
has bought the Keen lot and will move his
morial

ivnowitoii

•'

lias

Ins

liarn

up and

boarded.....V. .!. Skidmore has put a cupola
on bis barn.as a
ventilator, which is both
useful and ornamental.A discussion
arose between ,wo of the fellows that
help
bold the nail kegs down in our stores as to
the proper length of a well proportioned

man’s leg. Not being able to agree they
left it to a third party, w bo said that it was
a new subject to him and lie had not
given
it any attention, hut upon first thought he
should say that a well built man’s legshould
be long enough to reach from his body to the
ground. .The village schools are taught as
follows; I’pper school, by Mrs. Abbie Daniels, same as last year; Lower school bv
Miss Lila Bow h r.. .Do not forget the races
at George’s Bi ver trotting
park. .1 line l-Stli.
Nelson lias a horse entered for each class..
Mrs. S. M. Lowell has returned to her home
in Boston.
Sw

awii.i.k.

Mr. Frank

all

are

Col.

Smart is still very low.

Peavey made

a

Hying trip

to

Conway.

N. JL, last week-The lirm of A.
Nickerson N: Co. have their earl on the
road again-At a regular meeting of the
Ladies' Aid Society held Ma\ l!>, IS‘1‘2, the
following resolutions on deceased m •mhers
F.

adopted:
Whereas, The Great Master in II is nlinite
wisdom, has called our brother, Fdwm
Greeley, t<i that home of many 111 nsions.
house upon it.... Miss Edwards has returned
Therefore,
from Portland with a tine assortment of
Resolved, That we, members of the ladies’ j
spring millinery and is prepared to please Aid Society, wish to express our symj it h \ to j
our beloved sister, Margaret P. Green y, and i
tin* most fastidious.... Tin* much wished for
family in this great sorrow. And w«- will i
rain came on Saturday night and was thankever cherish the nu n ory of him who ever
fully received... Messrs Fernald <N M udgett. extended a helping It ml in all the move-|
meiits in which wc wire engaged, and who
ol Belfast, have placed a
handsome monuwas a kind father, an le mo red citizen a imbie
ment for the late Mr. and Mrs. Win. S. FulChristian man.
And 1 is example will ever
he remembered as worthy ol emulation.
ler in Pleasant Hill Cemetery: also corner
Resolved. That we desire to humbly bow
monuments to the lot of Mrs. .Jeremiah Curtis, of New Volk.
Titov.

Harding, who

went to

since, has returned to
Troy, not liking the country. He will reMontana

a

short time

early day....
Mrs. M. C. Parsons is
having her house
painted, as are some others in this vicinity.
....Mr. Frank ('all, Jr., has gone west to
see what kind of an opening for business lie
His wife, Mrs. Isa Call, is spendcan rind.
ing a few weeks with her mother, Mrs. S.
sume

were

in submission and pray for faith when evencomes, as come it w ill, to he led t" say as
our brother said, “Thy will, U Lord, not mine,
he di lie."
MiiT a copy oi Micsc resolutions
Ik esc > y»m i.
be presented t.o bis family also placed upon
the records.
“We see but dimly through the mists and
vapors,
Amid these earthly damps:
What seems to us sad funeral tape***.
May he heaven's distant lamps.’
Mrs. G. T. Nic k
son,
Mrs. II. S. Smart.
Mrs. T. 1). Nickerson.

ing

Mr. Lewis

Ids meat business

at an

Emma Stevens has so far
recovered her health as to la* able to ride to
Pittsfield, where she is to spend a part of the
summer, with her husband’s parents... .Dr.
S. W. Johnson, of Belfast, and Dr. Fuller,

A. Norton... .Mrs.

of

ton is

many

weeks.

Let

us

all be thankful.

ARRIVED.

May

is.
Sell. Lady Antrim. Boothhay.
May Id. Sell. M-'llie Phillips.
May 20. Sclis. \. Ha yd rd. War:-, u. \. lV
York; Mary Farr* w. ( "iid»*n, Banyor.
May I’.'.. Sclis. James Holmes. Uyan. B<
ton, i’arayon, Uieli. Banyor: Ik L. Wan-.
Colson. Bos ion.
S

May 1'.

A I l.l-.D.

|

S.

Max
York.

Id.

Sell.

'a1 isoii.

ton ;

pel 1(1 let

P.

Mlt'k

Ft ry a-o|;

\«■

n.

Sit
seh. Marx

I’.mtayo.-!, Oakes. B,,s.

I- an

»'oiit!"ii. Bosom

Max

coins.

Arr:

IT.

\

sclis. Sarah L. Davis, Bnryess. B< 1last; F. (’. Pendieton ]>"dye. New Haven
Paul Seax ey, Kimball, Belfast: 22, arrixcd
sell, iconessa. Banyor: cleared bark Freeda
A. Willey, Willey, New Orleans: seh. Horace (i. Morse, 1 Larriman, F< rnandina : sailed
seh. Win. Frederick. Cottrell, do.
Philadelphia, May IS. Arrived.sehs. Addie
(i. Bryant, Clay, Moiile Christi: Waldeinar,
Leland. Banyor: Id. arrivetl, sells. Day liylit.
Nickerson, Boston: Lucia Porter. Tapley.
Cienfucyos: 21, arrixcd, sell. 1). 1>
Haskell, Sayan: 2-"*, arrived seh. Melissa B.

Whereas Our Heavenly Father hasmtlled
life and removed from our comour much beloved associate and
eo-vvorker, Mrs. Dolly Nickerson.
Resolved, That we yield in obedience to
our Heavenly Father “who doeth all
things
well’* and acknowledge the great privilege
that has been ours in being permitted to ento

a higher
panionship

joy

c

the

pleasant companionship

and

wise

ounsel and unerring judgment of this noble

woman.

Resolved, That we extend our sympathy to
the bereaved husband and family and trust
that they may find consolation in the masters works “Well done, good and faithful
servant, enter thou into the joys of thy Lord.”
Resolved, That these resolutions he placed
upon our records, also sent to the local papers
for publication.
“Fold gently the weary hands
That toiled so long and well:
And while your tears of sorrow fall
Let sweet thanksgiving swell.”
Mrs. G. T. Nickerson,
Mrs. R. S. Smart,
Mrs. T. D. Nickerson,

Belfast

Minnetta, Croekett. and Fnima W.

«

Day, (’roekett. Winterport:

F. IF Hopkins,
arrived bark Yilora

Larrabee. Sears port ; gb,
Hopkins, Doss Matan/as.

sell.

Sandy

t

Is the man, who, like William
E. Currier, of Kennebunk, Me.,
knows what he needs and where
to get it.
Mr. Currier was sick !
for 5 years with severe stomach I
trouble. Then he tried
I

(

ALLEN’S

SARSAPARILLA.!
He has taken two bottles and
says he is cured
good appetite— feels perfectly well.

t

128 Doses

j

—

Guaranteed

*

Allen’s

To Cure You.

f

J

/•„;,/ I ‘rod ik
>

LA I KS I'

j

K^s.pilnz,
Fowl. pH,.
Ceese. pit,.

lh lnil /‘riri.

LOWER

AT

rs.

no,, m on
1 2 n4 1-2
1 r> u s

PRICES

EVER

III AN

Straw Hals! Straw Hats!
Men's Suits and Overcoats from $4Ao up to the besi.
Youths' Suits from $3.00 up to $10.00.
Bovs' Suits from $1.00 up to $3.00.
Hats, from a 10 Cent Straw Hat up to theverv best 1\
Caps from 10 Cents to 7s Cents.
Mens and Bovs Shirts from 33 cents upwards.
All kinds ot Collars, Culls, Neckwear, HaMerv, I
wear,

See.,

\rc.

E. P. FRO^T & CO

■

78 Main St

Gilt

I

DIED.

Shoes,
Best l>i *(*S‘ ill”
It,

is

> en

^lanufact ured.

the onl\ 11res si 11jj. imiiiiiiiiii': < d I.. and w
t linn in Hire it.

id

iniprm•• the le; titer ratln

-FOR

they pretend is a test of baking powders.
It having been intimated that these persons are
paid agents of the Royal Raking Powder Com-

which

pany, this is to advise all concerned that this Company has no relation whatever to them, that their

so-called

test is

structed and

make false

a

sham,

employed

and that the females
to

perform

these

statements in all kitchens to

are

in-

tricks,

and

which

they

by concerns who are trying to palm
off upon housekeepers an inferior brand of baking
powder through the operation of fallacious and deceptive methods.
The Royal Baking Powder Company in no case
employs such agents, and whenever the name of
this Company is used to gain entrance to houses,
can

the

gain

access,

applicant,

ance,

no matter

should be

regarded

how

respectable

and treated

in appear-

as an

imposter.

Rovai. Baking Powder Co.
106 Wal)

St., New-York.

HEN'S CALF SHOES
-A

.tie! -ale

me

..|

Smr

single

I-

State

vs

State
State

vs

\-.

Iv-.bert l>ruw nri-L.
Kohert Hioumi--.
lt"l.en l.ruwmi--

>m-le
sin-le
«

mi

n

s.

Maitland IF Smith

I »ri 11 h

ete.
rout inned.
Stale x -. Malt land IF Sn. n h
>•<tel inned.
State vs. Ma it la ml I! Sin il Ii

..

x —.

< ■•mi,

'■ontinued.
« mini,,
Men il! \
State
I'imiex
■ntinuetl.
State x —. I ink I. Na-li
fomm.m
>•«tut inned.
•!
III m\X 111 l__
..mu, a
State X s. 11
e.mtinued.
State x-. \\ ill IJ.ixxe, App
Snmlt
1

It will make old Parent Leather look as jroo.i aand put a polish on Call Shoe- without the
use<d a brush.

new,

State X .-.
State
-.
emit inueil.

HELFANT.
REPORT OP THE I’oNDIIION OP THE

NATIONAL

Bellas!, in (he Slate of Maine,

BANK,

ai

the rinse of

1 MP2.

.11
Loans and discounts..-BUI >.Si •
Overdrafts, secured ami unsecured
in.427 '•<>
7a ».u<H> (>11
L. S. Bonds to secure eireulation
7.4.1>!_’(• <"'
Stocks, securities, etc
-ID.' *7 4 D‘>
Due from approved reserve agents
IB.4 DB
Due from other Natioual Banks
f'.miiiiiii
Banking-house, I urn it lire and tixi nrc-.
1 ,'JL‘S
Current expenses and taxes paid
2.4"B SS
Checks ami other'cash item-.
7 .c,7«> (>t>
Treasurv cert ilicates.
DUB." on
Bills of other banks.
I
i BB
4.40
Spe<*ie..
..

1 .Dio 00

Lejral-tender noteBedempt ion fund with
er

7>

per

cent, ot

S Trea-ii'
circulation

*2.27.0
-7.44.74

Total
1.1 vmi.mi

00

.s|7ii,iiiiii

no

BB.turn

on

41,200 77>
44.000 nil

National Bank notes outstanding
7.so on
I dvidemls unpaid.
Indiv idual deposits subject to cheek. 220.07iS SB
4".2B0 B.7.
Demand certificate of deposit
-7.44.74

Total.
Maine,

Cot my

oi

Wai.i.o

1 "B

ss.

BBADBI BY. Cashier -d the above
I. A. 11
namt'il bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of m\ know ledjie and
< ashier.
belief.
A. H. BBADlil B\
Subscribed and sworn to before me this27<th dav
-IDS. WILLIAMSON.
of May, 1892.
Notary Public.
Correct Attest
.)< >11 N (L BIB MHvS. 1
WM. B. SWAN.
Directors.
\
A. A. HOWES.
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above.
State
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4 Oz. Jars Ten

State xassin.- 1 > 1 k
State \I 'red I
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Mail land IF
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Cents !

board, within

ten

minutes

walk of tjuantabacook pond, and three of post,
TWO
office. Address
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min

F.

11.

,.

Sinil It.

1
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Slate
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State
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lxx.:l
A I lest
III ISTilN W Aid I’
a nee

NO SCRAPS

NO DIRT.
\..
o|

1

heap labor

\o

interior stork.

"

exervthinr in

Sleepers Eye
Cigars
Made in om "v\ n lacand sold in even
store. 1<»eem>
ISks-i <*| am.

ron

cigar

TliAPE

M

SLEEPER A 10.,

AliK.

Factor}.
tyrl)

SO\, Druggists.

with

<

Single-ah

x

xx

Filtered

To Let for the Seiner.
rooms

k*

eonrintu-tl.

VASELINE.

good

ll"li.

State -. I ■.I n I ».,i 1. SinuIe -a l«
-. .lolin
I
I >m
,,111111. m :,mState
.l"ln, I
I »m 1
>iatr
t-imje -a <
I 'hit.
State
-lohli I
I»! inkni_
emit inned
< oimnmi -i
State vs. .loin I I »• a 1
s. .1 <lin 111. i.
\ | p.
State
I d'unkei.
State \- Flank K. Nash. »' > 11,, 1 ■■ a, -<
ni/.etl t 1 appea 1 n. t term in 1 lie -mi,
I'oft el K Nash ami Sn-ie \ Na-li 1Frank F. Nash, sin-h
Statev*

8. ».

POOR

-in_ le
\ m
I

11

■

u

s.

Capital stock paid in
Surplus fund
I’ndivided profits

Si Ait: of

.e..

Samuel

1 "B

MRS. .JOSHrA RIVERS.
i)w20

n,

joint j..

ir- |.

< '..mnnm
Stale
I lema \\
man.
State
Ilenrx Wyman.
<11111111111
'••lit Milled.
State x s. Hem x \\ x man. single -ah
State X-. Ilenrx Wxman Single -aI*

...

of a company of females, who,
male agent, are infesting different sections of the country, performing a trick

Main.11

v

State

KF.S'U lji i;s.

a

llumi

K"l'.
Hi'.iwnri-In inki
et •.
"i.iiimed.
Slate
Mei ill A
rinm .v.
I >rinkn
••t«
eontinued
-.
< '.mm
State
Merrill A
I'lnnev
.mt iime I.
State*.- Merrill A. I'miiev.
Mi.-ie
State
Merrill \ Tinnev. Single
State
Frank F. Na-li. rmnnimi
State \s I'rank II Nash.
Ininkiii- !

■

business Maj 17.

Against the impositions

it*

Slate

We have hamlleil 11 e ab<>\ e dressing lor live
ami can *«•«-iniuneml it as the

At

Warned

show-

eonriiiiied.

BELFAST

are

iliij

.vv

Sl.lt e
Mine « i. • I illume. Sin le -a
tfin e
nml iueei!
Mate vs. Nathan I “a:
\m
Sm ,!. ...
mi |>a
V,
liiel
d
Mai.
Man i1' I'.it-mi
r,.,i
eont inned.
>1 1 >' '•
a
( '"ii: in 'll -ell."
l\ III I M 11
Slatt
s. 11 e111
\\
< "in a.'ii
n at..
trill e
.'..lit lillle. I
Mate
-.
Ileei'v \V man
e m
emit inile.l.
State \>. riioina- <
11 >
Snu :>• -a ••
Stale
I rank A
Mm-r
|>, inkin■ "lit Mined.
>
state
Mail iam! It. Mnit I). < 'ium
.mt iuiietI.
State \.Maitland It. Sindh. < m.
> "lit limed.
State v-. .Ii.Imi A
Hallow. A | ■ |». I»nu
plea of nut -nilt ,\ let ra■ ted -enteii.
tinned: eve.-iitimi id'
nrelirr t" date
mit nieiit upon t lie rapia-.

Ill Kll-worth. Max 1-1. Si«lM )OKK I'li A/.i Kll.
S. Moom ami Mis- Martin M. Frazier.
MUSI.KY dOY. In West Fdeli. Ma\ s. f|,.|m W
Mo-ley, of Kilsworth. ami Miss (inrtrmin M. .I<*\.
of Kdnn.
In Augusta. Ma> 1". at HuPAKSONS TIJKA I
ms denee o| .Imliit-.l. P. Wliitelionse. 1>>
ile\.
\V. Field, assisted l>\ liev. I.S. W illiamson. Mr.
Ar1 hnr I..-Parsons atni Mi— Annie M Treat, hot h
nt Antrnsta.

Housekeepers

Mej

lt(|ii"t>

>•'

nn\

..

IT.IIt

Tlir

I "■;» If I i;n's itnl in<i il.'W- of I, .mintin'.: the
in-

MARRIED.

iu Bangor, May 21, hra. wife of Horace
\KK\
I,. A rev. aged 20vears, 11 months ami 2<s days.
BI( KKOKI>.
At liirch Harbor. Zeniro. only
son of .Man H. and the late A. J. Bickford, aged
2 .cars and 7 months.
BARROW'S. In Camden. .Mav 14. Christina W
widow of the late Kzra Barrows, aged 70 years, o
n onths.
BROWN. In Boston, May 17. Mrs. Priscilla K
Brown, a native of Northport. aged OS years.
CHADWICK. In Marysville. Cal., May 10. .Mrs.
Margaret Chadwick. formerlv of Palermo, aired
si
years. In months and is days.
CLKWLY. In Stockton Springs, Mav lit. Robert
<' ewlv.
(iol l.D.
In Bangor. May 17. at the residence
ohis son ( diaries, on Kssex St.. John Could, aged
s; years and S months.
HANNON. In South Liberty. Vpit 1 2. infant
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wells Hannon, aged 2
weeks and 2 days.
HALL, in Belfast, Mav la. Mrs. Margaret A
Hall, aged 41 rears and lo months.
11 KA L.
In 1 .ineolnville. Ma v 12. ( has. 11. Ileal,
aged 27 ve ils. 7 months and 1.2 days.
HA INKS.
In Searsport. Mav 24. Thomas B.
Haines, aged .22 rears.
LA.MPHKK. in Belfast. Mav 24. Arthur Lam
plier. aged about 72 rears.
TRCKWORTII Y. In Lowell, Mass.. Mav in. Asa
Trueworthy, toinicrix >1 Knox. Me .aged 71 vears
and 11 niotit hs.
WASIIBI RN.
In Brewer. Max lt». Hattie W.
wife of the late <ieo. A. Washburn, aged 21 years.
WOODW ARD. In Bangor. Max 2(1, Jennie Kiln
ball Woodward, wife of Charles K. Woodward,
aged 22 years and s months.
WADi.JN. In Northport. Max l'J. Mrs. olive
Wadlin. aged 7'J reals. 11 months and lo davs.
Max 20. Paul II
WHITK. In Ovrego, N. \
White, a native of Belfast, aged 2" years.

Belfast,

in otic t:.

■

are lower than they were at the beginning
of the year.
We are on the eve of increased
oil shipments, and some lixtures of vessels
to arrive have been made for the Baltic at
slightly better figures than are obtainable
ess els; hut ill consideration of the
for spot
innovations of the fleet of tank steamers, together with the increasing competition of

BEFORE.

I)n not spend a dollar fur CLOTUING of any kind for Men «»r
Iloyuntil you have sem >ur M<>«*ds and prices,
It will pay you to examine our
We <|uote a few of our many harii'ains:]

"

r.Aliru.V In West Kilsw.H-tli. \pril v- to.Mr.
ami .Mrs. (dome llarron. a daughter.
\.\ NN. In iloeklami. May 1.",. to Mr. ami Mr-.
I
I a am. a -mi.
a:
Mi-,
.-( ni l'.' In KlUw.irtli. May 11. t" Mi
.lolili Si l'tt. a dainjltet
in. t.. Mr.
SAV \ UK. In North llm-k-| mt M
ami Mrs. I-’. I >a\\ \<*r. a dan_iimr \ iruie A
t.
Mr
in I rank 1 >r:. Me
1
SPA I I I»I N
ami Nil-. Fred S'paulduij:, a -on.
lii'.nr. Smith Thomas
WIi.SnN. At tinoiuf
toil. .Ma\ 1.'. i" Mr.ami Mrs. Hatton W il-on. a -mi.

favorable commercial conditions, has precluded the improvement in freights so long
and anxiotish looked for by owners and
agents of vessels. Indeed, petroleum freights

SOLI)

!

Hit nil Mnrl.it.
7

BORN.

MIS( KI.l.ANY.

ask you t'«»i tii*

\v<*

i

lit,

Notice is given that the tripod on Western
Duck rock, near Monhegan Island, Me., has
been rebui It.
Spoken. Ship A. .). Fuller, (Joh-ord, from
New York for San Francisco, March 12. lat.
21 S. Ion. d W.
Bark Fred P. Fitehlield,
Young, from New York for Ilong Kong, no
W.
date. lat. 2‘> S, ion.
Sehr. .James A.
(iarlie’.d, Fisher, from Fienfuegos for New
York, May is, otT Carysfort lighthouse.
Ship Henrietta remains at Burnham's railway, Fast Boston, being overhauled and reShe will have new waterways on
paired.
both sides, new ha.;eh combings, will have
decks caulked, etc.
Disasters, kiv. A cablegram from Brazil
announces the loss of the Br. barque V.Hived!, (‘apt. McNeill, from Portland, Me.,
March 1
for Buenos Ayres. The vessel was
burned at sea. Her crew escaped with their
lives and have been landed at Pernambuco.
.Ship Alameda, Philadelphia dan. Sth for
San Francisco, is reported from London May
la put into Montevideo with loss of topmast
and some sails.
Freights. The Freight circular of Brown
N: (Jo,, New York, reports for the w eek endThe market continues upon a
ing May 21
basis of rates unsatisfactory to owners and
agents of vessels in every department. The
advance of the season has brought an increase of business in some directions, but an
ample supply of tonnage, together with un-

than

to-day.-

-mat

S Lime. |> hid. I on,, 1 On
is (tat Meal. | > It,.
1
< orn. \ > bush.
dd, Onions. |> lb.
4,,t!
dd, <til.kerosene 1 > nal.s n 1 4
Craeked eo n p bu,
dd, polio, k. |> it,
Corn Meal. | l.ii.
-2
( lleese. p b.
I I " 1 d, Polk. |» tt,.
In
( ortou Seed. |' ewt. 1 40 Plaster.|> bbl. 1 on„
nr,
4
Codlish. ihy. p It,. S" lo i;>e Meal. |> tt'.
I 2 shorts 11 ,-w t
1.1 .'>
'ranberri' — p <|t. 5
1 5 " 1 S Sii”;ir. | It,.
4 1 2 a
lover Set (1. p
4o
Flour, pi bl. 4 50"d 5(' Salt.T.L. |> bn.
4
11.(I .Seed bn. I 70 " I 75 Sweet Potatoes.
Ml 2- n 4
'.>"12 Wheat Mea I.
Paid, p lb,

eot-ned.l > lb.
HutTersa.lt., > box.
Heel

1*0It IS.

COLORS.

morn

MENS' »ll BOVS SUITS, HATS ad CAPS

lOf/12 si raw. |» ion. 7 no s on
1«>" IS Turkey. j> tb.
is,,20
5(0/do Veal. |» tt..
P.,,7
Id'/ is Wool, washed.
2 1 „M2
Id, W ool. unwashed. 2 1 ,/ 22
14e Id Wood. hard. 4 nn,, d in.
Id" IS Wood. soft.
M no„M r.n

Chit-ken. P Ho
Call Skins.
1 Mick
I It

C.
May IP. Sailed, brig
Stockton. Allen. Barbadoes.
St. Thomas. May 1<>.
Sailed, sell. Isaiah
Y. Stetson, Trask, Mayaguez. to load for
Delaware Breakwater; b’>. sailed, sell. Moraiiey, \Vi I so u. Yabaeoa, to load for N. *!' H
Wellington. N. X., April 14. In port, bark
St. Lucie. Frskine, for Auckland.
Passed, hark Adam W.
Anjer. April
Spies, Fund. Singapore for Boston.
< ielifllegi i>,
Ma\ 12.
Sailed >- 1;. 4'-.fa.
Wilson, Sew York.

AM)

1-J

»;

lloUlldlloji.l;*

Chee>‘e. p lb

Arrived seh. B. 1).

STVLKs

And sn'al nvnryw Inn* o\K M< >\ I'll air*» t

iik.ku knal.

Uan.ri.

>

Accra, YY.

the

Sarsaparilla Co., Woodfords, Me. j

Boston Office, 125 Broad St.

COMMENCING THIS WEEK

urrent.

ioi;

medium, 1 75 " 2 < »o Lambskins.
2."»
yellow evesl don 1 75 .Mutton, j) lt>.
s
in
Hut ter. |» It..
UW/1S oars. |> bn. M2 tb. 4n„ 42
Heel p It,.
5 a 7 Potatoes.
2n«2.">
.55 a do
l»iirle\ P bush.
1 2
tt..C.

Pendleton, Dodge, Fernandina.

under the lead of

50 Cents.

All Druggists.

(

*

••

seh. Nalmm Chapin, Ares N. sv York
go, sailed, sell. Anna Pendleton, Thomas,
Ness London.
Perth Amboy. May 10.
Sailed, brig Kntalidin, Lure. Bangor: gl, sailed, sell. Annie
IF Lesvis. Less is. Bangor.
Jaeksonville. May go. "Cleared, seh. Meyer
«N Muller, Patterson. Ness York.
Darien. May gl
Cleared, seh. .Mars F.
Crosby. Williams. Ness York.
Baltimore. Mas gg. Arris ed sell. Yule,
Hards. Boston; g:i. arris ed bark Meguntieook, Wallace, Turks Island.
Ness port News, Mas gl.
Arris ed seh.
Fannie A. Corham, Carter, Ness York.
Ness- Hasen, Mas gb.
Sailed sell. F. C.

M YKJNK

I

t->-

••

sailed,

I'OKKION

Price

wi kki.y

.■{(!</ '.'>0 Ha\. jtton.l 1
Apples j:» l»U.
4"5 Hides. | tb.M
-lrie.1. p 11,.
25 Lamb. | It..
2oo«2
Head-,pea,

Point, Boston: go. arrived, sell. Fest.ei A.
Lewis, Burgess. Perth Amboy: gl. cleared,
seh. .1-Ana. .Iordan. Jacksonville.
Bath, May lb. Sailed, sell. Flora Condon.
Osborn. Ness York.
Mobile. May IT. Arrived, sell. H. J. Cottrell, Haskell, Havana 10, sailed sell. < Hive
T. Whittier. Whittier. Ness York.
Brunssviek. (la., Mas 10. Arrived, seh.
Austin D. Knight. Prink water. Ness York;

Nesv Bedford.' Mas 10.
Prince. Fineolns ille.

following ar-produce. etiairy good

••

Cleared,

is.

hi:i:<*i i:i►

/V'"/""

H.

Bangor, May

|

Market.

1 " 7iie. Nie al-ove quota non.- a re reeei\ ers' |o i. •t*-I si i, ; |\ \\ ||i .|e-a;«■
Cheese \ ort hern choice fn II erca •. i.- a ml twins,
fan to good. :•« ll.
ai 11 1 _'/» 11 :;-4<
IAgs I. -I ell e\;ra> a 1 1-. 1 7* </ 171 *«-li11rx
a
Northern I'resli-kiHe-l chickens at
7.foul.-. 1.0/ 17e
1 teal;>
New York ll.Old ;-ieke-i )h-;i al Si '.'O; m;ir
row l»ea si 77//1 Ml; elude-- screen pea. si 70 « 17":
hand-picked medium, si 7<>ei 77: choice velh-u
eves, si 77// 1 SO.
S e-|
rimothv. >1 7U//1 70; Western red top.
si «u//.-vj.
lover. VI n 17Hungarian. sin, one.
<
hoi« e at s71 some fancy higher: fair to
Hay
goo-1 sin 7-i// _'o 7--. I'asTern tine, si7-/ t-s. poor to
or-1 ina y >1.7 // 17.
I’ot a toes Choice natives alld 'filin' -1’iek at <1
// 1 _’7
I hlil ||.-niton Hehrons at 4S//7iie; An.
took I lebrons. 17// 4sc
Apple- N-. 7 Itusset s. <7 70-/.: nu N-.j-.u si 7n

arrived,

riessey

Produce

!!"-ro\. May 7... l>:-7.
1 lie
is ions.
liny -plot a I ion ->l |
fin t tei New \ oik .on l V.

ed. hark .Martha
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ship Cora. Bay Uio Janeiro: hark Fdward
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regarded
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Banyor.

others, are
stili at work on Mt. Wahlo and
Mosquito
Mountain.... South Branch Orange, in Prospect, has taken most all the young people
liaskeil,
into the < 1 range this spring. The labor
quesTrask, Trask, Banyor.
tion was dismissed at the last
meeting....
'ia\
i'.'.
vrnveo. sens. < >< 1 «• ] 1.
isi.till,
A
large number of tin* stone-workers in Wadi Fannie *N Fdith. Us an, and F. L.
Prospect have homes and can hold out on a Warren, Colson. Belfast: Mars Fli/a. Morand

e<

tin* brook

NEWS.

l’OUT OF BELFAST.

Her. P.

uniforms have arrived

Cnitv, were in town Monday-Mrs. Nordoing a good business with her spring
millinery-The Ladies Aid Society, met
Whitcomb,
with Mrs. Etta Hawes, last Tuesday. The
following officers were chosen: President,
Mrs. Sarah J. Stevens, Vice Presidents,Miss
Millie Mitchell and Mrs. Inez M. Harding;
Secretary, Mrs. M. F. Leathers; Treasurer,
Mrs. Lizzie Smith, Standing committee, Miss
Carrie Weymouth, Mrs. Hattie Whitney,
Mrs. May Myrick, Mrs. Etta Hawes. Next
meeting with Mrs. M. F. Leathers,May 24.
Sargent Cemetery, L. M. Sargent.
Comrade Clifton Whittum will have charge _The farmers are all glad to welcome the
of all private decorations, and will be at G.
present rain. Already the grass looks very
A. R. Hall until 10 a. m., Monday, to receive
much improved. We have needed rain for
them and see them properly placed.
Quartermaster E. J. Wentworth will furn-

'1

participated

Camden.

next

Puosrj-v. Tin* labor strike m Piospeet,
and Frankfort stops tin: work ol a' itt lifHi
stone-workers, but the ITcagan m aintain
« rew in
Prospect are at work with over 1M<»
men.
The Prospect
teamsters.
Daniel

eldeks...
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(

village

T. Hack, of Belfast,
will deliver the address Meiuom
Day.
Nothing will be left undone to make ie da\

C

block

hep- |,«■ ,jnd.

w

<,la

.i.

were

two

i.r,

-biit

,cr

L. H. Mathews,
secured another boat.

not long in rowing their boat to
captains who were clinging to their
overturned boat with nothing but their
heads out of water. They were nearly exTliev

•>.

though free j 11 e u 1In urged alld
toapjily for a p< nsion, lie w mild
consent believing That his short m r-

hies
A

i.-

August

l.arged.

•v

11

Jugt. and went at .lire to the front.
health was soon ruined by he li-

and in

atc.

disi

eal 1 lor

<i

brother,

with his

for the shore and

Monroe boy
bearing him.

a

one

(irange recently installed at this place
is increasing in membership. Mr. and Mrs.
<;. C. Seavey are among the new members.
The

is

l’reshmeiits will be servetl.

Id

isit

parents.
Haskell, of Watcrvilh

B. V.

an

Black and (_’. F. Adams attended
I more e< >!aa-i is at
Bangor iast week

*

j.'i,

a^aiit

the

SHIP

j

house.

his

on

be

ness is not brisk, because of the firm attitude
of owners, especially in connection with
Santos and Rio de Janeiro. Out ward freights
for The West Indies, as usual at this period,
are firm, whilst homeward freights continue
dull, with no appreciable change in rates
either wax. Coastxvise lumber, coal and
other long shore freights are about steady,
but quiet, if we except an increased move('barter: Sell.
ment of colliers eastward,
Willie 1- Newton, Fernadina to New York
or Fall River, lumber, 4.I.
Sell. Hattie Med
Buck, New York, Ke\ West and Tampa, general cargo,
Seh. Horace d. Morse.
Sell.
Fernadina to New \ <uk, lumber,
W. 11. Sumner, Savannah to Berth Amboy
lumber. -l.'ST I--. Brig Harry Stewart,
B.iseagoula t■ Bort-au-Brine.-, lumber. s.s..'i(>,
ami buck from u smmd port north of Hat
Seh.
and port charges.
teras, log wooil.
I la a. a. TeleHalil
M- d Ruck. Mobile t
S- li. II- 1- n
graph poles (part cargo-.
(
Moseley, -instead', f M. <M-.sely iv purred la.-t week). Iirunsw -A; t
Washington.
1,umbel. >7
Seh. Li/zic Ilcv-i. Safilla
Sell.
Liver iLynn. I.nmbcr, -7 |J
Henry ( laiisen, dr.. 7-_!J tons. A pala 11: i«• 1:
Blii ladeipbia, I an a
i. >fi, in w n. si -•cm.

holders, which he will sell in Lewiston
vicinity.James Reynolds is making

extensive repairs

A'meda Stratton, ol Fast Belfast., has j
the yield will soon be more.... Pev. Hilaries
been in town visitii»g relatives and lricmds.
Mason, >i Bangor, will deliver a Memorial
\|is. .1. AY. Jlarriman has returned lrom a

11, and

w.

and

cannot

bracing tendency, especially from the
Provinces, not so much on account of an increased demand as because of ail indisposition on the part of owners to accept the low
River
rates that have recently prevailed.
Plate freights continue fairly active, but free
rates
of
serve
to
upon
keep
offerings
tonnage
For Brazil
the previously low scale of rates.
busibut
ports a moderate inquiry prevails,

sham

to

sermon at

ment

There is at the moment but a limited enquiry for long voyage tonnage and, by conDeal
sequence, no improvements in rates.
and timber freights to Europe show rather a

Burnham.
Mrs. Estella Biekmore was
from her carriage last week and
quite seriously injured-Miss Almina M.
Strong, of Washington, 1). C., arrived here
last Thursday.Mr. Warren and John
Harding are pressing hay for the Parks Bros.,
of Pittsfield.... Mr. M. V. Richards is in
town and will manufacture here l,txm
pillow

style, was
tin* ground last week. It was partially insured.l.suo IPs ;>| milk is received
daily at the cheese factory and it is expected
burned

Russian'petroleum with the American product in the East, the prospect of a restoration
of fairly profitable freights ill this depart-

thrown

lew years ago and finished in nice

I'l K.MS.

SKAKSloKT

Belmont.
Mrs. Alice Fletcher, widow nf
the late Augustus Fletcher, of Lincolnville,
was in town last week on account of the
sickness of his mother, Mrs. Hannah Fletcher....The meat cart of Mr. John Morrill
capsized in the door-yard of Mr. N. B. Allenwood last week, hut no damage was done except the kingbolt and a few eggs broken....
Mr. L. F. Allenwood has got seven lambs
from four sheep. How many of the farmers
can beat that?

We learn that Mr. Milton Ward was severely injured last. week. While looking at some
was
cattle he intended buying for beef h
kicked down and trampled upon, breaking
three ribs and sustaining other injuries.

Monroe. Mr. Clias. McKenney is on the
sick list, suffering from a complication of diseases.
He is attended by l)r. Whiter nb, of
Monroe, ami Dr. S. W. Johnson, of Belfast....
The Monroe Cornet Band that organised in
j the last few months met at the Tow Hall
111 children.
last Friday evening for prartire. Th
larch.
Bcv. N. La Marsh will preach a Memorial j
ed and played in the streets and
some
Senium at Congregational Church Sunday |
tine music. The Frankfort hand pla\
with
a.
May I’d. Fvery comrade w ill report
at
at (.
Hall
i:
morning,
A.
Sunday
j them in the evening.... (.apt. Durham and
Memorial
white
badge.
wearing
wife visited their daughter. Mrs. F. M. DolBy coiinnand of
loff. in Pittsfield, last week.... Mr. A. P.
B. ). s.vittiK.vr, S. Y. C. in Command.
W'iiitti m, Adj.
Ci.n
Fletcher's large dwelling house, huilt only a

Mrs.

i.ar.es

l*: -og-

Com-

music.

on
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M
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serve as

Comrades H. X. Edwards, J. B. Sweetser,
A. F. Clement, F. W\ Porter, M. M. Whitturn, H. J. Grant, will decorate Monument,
Church and Hall.
A cordial invitation is hereby extended to
patriotic ladies to join the ladies of W. R.
Xo. 8, to help in preparation for the decoration exercises. Friends and children are requested to bring evergreens to (I. A. R. Hall
Friday and Saturday.
Members will assemble at G. A. R. Hall
Column will be formed <>n
in full uniform.
Main Street, right near entrance of Hall, at
1 p. m.. sharp: march to Monument, where
appropriate exercises will be performed.
Column will then proceed to I'nion Hall to
listen to an address by ,J. E. Burke, of \Vaterville, Me.
It is hoped, as the line of march is shortened, nil soldiers and sailors of the late war will
join the ranks.
Citizens and children are requested to
take a place in the column, and .1. W. Bhu k
is detailed to have command of the platoon

r.

a

-Mr
t> T

A.

I:

alterations
St la

Comrade W. B. Sawyer will

mittee

in town.

!cl: for

ing.

Thorndike.
Farmers were glad to see
the rain of last week and are now wishing
for warm weather... .The Teacher’s Association meets here Friday of this week. It is
hoped that good weather may favor the meeting and a large delegation be present. Ail
teachers in town are expected to attend and
the public generally are cordially invited....
Memorial services at the Centre Church
next Sunday, and the free Baptist quartley
4, and 5th.
meeting begins here June
A cordial invitation is extended to all....

Village, Me., May 11, 1892.—tfl9

RUNNELLS
Attorney aid Counsellor at W
W. F.
All

matters entrusted to me will
prompt attention. Collections made
able rates.

once P. 0.

BulMlRK,

Winter^
{

